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Abstract

Therapy interventions for children with neurodisabilities: a qualitative scoping study
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Social Policy Research Unit, University of York, York, UK

*Corresponding author bryony.beresford@york.ac.uk


Objectives: The objectives were to (1) describe the current practice, approaches and schools of thought in relation to physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy for children with neurodisability; (2) explore clinical decision-making; (3) investigate views on outcomes and their measurement, particularly participation as an outcome, that is, the child’s ability to have the opportunity to be involved in life situations and activities (e.g. communication, mobility, interpersonal interactions, self-care, learning and applying knowledge); (4) seek views on the aspects of therapy interventions that have an impact on outcomes; and (5) elicit stakeholder views on research needs and priorities.

Design, setting and participants: More than 70 professionals (therapists, service leads, paediatricians and education staff) and 25 parents participated in a qualitative interview (either individually or as part of a focus group).

Results: Professional thinking and models of service delivery are in a state of flux and development. There is a move towards goals-focused, family-centred approaches. Work tends to be highly individualised, with few protocols. Parents are certain of the value of therapies, although they may experience difficulties with provision and may seek (additional) private provision. Therapy interventions are conceived as three components: the therapist, the procedures/equipment, etc., and the wider therapeutic environment. They are believed to be highly complex and poorly understood. Although participation is widely endorsed as a core intervention objective of therapy interventions, its suitability, or appropriateness, as an outcome measure was questioned. Other child and/or parent outcomes were identified as more or equally important. Notions of intermediate outcomes – in terms of body structure/function, and the achievement of activities – were regarded as important and not counter to participation-focused approaches. Among therapists, research on intervention effectiveness was (cautiously) welcomed. A number of methodological challenges were identified. A portfolio of study designs – quantitative and qualitative, experimental and observational – was called for, and which included economic evaluation and clear pathways to impact.

Limitations: The study was not successful in recruiting children and young people. Further work is required to elucidate the views of this key stakeholder group.

Conclusions: Therapy interventions are poorly understood. There was strong support, tempered a little by concerns among some about the feasibility of demonstrating impact, for investment in research.
**Future work:** The identification of research priorities was a core study objective, and a wide-ranging research agenda was identified. It included ‘foundational’ research into neurodisability, the active components of therapy interventions and the concept of participation. Three areas of evaluation were identified: overall approaches to therapy, service organisation and delivery issues, and the evaluation of specific techniques. Parents regarded evaluations of approaches to therapy (e.g. goals-focused; supporting family-self management) as priorities, along with evaluations of models of service provision. Professionals’ views were broadly similar, with an additional emphasis on methodological research. In terms of specific techniques, there was no shared agreement regarding priorities, with views informed by personal interests and experiences.

**Funding:** The NIHR Health Technology Assessment programme.
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Families and professionals agree that there needs to be more research on therapy interventions (physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy) for children with neurodisabilities. To aid decisions about what, or whether, to fund research on this topic, the National Institute for Health Research commissioned a small scoping study. The study’s purpose was to describe current practices and schools of thought, ascertain views about the impacts that therapy interventions have on children’s lives and how we should measure those impacts, and hear about priorities for future research. The study focused on children with a non-progressive neurodisability in which the main impact is on physical functioning or abilities, for example cerebral palsy, hemiplegia, spina bifida, some genetic conditions and acquired brain injury. More than 70 professionals (therapists, service managers, doctors and school staff) and 25 parents took part in this study, either through an individual interview or by joining a focus group discussion.

The study found that all therapies are undergoing many changes to the way they work and how their services are structured and organised. This is partly as result of reduced resources, but changes in beliefs and thinking about therapy interventions also have a large part to play. There was strong agreement that these therapies should be helping children to participate in everyday life as much as possible. Study participants also agreed that therapies could have very positive impacts on children’s lives. However, many also believed that more research was needed to understand how, and in what ways, therapies affect children, and how best to capture, or measure, this. In terms of research priorities, evaluations of new and emerging approaches to working with children and families, and models of delivering therapy services, received stronger consistent support than evaluations of specific interventions.
Scientific summary

Background

In a recent James Lind Alliance Childhood Disability Research Priority Setting Partnership (Morris C, Simkiss D, Busk M, Morris M, Allard A, Denness J, et al. Setting research priorities to improve the health of children and young people with neurodisability: a British Academy of Childhood Disability-James Lind Alliance Research Priority Setting Partnership. BMJ Open 2015;5:e006233) for children with neurodisability, ‘therapy interventions’ featured strongly within its top 10 priorities, with four items on the list concerning such interventions. This is not surprising, as existing evidence, particularly that of high quality, on this topic is very limited.

An overarching research question was generated from this process: what therapy interventions are, could and should be offered to children with neurodisability to help improve participation outcomes? This apparently straightforward question belies the fact that this is a highly complex topic. It covers a wide range of issues, including the different ‘schools’ of, or approaches, to therapy; models of service delivery; the ‘dosage’ or intensity of specific interventions; the timing and duration of an overall therapeutic intervention; the skills and qualifications of staff delivering the therapy; and the involvement of others, such as parents and school staff, in the delivery of interventions. Over and above this is the challenge of identifying and measuring the ‘active ingredients’ of therapeutic interventions, and capturing outcomes.

To inform future commissioning of research on this topic, the National Institute for Health Research’s (NIHR) Health Technology Assessment’s Maternal Neonatal and Child Health Panel commissioned a scoping study into current practice and perceived research needs through one of NIHR’s Health Services and Delivery Research programme’s Evidence Synthesis Centres.

Objectives

The study objectives were to:

1. identify and describe current techniques, practices and approaches to delivering therapy interventions – that is, physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy – for children with non-progressive neurodisability that seek to improve participation as defined by the World Health Organization’s (WHO) International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) framework (WHO. Towards a Common Language for Functioning, Disability and Health: International Classification 7 Framework. Geneva: WHO; 2002), that is, the child’s ability to have the opportunity to participate in life situations and activities (e.g. communication, mobility, interpersonal interactions, self-care, learning and applying knowledge)
2. describe the therapeutic approaches that are identified by professionals as promising or innovative but are not currently (routinely) delivered by the NHS
3. identify how and why these interventions may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment
4. describe the factors that influence decision-making regarding the ‘therapeutic prescription’, including the nature and severity of the impairment
5. understand the dimensions that constitute a therapeutic intervention from the perspectives of NHS health professionals, children and parents, for example the physical environment, the location, the use of/access to equipment, staff skills/qualification, parent involvement/delivery and self-management
6. seek the views of NHS health professionals, parents and children regarding the ‘active ingredients’ of therapy, and how to capture or measure these
7. understand, and compare, the ways in which professionals and families currently conceive therapy outcomes, the meaningfulness of ‘participation’ as a therapy outcome and how these may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment
8. map NHS health professionals’, parents’ and children’s views of the evidence gaps related to therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability, and identify views on the issues that need to be accounted for in the design of any future evaluations.

Methods

Design
A descriptive case study design, taking the delivery and practice of therapy interventions as the case, was adopted. Qualitative research methods (interviews and focus groups) were used. A purposive approach to sampling was implemented. Focus groups and individual interviews were used to collect data.

Inclusion criteria
The scope of the study was set according to the following criteria.

- Intervention: physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy interventions that meet the ‘patient group’ and ‘setting’ criteria below and target outcomes within the participation component of the ICF. The domains captured by this concept include participation in learning and applying knowledge; general tasks and demands; communication; mobility; self-care; domestic life; interpersonal interactions and relationships; major life areas; and community, social and civic life. This criterion includes interventions delivered directly by therapy staff, or by school staff, parents and/or children, in the home or in a school setting, under instruction from therapy staff.
- Patient group: children and young people up to school-leaving age with non-progressive neurodisability predominated by physical/motor impairment, including those without a specific diagnosis. This includes children with cerebral palsy (defined as physical, medical and developmental difficulties caused by injury to the immature brain), brain injury, some metabolic and neurogenetic disorders, and developmental co-ordination disorder, as well as those without a specific diagnosis. Within and across these patient groups, the extent to which physical/motor abilities are affected varies considerably. For many of these children and young people, the presence of neurodisability results in a number of physical/motor and cognitive impairments.
- Setting: outpatient, community, school and/or home.

Data sources
The study sought to recruit the following stakeholder groups:

1. child/neurodisability/research leads in national professional groups
2. physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy practitioners and assistant practitioners based in community paediatric teams/services, paediatric specialties and tertiary clinics/centres
3. clinical academics/researchers currently active in the field
4. community paediatricians and paediatric neurologists
5. parents
6. children and young people.

More than 70 professionals (therapists, service leads, paediatricians and education staff) and 25 parents took part in the study either through individual interviews or by taking part in a focus group. It did not prove possible to recruit children and young people. Those recruited to the study represented a wide range of settings, geographical locations, neurodisabilities and children’s ages.
Data analysis

All interviews and focus groups were audio-recorded. The recordings were used to create detailed interview summaries organised under the themes covered in the topic guides. Verbatim quotes were also extracted. The research team met regularly throughout the data collection period to reflect on a priori and emerging topics and issues. Once all of the interview/focus group summaries were complete, the team met again on three separate occasions to discuss and develop, through consensus, ‘mind maps’ of the themes and subthemes covered in the data relevant to the research questions. These maps were then modified to create a structure into which analytical writings, summarising findings on each theme, could be organised. These formed the basis of the project report. Drafts of the findings sections of the project report were shared and reviewed by all members of the research team and final versions were agreed.

Results

Professionals and parents were clear in their belief about the necessity and importance of therapy interventions with respect to the care, management and support of children with neurodisability.

The three professions are in a state of dynamic change and development. This appears to be taking place in response to, or influenced by, three separate issues:

- debates and conceptual understandings of disability and impairment
- shifts in thinking taking place in other professions and disciplines, and related evidence, regarding goals-focused working, family-centred approaches and supporting self-management
- significant resource constraints.

In terms of the practice of therapy, the key distinctive features are professional autonomy and highly individualised approaches to delivering therapy. This is informed, or underpinned, by clinical experience, ‘philosophical positions’ regarding the purpose of therapy, and the specific procedures, techniques and/or equipment that the therapist has the skills, or resources, to deliver. Manualised, or protocol-driven, interventions are unusual. There are early signs of a move to care pathways and the application of protocols within this structure. Much of the direct work of delivering therapy to a child is carried out by parents and school staff. Increasingly, therapists assume a consultative role and their skills in this regard are, therefore, critical.

Therapy interventions are complex. Existing frameworks for understanding complex non-pharmacological interventions offer a useful structure by which this complexity can be understood. Many potential ‘active ingredients’ were identified, some of which would appear to offer challenges in terms of their ‘measurement’. Related to this, understandings of mechanisms of change are limited.

Parents and professionals strongly identified participation as one of the overarching objectives of therapy interventions. However, study participants’ understanding of this term was extremely varied. In addition, as a concept or intervention objective, it may not be explicitly operationalised in practice. Furthermore, the notion of participation as an appropriate and meaningful outcome indicator for therapy interventions was questioned, particularly with respect to, for example, evaluations of a specific procedure. There was agreement that, when properly implemented into a study design, it may be an appropriate indicator in studies evaluating the impact of wider models of care.

There was broad agreement that any evaluation should capture outcomes across the entire spectrum of the WHO’s classification of disability and impairment, including functioning/body structure, engagement in activities and participation (as well as other higher-level outcomes). Some of these outcomes may be better conceived as intermediate outcomes. Quality of life, physical and emotional well-being, resilience and self-management were identified as other potentially relevant higher-level outcomes.
Children with non-progressive neurodisability are a highly heterogeneous population. Many have complex needs and require the support and care of a number of professionals and services. The neurological origins of their impairments mean that children with predominantly physical/motor impairments – specified as the population in question for this scoping study – may well have cognitive impairment. For some types of research, additional or alternative approaches to defining populations, for example in terms of gross motor function or desired goals, may be more meaningful and appropriate.

Typically, there is not a strong culture of research within therapy services; however, within the professions there is growing engagement with and interest in research. There is recognition and acceptance of the need for research, although for some this is tempered by concerns about research’s ability to demonstrate the impact they believe therapies to have on children’s lives.

A broad-ranging agenda of research priorities was identified. Some were regarded as ‘foundational’ or prerequisites of other types of studies. A number of methodological and study design issues were identified as barriers to evaluation research.

Evaluations of ways of working (e.g. goals-focused approaches) and service models (e.g. integrated care and multi- or transtherapy teams) were frequently identified as research priorities. Overall, parents’ research priorities were located in these types of studies.

Research priorities concerning particular techniques, procedures or items of equipment generated a long list of potential studies. These appeared to be located in personal preferences and clinical experience, and none emerged as receiving strong and consistent support.

There was universal consensus that evaluative research needs to use mixed methods, and that patient experience as well as outcomes should be captured. Health economics and implementation science were consistently identified as needing to be core components of evaluation studies.

**Conclusions**

The purpose of this study was to provide a description of current thinking, practices and models of service delivery with respect to physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. It sought to consult with relevant health professionals, parents and children and young people. In terms of the aspect of the study that sought to explore research priorities, the absence of children and young people in the study represents a significant limitation. However, a broad representation of health professionals and parents was achieved, response rates were very high and study participants were highly engaged.

The context of therapy provision has been described, including shifts and developments in thinking and practice across the professions. These have been influenced by new models of disability and impairment and adopting notions of family-focused and goals-focused care, as well as significant changes in the level of investment in therapy provision.

The study has also described, from professionals’ and parents’ perspectives, the complexities both of therapy interventions and of their evaluation. It has revealed a wide-ranging research agenda spanning ‘basic’ neurodisability research, methodological research and work to better understand therapy interventions and their active ingredients, as well as evaluation studies. In terms of evaluative research, there was a strong call for studies that tested and informed developments in practice and ways of working and/or models of service delivery. No particular techniques or procedures emerged as clear research priorities, although sometimes techniques not currently available within NHS provision were identified. For some, research into the effectiveness, or impact, of specific techniques and equipment was seen as secondary to, or irrelevant compared with, research into models of care and ways of working.
Finally, the study also collected views on the ‘research environment’ within the professions, with a sense emerging of the need to develop research capacity and research culture.

**Funding**

Funding for this study was provided by the Health Technology Assessment programme of the NIHR.
Chapter 1 Introduction

Context

In a recent James Lind Alliance (JLA) Childhood Disability Research Priority Setting Partnership for children with neurodisability,1 ‘therapy interventions’ featured strongly in its top 10 priority areas, or research questions (Box 1). Indeed, as we have highlighted in bold, this topic constituted 4 of those 10 areas.

The following overarching research question was generated from this process: what therapy interventions are, could and should be offered to children with neurodisability to help improve participation outcomes?

This question captures the complexity of this topic including issues such as the different ‘schools’, or approaches, to therapy; ‘dosage’ or intensity; the timing and duration of a therapeutic intervention; and the skills and qualifications of staff delivering the therapy. Over and above this is the challenge of identifying and measuring the ‘active ingredients’ of therapeutic interventions.

BOX 1 Top 10 research questions agreed as shared priorities1

1. Does the timing and intensity of therapies (e.g. physical, occupational and speech and language therapy, ‘early intervention’, providing information) alter the effectiveness of therapies for infants and young children with neurodisability, including those without specific diagnosis?
   What is the appropriate age of onset/strategies/dosage/direction of therapy interventions?

2. To improve communication for children and young people with neurodisability, (a) what is the best way to select the most appropriate communication strategies? And (b) how to encourage staff/carers to use these strategies to enable communication?

3. Are child-centred strategies to improve children’s (i.e. peers’) attitudes towards disability (e.g. buddy or circle of friends) effective in improving inclusion and participation within educational, social and community settings?

4. Does the appropriate provision of wheelchairs to enable independent mobility for very young children improve their self-efficacy?

5. Are counselling/psychological strategies (e.g. talking therapies) effective in promoting the mental health of children and young people with neurodisability?

6. What is the (long-term) comparative safety and effectiveness of medical and surgical spasticity management techniques (botulinum neurotoxin A, selective dorsal rhizotomy, intrathecal baclofen, orally administered medicines) in children and young people with neurodisability?

7. Does a structured training programme, medicines and/or surgery speed up the achievement of continence (either faecal or urinary) for children and young people with neurodisability?

8. What strategies are effective to improve engagement in physical activity (to improve fitness, reduce obesity, etc.) for children and young people with neurodisability?

9. Which school characteristics (e.g. policies, attitudes of staff) are most effective to promote inclusion of children and young people with neurodisability in education and after-school clubs?

10. What is the long-term safety, effectiveness and sustainability of behavioural strategies and/or drugs (e.g. melatonin) to manage sleep disturbance in children and young people with neurodisability (outcomes include time to onset, duration, and reducing the impact on the family)?

From Morris et al.1 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the Creative Commons Attribution Non Commercial (CC BY-NC 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt, build upon this work non-commercially, and license their derivative works on different terms, provided the original work is properly cited and the use is non-commercial. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
The existing evidence on this topic is very limited. For example, recent National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance\(^2\) on the management of spasticity in children was not able to provide guidance on the timing or intensity of any of the interventions it included. The Guidance Development Group also noted that interventions are themselves poorly defined.\(^2\) Evidence reviews in this area note the lack of rigorous research and the very limited nature of the current evidence base.\(^2-8\) There are, however, indications of a growing interest, and investment, in research in this area. Studies to date have engaged in exploring the impact of therapy interventions on motor/physical functioning\(^9-11\) and participation\(^12-14\) using a range of study designs. The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) itself has funded research in this area.\(^3,15\)

To inform future commissioning of research on this topic, the NIHR Health Technology Assessment (HTA) programme’s Maternal Neonatal and Child Health Panel commissioned a qualitative scoping study into current practice and perceived research needs through one of NIHR’s Health Services and Delivery Research (HSDR) programme’s Evidence Synthesis Centres.

**Study objectives**

The objectives of this scoping study were to:

1. identify and describe the current techniques, practices and approaches to delivering therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability that seek to improve participation as defined by the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 2002 International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) framework\(^16\)
2. describe therapeutic approaches that are identified by professionals as promising or innovative but are not currently (routinely) delivered by the NHS
3. identify how and why these interventions may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment
4. describe the factors that influence decision-making regarding the ‘therapeutic prescription’, including the nature and severity of the impairment
5. understand the dimensions that constitute a therapeutic intervention from the perspectives of NHS health professionals, children and parents (e.g. the physical environment, location, use of/access to equipment, staff skills/qualification, parent involvement/delivery and self-management)
6. seek the views of NHS health professionals, parents and children regarding the ‘active ingredients’ of therapy, and how to capture or measure these
7. understand, and compare, the ways in which professionals and families currently conceive therapy outcomes, the meaningfulness of ‘participation’ as a therapy outcome and how these may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment
8. map NHS health professionals’, parents’ and children’s views of the evidence gaps related to therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability, and identify views on the issues that need to be accounted for in the design of any future evaluations.

**Defining the scope**

The scope of the study was set according to the following criteria.

- Intervention: therapy interventions that meet the ‘patient group’ and ‘setting’ criteria below and target outcomes within the participation component of the ICF framework.\(^16\) The domains captured by this concept include participation in learning and applying knowledge; general tasks and demands; communication; mobility; self-care; domestic life; interpersonal interactions and relationships; major life areas; and community, social and civic life. This criterion includes interventions delivered directly by therapy staff, or by school staff, parents and/or children, in the home or in a school setting, under instruction from therapy staff.
Patient group: children and young people up to school-leaving age with non-progressive neurodisability predominated by physical/motor impairment, including those without a specific diagnosis. This includes children with: cerebral palsy (defined as physical, medical and developmental difficulties caused by injury to the immature brain), brain injury, some metabolic and neurogenetic disorders and developmental co-ordination disorder, as well as those without a specific diagnosis. Within and across these patient groups, the extent to which physical/motor abilities are affected varies considerably. For many of these children and young people, the presence of neurodisability results in a number of physical/motor and cognitive impairments.

Setting: outpatient, community, school and/or home.

An overview of the therapies under investigation

At the outset, it is useful to offer a brief overview of the therapies included in this scoping study. Thus, this opening section offers a brief definition of each therapy and the ways in which it works in order to achieve its objectives. We also provide a brief history of each discipline within the UK context, noting here that its development and emergence in other countries may not be similar. Finally, in understanding what these three therapies do, it is important at this stage to point out that therapists’ work may involve direct work with a child and/or training and supporting others (e.g. parents, school staff and therapy assistants) to implement and use techniques, procedures and/or equipment.

**Occupational therapy**

The objective of occupational therapy with children with neurodisability is to provide practical support to enable them to overcome any barriers that prevent them from doing the activities (occupations) that matter to them. ‘Occupation’ refers to practical and purposeful activities that allow people to live independently and have a sense of identity. This could be essential day-to-day tasks, such as self-care, learning or leisure. Occupational therapists use the following techniques:

- advising on alternative techniques to achieve a desired occupation
- making changes to the child’s home or school environment
- providing equipment.

The early history of occupational therapy is located in a response to the need to rehabilitate people recovering from tuberculosis who had been subject to extended periods of bed rest. The idea of graded engagement in activities emerged with the view to support and enable patients to return to employment once they were fully recovered. In responding to the need to rehabilitate soldiers returning from the first world war, the discipline took further significant steps forward, with national training courses and professional colleges established in the 1930s across the UK. These colleges merged in the 1970s, forming the Royal College of Occupational Therapists (RCOT).

**Physiotherapy**

For children with neurodisability, the objective of physiotherapy is to promote, develop or restore physical movement and strength and the ability of the child to perform functional activities in their daily lives. A further objective is to reduce pain. Physiotherapists treat or manage movement and body structure/function impairments or disorders through:

- tailored exercises/physical activity
- manual therapy
- education and advice.

Physiotherapy’s origins can be traced back to Sweden and the sport of gymnastics. The Royal Central Institute of Gymnastics was established in Stockholm in 1813. [The Swedish word for physiotherapist (physical therapist) is ‘sjukgymnast’ = ‘sick-gymnast.’] In 1887, physiotherapists were officially recognised...
and other countries soon followed suit. In 1894, four nurses in Great Britain formed the Chartered Society of Physiotherapy (CSP), and this remains the profession’s national body. The need to rehabilitate individuals with polio and soldiers returning from the first world war served to promote and develop the profession during the first half of the 20th century.

**Speech and language therapy**

For children with neurodisability, speech and language therapy addresses difficulties with communication or with eating, drinking and swallowing. To address these difficulties, speech and language therapists can work in a number of ways:

- providing education and advice
- developing and supporting the implementation of programmes to help to develop communication and/or the management of eating and drinking problems
- providing feeding/drinking equipment
- providing communication aids and devices.

Speech and language therapy began to emerge as a distinct discipline in the late 1800s and early 1900s. A national professional body (the College of Speech and Language Therapy) was formed in 1945; again, the recovery and rehabilitation needs of soldiers returning from a world war drove developments within the profession. The college became the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists (RCSLT) in 1995.

**The structure of the report**

*Chapter 2* reports the study design and methods. *Chapters 3–10* present study participants’ views of and beliefs about topics and issues relevant to, and contributing to, the study objectives. We start by providing a high-level picture of the way therapy services to children with non-progressive neurodisability are organised and delivered in England (see *Chapter 3*). Next, in *Chapter 4*, we move on to a detailed exploration of participants’ accounts of the overall approaches and schools of thought which currently inform physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. Then, placed under that framework, we offer an overview of how these therapies are being practised. In *Chapter 5* we present parents’ accounts of the provision and delivery of therapy. After this, we turn to exploring study participants’ views and beliefs about the active ingredients of therapy interventions: this is reported in *Chapter 6*. Following this, in *Chapter 7*, we describe their views about therapy outcomes, including the notion of participation. The next two chapters consider issues relevant to future research. *Chapter 8* reports on accounts of the current ‘research environment’ within the therapy professions, and *Chapter 9* describes participants’ views on the challenges of evaluative research and reports the methodological research, which participants identified as being necessary to progress research into therapy interventions, including their evaluation. Our final findings chapter (see *Chapter 10*) reports the priorities for research identified, or nominated, by study participants. The study findings are discussed (see *Chapter 11*) and reflected on in the remaining chapters of this report (see *Chapters 11* and 12).

We would note at the outset that this is a complex topic area and some of the issues investigated were explored from two perspectives (e.g. describing current practice, and the challenges of researching practice). We have strived to avoid unnecessary repetition but it is sometimes required, particularly given that this report may not be read in its entirety.
Chapter 2 Methods

Study design

A descriptive case study design, taking the delivery and practice of therapy interventions as the case, was adopted. Qualitative research methods (interviews and focus groups) were used and a purposive approach to sampling was implemented.

The proposed design was to use group and individual interviews and/or a brief online survey to ascertain the views and experiences of different stakeholder groups, namely:

- child/disability leads in national professional groups
- therapy practitioners and assistant practitioners based in community paediatric teams/services, paediatric specialties and tertiary clinics/centres
- training placement supervisors within therapy services used by therapy training institutions (both undergraduate and master’s qualification routes)
- clinical academics/researchers currently active in the field
- community paediatricians and paediatric neurologists
- parents
- children and young people.

Deviation from the proposed design

Three changes were implemented during the early stages of fieldwork as it became clear that planned methods of data collection and choice of stakeholder group were not appropriate. The changes implemented were as follows.

- The method used to consult with community paediatricians and paediatric neurologists was changed from a survey to an interview. Early into fieldwork it became clear that the topics under investigation were complex and nuanced and it was important that representatives of this particular participant group had the opportunity to contribute in the same way as other participant groups. Thus, the decision was made to change the design to individual interview, and to reduce the proposed sample size.
- Early in the project we discovered that undergraduate qualifications in physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and speech and language therapy are generic, that is, not specific to particular age groups or conditions. Therefore, we decided that it would not be fruitful to pursue training placement supervisors as a key participant group. We did, however, record participants’ involvement in training and supervision of new trainees, and explored their views on general training curricula when appropriate.
- Finally, following careful discussion within the team, we added a further ‘miscellaneous’ stakeholder group to the sample. This was in response to emerging findings regarding the importance of the perspectives of managers of children’s community health services, educationalists and private practitioners.

Study participants and rationale for inclusion

A number of different stakeholder groups were identified to take part in the study. Each group was selected on the basis of the unique and valuable perspective that it could bring to the project. Table 1 details each participant group, the data collection method used and the rationale for the group’s inclusion. It should be noted that some study participants were members of more than one stakeholder group (e.g. a research-active therapist). These participants were categorised according to our primary reason for seeking to recruit them to the study. However, we were cognisant of these multiple roles, and the interview topic guides were adjusted according.
TABLE 1 Type of stakeholder group and rationale for inclusion (as per the project proposal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder group</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical academics and researchers (including therapists, other clinicians and academics)</td>
<td>Individual interview</td>
<td>To provide evidence on recent or ongoing research and the issues and challenges associated with evaluating a therapy intervention, and in the case of those in teaching or supervisory roles, the content of training curricula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representatives of national professional groups representing physiotherapists, occupational therapists and speech and language therapists</td>
<td>Individual interview</td>
<td>To offer a ‘high-level’ view of different practices and approaches currently being implemented by physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy practitioners</td>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>To supply a collective detailed picture of the delivery of therapy and decision-making around the therapeutic prescriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant paediatricians and paediatric neurologists</td>
<td>Individual interview</td>
<td>To allow the scoping study to place and understand therapy interventions within the wider context of the care and management of children with neurodisabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>To ensure that families’ views and perspectives are represented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children and young people</td>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td>To ensure that patients’ views and perspectives are represented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2 Target sample size for each participant group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder group</th>
<th>Sample size, (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical academics and researchers</td>
<td>≈10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representatives of national professional groups</td>
<td>≈6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy practitioners</td>
<td>8 x ≈7 group participants (N ≈55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant paediatricians and paediatric neurologists</td>
<td>≈6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>4 x ≈8 group participants (N ≈32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children and young people</td>
<td>4 x ≈6 group participants (N ≈25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stage 1: recruitment

The first stage of recruitment comprised desk-based research to identify individual interview participants. This involved searches of the NIHR funding database and high-impact therapy journals for academic clinicians and researchers currently (or recently) active in the field of therapy interventions. At the same time, the professional bodies for the different therapies were approached, via the leads of their respective paediatric and/or specialist neurodisability divisions, to each nominate representatives who could provide a ‘national’ overview of their profession at a research and a practice level. The research team then used a snowballing method, whereby existing recruits were asked for suggestions of other relevant people to include in the study from among their colleagues and professional networks. This iterative recruitment process continued until, from initial analyses and discussions within the research team, data saturation on key or critical themes had been achieved.

All individual interview participants were sent an e-mail invitation to take part in the study. This e-mail introduced the research, the nature of the interview and the topics for exploration. A study information sheet was attached. If no response was received, a member of the research team followed this up by telephone or a further e-mail. Arrangements were then made with those who responded positively for a suitable date and time to conduct the interview. Finally, a confirmation e-mail was sent, to which was attached an additional information sheet setting out the scope of the interview and giving final details about the interview. For those taking part in a telephone interview, also attached to the confirmation e-mail was a consent form outlining the protocols of the interview so that participants could familiarise themselves with these before giving their recorded verbal consent at the beginning of the interview. The three people who were interviewed in person gave written consent before the interview took place.

Stage 2: recruitment to focus groups

In the second stage of recruitment, we sought groups of frontline practitioners, parents, and children and young people to take part in focus group discussions. Recruitment methods varied according to the group in question.

Practitioner groups were recruited through direct representations to the lead practitioners and heads of therapy services we had recruited to individual interviews, or by securing a workshop slot at forthcoming professional conferences. In the case of the former, a member of the research team liaised with a ‘site co-ordinator’ to make arrangements for the meeting. This included sending the co-ordinator an information sheet with details about the study to forward to all those taking part. This sheet also explained that, at the start of the meeting, participants would be asked to give their written consent to take part in the study. In the case of the latter, when recruitment took place on the day of a conference, participants were given both a study information sheet and a consent form to sign at the beginning of the focus group ‘workshop’.

All practitioner focus group participants were also asked to complete a brief pro forma regarding their professional backgrounds. Those attending focus groups were offered a personalised certificate of attendance to include in their career portfolios.

In the case of parents and children and young people, we aimed to recruit pre-existing groups in the belief that this would be more time efficient and that pre-existing groups can move more quickly onto the particular task or discussion and, within the context of a single data collection event, are therefore more likely to yield high-quality data. For parents, we were able to use an established parent group co-ordinated by our own research unit. The study topic was introduced as an agenda item and discussed accordingly at a regular meeting. We then approached several condition-specific voluntary organisations for potential parent groups as well as local groups of the National Network of Parent Carer Forums (www.nnpcf.org.uk).

For children and young people, we took a similar route and made representations to sports teams, youth and social clubs and school/university groups, a national voluntary umbrella organisation that represents disabled children and their families, and, via colleagues, existing young people’s research advisory groups. A flier was designed and distributed for this purpose. A ‘thank-you’ shopping voucher (worth £20 for parents and £10–15 for children and young people) was used.
When groups agreed to participate, a member of the research team liaised with the group co-ordinator to arrange a venue, date and time for the meeting and to request that they distribute study information sheets on behalf of the research team. Participants were asked to sign a consent form at the start of the meeting.

Sample

In all, 109 people took part in the study. Thirty-eight individual interviews (including one joint interview) and 10 focus groups were carried out.

Individual interviews: sample

Ninety-three per cent of those invited to participate in an interview accepted the invitation. Of those who did not, one was unable to take part because they were abroad when fieldwork was taking place; one (who had recently changed jobs) failed to respond to our invitation; and one declined to take part as they felt that others would be more suitable. Table 3 displays the role, or post, of the professionals who took part in individual interviews.

Some of those recruited were at the forefront of research on childhood neurodisability. Areas of research interest were diverse, encompassing a range of specific interventions and approaches within physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy, participation outcomes and tools of outcome measurement. Similarly, clinical expertise covered a range of health conditions associated with childhood neurodisability and significant motor impairment, but primarily neuromuscular and skeletal movement disorders and oromotor and communication disorders.

Academic researchers and clinical academics were based in universities and specialist research institutes, in NHS hospital and community trusts and in specialist treatment and rehabilitation centres serving the NHS. As well as leading their own research and managing under- and postgraduate teaching programmes or large clinical caseloads, many had additional roles and responsibilities. Within their own organisations these included managing research strategy, building research capacity and capability, providing clinical and student supervision, and positions as heads of service and professional leads. Externally they included providing strategic leadership via active membership of networks such as the British Academy of Childhood Disability; the European Academy of Childhood Disability; NHS clinical governance networks and independent clinical advisory bodies; and organisations such as Disability Matters. A few had been members of guidance development groups for NICE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Number of individual interview participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic researcher based at university</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician(^a) based in the NHS</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician(^a) based in a specialist centre(^b)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private practitioner operating nationally</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional body employee operating nationally</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) May also be a clinical academic.

\(^b\) Specialist centres providing services to NHS patients.
Individual interview participants were drawn from across the disciplines of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy, and from paediatric medicine (Table 4). Of those recruited who had a therapy background, all were members of their national professional body. Within these organisations, some were members of specialist sections providing professional direction and guidance to their members, such as the Specialist Section Children, Young People and Families of the RCOT and the Association of Paediatric Chartered Physiotherapists within the CSP. Of those who were members of the RCSLT, some were voluntary specialist advisors in their field of expertise and/or members of local Clinical Excellence Networks that meet regularly to share and develop common interests and expertise. In the same way, some of the paediatricians recruited held voluntary roles within the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health, such as on the Specialist Advisory Committee for Neurodisability.

As was our aim, there was also representation in the interview sample from across the country as defined by the four broad areas of NHS England’s regional teams (Table 5). The largest group, from the North of England, was made up of nine people from the north-east and three from the north-west. Representatives from RCOT, CSP and RCSLT worked countrywide, as did two of the private practitioners.

**Practitioner focus groups: sample**

Forty-four therapists took part in one of six focus groups. Over half of these were physiotherapists, the smallest therapy profession represented among those interviewed individually. Most worked for the NHS in the community, predominantly in the north of England. Overall, the therapies they represented, and the organisation, type of setting and locations in which they were based, are reported in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of training</th>
<th>Number of individual interview participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupational therapist</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapist</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech and language therapist</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatrician/paediatric neurologist</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes a social science academic.
*Educationalist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region (based on NHS regional teams)</th>
<th>Number of individual interview participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North of England</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midlands and East of England</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South of England</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countrywide</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One from Scotland and one from Wales.
The practitioners had wide-ranging experience within physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. The mean number of years that practitioners had been qualified was 14.2 years (median 11 years). Most were employed in band 6 or 7 posts. Over 60% reported some previous experience of research, although this varied: investigator, involvement in delivering a programme under evaluation, research within undergraduate/postgraduate studies, service audit and/or membership of research discussion forums. These characteristics of the sample are reported in Table 7.

The participants’ caseloads were also diverse in the type of neurological conditions covered, but often their patients had multiple impairments. Box 2 lists the main neurodisabilities represented in the sample’s caseloads.
**Parent focus groups: sample**

In total, four focus groups were conducted with 26 parents. Of these parents, 20 were mothers, five were fathers and one was a grandfather (Table 8).

Parents were recruited locally from parent-carer forums and our unit’s parent consultation group, and at a weekend-long event held by a condition-specific children’s charity and attended by parents of preschool-aged children from across the country (Table 9).

Within these four parent focus groups, 28 children and young people (15 boys, 13 girls) were represented. There was some variation in age (Table 10).

---

**TABLE 7** Number of years qualified, grade of post and previous research experience of participants in practitioner focus groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practitioner group</th>
<th>Number of years qualified</th>
<th>Grade of post</th>
<th>Previous research experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 3</td>
<td>3–10</td>
<td>11–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A (n = 4)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (n = 7)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (n = 15)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (n = 9)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E (n = 3)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (n = 6)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Education.  
<sup>b</sup> Missing data.

---

**BOX 2** Diagnostic groups represented in practitioner focus groups

- Acquired brain injury.
- Cerebral palsy.
- Complex motor disorders.
- Congenital and rare syndromes.
- Developmental co-ordination disorder.
- Dysphagia.
- Genetic disorders/chromosomal abnormalities.
- (Global) developmental delay.
- Head injuries.
- Learning disabilities.
- Metabolic disorders.
- Neuromuscular conditions.
- Spina bifida.
- Spinal injuries.
The health conditions represented by these groups were various and, again, included children with multiple complex needs. The conditions reported by parents are listed in Box 3. It should be noted that, as would be expected for this population, many children had more than one diagnosis, including some degree of learning disability and/or autism and/or sensory impairment.

**Challenges of recruitment**
Whereas recruitment of the individual interview participants was straightforward, recruitment of the focus group participants proved more difficult. These challenges of recruitment are reported separately for the focus groups with practitioners, parents, and children and young people.
Practitioner groups
We aimed to recruit practitioner groups through therapy service departments. The practitioner contacts made through the individual interviews proved invaluable as a ‘way in’ to these departments. Although services were always supportive of the research, resource issues meant that our approaches were not always successful because of limited staff capacity.

Parent groups
With parents, the difficulty was finding pre-existing groups of parents with children who met the study inclusion criteria. There are many more parent-led/voluntary organisations for other neurodisabilities (e.g. autism or progressive conditions) or that focus particularly on learning difficulties. We approached several condition-specific voluntary organisations with this in mind, but we were unable to find existing groups of parents we could access. In the end, a compromise was reached, whereby we accessed groups of parents through voluntary organisations that were brought together specifically for the purpose of the study.

Children and young people groups
Various avenues were pursued to recruit pre-existing groups of children and young people with neurodisability. Given the abstract nature of the subject matter to be discussed, we were wary of the difficulties of capturing thoughts on this, in a meaningful way and in the time scale available, from young people who had moderate or severe learning disabilities. We therefore sought pre-existing groups of children and young people who did not have significant cognitive impairment.

Approaches were made to special schools, disability/special needs sports teams, youth and social clubs, and school/university groups, through a national umbrella organisation for disabled children’s charities, and through professional research networks with established young people’s research advisory groups. When relevant, we also sought suggestions from some of the practitioner and parent focus groups for appropriate children’s and young people’s groups to contact. In the event, none of these avenues was fruitful. We would note that this was not entirely unexpected. Securing meaningful engagement of children and young people in studies such as this – which are constrained by time and resources – is often

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 3 Parent-reported diagnoses*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Asperger’s, autism and ADHD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ataxia and dystrophy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cerebral palsy (mild to severe).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Communication and sensory processing needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Complex epilepsy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Down syndrome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dyspraxia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fine motor impairments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Genetic syndromes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hemiplegia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hydrocephalus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Learning disabilities (mild to severe).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-verbal AAC users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scoliosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Spina bifida.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AAC, alternative communication; ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.

* Children typically had more than one diagnosis.
very challenging. We would recommend that a specific piece of work exploring children’s and young people’s views be carried out, informed by the findings from this scoping study. It is useful to note here that Morris et al. made a similar recommendation in response to their experiences of conducting the JLA research priority setting exercise for children with neurodisability.

**Data collection**

Individual and group interviews were used to ascertain the views and experiences of different stakeholder groups. Individual interviews aimed to collect in-depth data on the participant’s particular area of expertise, whether that was within or across different therapy services. Group interviews allowed a collective exploration of the topics presented for discussion.

*The interview topic guides*

The content and focus of the interviews and focus groups differed across the stakeholder groups in accordance with the rationale for recruiting them to the study.

Semistructured topic guides of key themes and subthemes to cover were developed for the individual and group interviews. Table 11 reports on the broad themes covered in the different stakeholder topic guides. (See Appendix 4 for exemplar topic guides.)

Two group exercises were used during the focus groups to facilitate discussion. In larger groups, subgroups were created to work on these tasks. The first was to rank, in order of priority, factors that influenced or informed decision-making about the management of a case. Participants were given a set of cards, each describing one factor. Once they had discussed and agreed a ranking order, they were asked to affix the cards to a mounting board in order of most to least important (Figure 1). The boards were then displayed and discussed among the whole group.

The second exercise involved participants completing a worksheet about their priorities for research. The worksheet was divided into three sections for this purpose: research about specific interventions, research about particular groups of children (e.g. diagnosis, need, age) and research about the way therapy is organised and delivered. Participants were advised that they did not have to complete all of the sections. Again, the responses were shared and discussed among the group.

*Fieldwork*

Fieldwork took place between August and December 2016 and was shared by the three members of the research team. Most of the individual interviews were conducted over the telephone, but three were carried out face to face. Except for two instances when focus groups were convened via a national meeting with participants attending from across the country (one practitioner group and one parent group), the group interviews took place in the localities of the participants. The groups were facilitated by one or two researchers. Interviews lasted approximately 1 hour and, with permission, were digitally recorded.

*Data analysis*

Audio-recordings of the interviews and focus groups were used to create detailed summaries, using a template derived from the headings and subheadings of the relevant topic guide. These summaries included verbatim quotations. The position of verbatim quotations on the audio-recording (in terms of minutes and seconds) was noted.

The research team met regularly throughout the data collection period to reflect on a priori and emerging topics and issues. Once all interview/focus group summaries were complete, the team met again on three separate occasions to discuss and develop, through consensus, ‘mind maps’ of the themes and subthemes covered in the data relevant to the research questions.
### Table 11: Topic guide themes by stakeholder group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder group topic guide</th>
<th>Themes covered</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current state of research evidence</td>
<td>Participation outcomes and outcome measurement</td>
<td>Active ingredients of therapy interventions</td>
<td>Challenges to evaluating interventions</td>
<td>Research priorities</td>
<td>Overview/ experiences of current therapy practice</td>
<td>Role in building and promoting evidence-based practice</td>
<td>Role of practice therapies</td>
<td>Parental involvement in delivering therapies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical academics/researchers (n = 13)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional bodies (n = 7)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other practitioners (n = 12)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatricians (n = 7)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practitioner groups (n = 6)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent groups (n = 4)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These maps were then modified to create a structure into which analytical writings, summarising findings on each theme, could be organised. These formed the basis of the project report. Drafts of the findings sections of the project report were shared and reviewed by all members of the research team, and final versions were agreed.

Verbatim quotations are used extensively throughout the report to illustrate points made in the text and to ensure that the voices of study participants are directly presented. For professional study participants, each individual participant or focus group is identified by a unique code (A1–X2; C1–H1 focus group participant). The use of this coding system allows the reader to evaluate the use of quotations from across the breadth of the sample. To ensure anonymity, we do not provide details of the characteristics of individuals quoted. When appropriate, in the preceding text, we do specify individuals’ profession or other relevant information.

FIGURE 1 Example of output from focus group ranking exercise.
Chapter 3  An overview of the organisation and delivery of therapies

Introduction

This chapter reports the evidence gathered from professionals regarding the way in which therapy services for children with non-progressive neurodisability are currently organised and delivered, and non-statutory sources of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. It is important to note that this study did not systematically map service organisation and delivery issues. However, study participants included those with a ‘national-level’ view and those who had worked in a number of service settings and geographical locations, or reported themselves to be at the forefront of service development and service organisation. This chapter describes a variable and changing landscape, with those changes being driven by a number of different factors. Parents’ views and experiences of therapy provision are reported in Chapter 5.

The organisational settings of therapy services

Therapy services for children with non-progressive neurodisability are located in tertiary, secondary and community health-care settings. Tertiary provision includes single-centre and ‘hub-and-spoke’ models. Tertiary (and some secondary-level) services take the form of ‘standalone’ therapy-specific teams (e.g. complex communication needs, neurorehabilitation, respiratory physiotherapy) and therapists within specialist (sometimes residential) provision for particular populations (e.g. acquired brain injury, profound physical impairment, dysphagia) working within either multidisciplinary or single-therapy teams. Such services may also support the work of non-specialist children’s therapy teams.

Children with neurodisability may use one or more of these different levels of provision at some stage during their lives. For example, a child with acquired brain injury may be initially cared for in a specialist centre before being transferred to the care of the local community-based team. Therapists in secondary care settings tend to have a more time-limited involvement – addressing transitory, acute needs (e.g. respiratory interventions; rehabilitation following hip surgery) – or being the first point in a therapy intervention pathway before discharge to community teams (for example, early rehabilitation following a stroke). In terms of community-based therapy services, where therapy services sit, and how they are organised, is largely determined by the wider structure of community paediatric services in that locality. Within this provision, therapy teams or services may be organised in terms of population groups and/or the type of functional impairment. The usual care pathway appears to be referrals being made to therapy teams via a consultant paediatrician-led service. However, as described below, alternative models were reported.

Finally, in addition to occupational therapy services within the NHS, occupational therapists work in local authority housing and social care departments. Here they are involved in assessments and delivery related to the adaptation of children’s homes and the provision of associated equipment (e.g. hoists, bathing aids or toileting aids). They may also be directly employed by schools.

The locations in which therapists work

Therapists work in a number of settings: the hospital ward, outpatient clinic, nurseries, schools, homes and the community settings or services a child uses. However, this was reported to vary between therapies, the therapist’s remit and local practices or commissioning arrangements. Occupational therapists were most likely to report seeing children in their home or other community settings. Physiotherapists based in
community health teams reported working out of clinics and through home visits, although the extent to which the latter was implemented appeared to be highly variable. A preference for this way of working appears to be connected to adopting participation-focused approaches and incorporating therapy exercises or procedures into everyday activities. However, local commissioning arrangements and a service lead’s opinion appeared to influence the extent to which this was routine practice. For children with long-term therapy needs, the move into school, particularly if to special school, typically meant that sessions or appointments with physiotherapists and speech and language therapists took place at school.

The organisation of therapy provision

The traditional model
Across all of these settings, the traditional model is that physiotherapy, speech and language therapy and occupational therapy services work as ‘unitherapy’ teams, with assessment and intervention delivery occurring separately, or in isolation, from other types of therapy interventions a child may be receiving. Physical barriers were reported as acting to prevent even informal modes of integrated working:

*We are often still based in separate buildings by profession, or separate offices. Right down to what desk you sit at. A huge amount of clinician time and effort goes into trying to mitigate the negative impact of that.*

Although not necessarily regarded as a problematic model for children with a short-term need for a specific therapy, difficulties with this model with respect to children with complex long-term needs were identified across all study participant groups. It had the potential to lead to different or conflicting priorities in terms of the purpose or focus of therapy interventions and the perceived objectives.

Alternative models
In addition to the traditional model of service organisation and provision described above, study participants reported other models. These were typically presented as ‘atypical’ or ‘ground-breaking’ and were observed across all levels of care: tertiary, secondary and community services. They included the following.

Multitherapy teams
Perhaps the most frequently reported alternative to ‘unitherapy’ teams, multitherapy teams comprised two or all three therapies. When described, ‘joint/bitherapy’ teams were always a collaboration of physiotherapy and occupational therapy. This was explained by the two therapies being more likely to be interdependent in terms of achieving the desired outcomes for the child.

Integrated, multiprofessional approaches
This model comprises an integrated approach to the assessment and care of children with neurodisability involving therapists, relevant paediatric specialisms and, potentially, other professionals working together. This approach includes integrated working arrangements across teams as well as multiprofessional teams. There is also variability in the extent of integrated working. For example, the assessment and care planning process may be integrated but actual intervention delivery may still be located across ‘unitherapy’ rather than ‘multitherapy’ teams.

Transdisciplinary or ‘primary provider’ models
A couple of interviewees described a ‘transdisciplinary model of working’. For example, a joint physiotherapy and occupational therapy team had implemented a ‘generic therapist’ role. Here, a single therapist – physiotherapist or occupational therapist – works with the child, but draws on both occupational therapy and physiotherapy intervention approaches. A similar model was described within the context of a multitherapy occupational therapy/physiotherapy/speech and language therapy service, whereby each profession is recognised as having a ‘unique contribution’ but a single therapist acts as the main conduit by which all the therapies are delivered. These interviewees believed that families preferred this model, as it offered a co-ordinated approach.
Therapist-led services
Therapist-led services were also described. Regarded as innovative and recently implemented, this model appeared to be used to manage impairments of function that required brief, time-limited intervention, and when a diagnosis from a paediatrician, or another relevant specialist, was not required to proceed with therapy.

Factors driving changes in service organisation
Three main factors emerged from interviewees’ accounts as appearing to drive these changes.

1. A policy driver: the Children and Families Act (2014) which demands joint working across health, education and social care, a single, overall assessment of need, and co-ordination and integration of services – was identified as prompting reviews of the way therapy services are organised.

2. Participation outcomes and goals-focused approaches: the shift to regarding participation as a key outcome for therapy interventions, and the accompanying move to goals-focused approaches to assessment and intervention, emerged as a key driver to changing the way therapy services were organised and delivered. (We report this in more detail in Chapter 4.) Interviewees described how the achievement of a goal will require the inputs and interventions from all, or two, of the therapies as well as from other professionals.

3. The need/desire for greater efficiency: reduced resources, coupled with high demand, were reported to have led to alternative approaches being sought. Reconfigurations of service models in order to reduce wait times, prevent duplication both within assessment processes and in the delivery of interventions, and make best use of therapists’ skills and expertise were all cited as reasons for seeking to change models of service organisation and delivery.

Interviewees who had been involved in restructuring or reorganising therapy provision typically described this as a difficult process. Creating multitherapy teams that were truly integrated was challenging and, often, ‘work in progress’.

Approaches to provision
Interviewees described two broad approaches to therapy provision, particularly within physiotherapy and speech and language therapy. First, and the more traditional approach, is open-ended involvement with a case until ‘recovery’ or broad therapy objectives have been achieved. For some children, this may mean a relatively short period of contact with a therapist. For others, with significant and enduring physical and motor impairment, their involvement with therapists is long term – often up to the point of transfer to adult services. Second, and presented as a relatively recent innovation, is an ‘episodes of care’ model, with re-referral into the service for further input.

The driver behind this shift in approach was primarily attributed to limited resources and managing demand. Managers and senior staff interviewed reported significant and sustained cuts in funding:

In the past children will have come on to our caseload and stayed on it. Now we discharge children after a block of intervention and then the child has to be re-referred after 12 weeks to get further support. A lot of services operate an episode of care model. It seems to be a capacity-based decision rather than a clinical need-based one.

Within occupational therapy, given the focus of this particular therapy, it appears that involvement may have always been more episodic, although it is not clear from our data if the duration of those episodes is changing over time.

Across all approaches to provision, parents and school staff are often those delivering the actual intervention to the child. To some extent this model of delivery has been in place for a while, but interviewees’ accounts
suggest that this is being further embedded in the way services are organised and therapy interventions are delivered. We return to this issue in Chapter 4.

**Private providers**

Among some groups of children with neurodisability, private providers are not an uncommon source of therapy provision. A number of factors seem to be at play here. Interviewees noted that a dominant belief among parents is that the amount and intensity of direct work on a child – delivered by a therapist (or themselves, under instruction from a therapist) – was the predominant reason for purchasing additional therapy:

*Often parents come along with the idea that more therapy is always better...*  
*V1*

*...[it] ends up with a battling mentality in which parents feel that NHS professionals aren’t doing their best for them. And that’s very, very counterproductive.*  
*V1*

This belief, coupled with concerns about the level, or amount, of therapy being received from statutory health care, led to parents seeking alternatives. It was frequently observed that private providers tended to use more traditional, high-dose/high-intensity intervention approaches. This aligned with parents’ desires to be ‘doing all they can’ for their child. For some parents, the appeal of private providers can be that it removes demands on them, as parents, to deliver therapy to their child. A further reason identified by study participants as to why parents seek private provision is that parents can learn (via word of mouth, or through internet searches) about an intervention, or intervention approach, that they believe would benefit their child but that is not available through the NHS, owing to a perceived evidence gap, resource constraints and/or commissioning decisions.

Professionals reported that the use of private providers could introduce another aspect of their management of a case. Sometimes this related to co-ordinating the two sources of therapy or managing conflicting advice. They were aware that parents did not always reveal the non-NHS interventions they were purchasing or using, which could, in itself, lead to difficulties.

**Parent-identified and -delivered ‘therapies’**

In addition, our work with parents revealed that some had sought out, and were using, additional therapy interventions without any therapy professional input or oversight. Again, seeking these alternative sources of therapy was driven by a perceived inadequacy of statutory provision. Some professionals expressed concerns that the roll-out of personal health budgets may mean increasing numbers of parents purchasing ‘unproven’ interventions:

*I worry about the vested interests of companies trying to make money out of parents and their personal budgets. I would love a decent evidence base with which to advise families.*  
*V1*

*There are companies selling things, yet what they do isn’t based on published evidence nor does it do what they claim. Yet parents will come to us and say ‘Why aren’t you doing this?’.*  
*H1*

*As a parent, your natural instinct is to do anything you can for your child. But you are rubbing up against salesmen of equipment manufacturers, many of whom are very moral and decent people. [But] my fear is that sales sometimes drive the agenda.*  
*O2*
Chapter 4 Therapy interventions: approaches and techniques

Introduction

An objective of this study was to describe current approaches and practices in the delivery of therapy interventions to children with non-progressive neurodisabilities. In this chapter, we present findings regarding this that have emerged from our interviews with professionals. We offer a broad view of the current situation placing this, when necessary, in the historical context of the development of physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and speech and language therapy. Parents’ reports of their experiences of therapy – for example the approaches and specific techniques – are presented in Chapter 5.

Understanding therapy interventions

Physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy can be described and understood at three levels:

- the overall approach a therapist brings to the assessment and management of a case
- the schools of thought that inform views regarding the appropriate way to manage a case
- the specific techniques, procedures, activities and equipment used.

There is some interaction, or interdependency, between these levels (Figure 2). Certainly, the two higher levels influence what a therapist actually ‘does’ with a child. Equally, the overall approach will determine, at least to some extent, what are regarded as legitimate or acceptable schools of thought.

In this chapter, we report what our interviews with professionals reveal about these different ways of conceptualising or understanding therapy interventions. We also report how thinking on these matters is shifting and changing. We do not claim that this is the only way to understand and conceptualise therapy interventions, but is the clearest solution we found to presenting interviewees’ accounts.

FIGURE 2 Therapy intervention constructs and their interconnections.
The overall approach

Four different, but interconnecting, facets appear to contribute to this concept of the ‘overall approach’:

1. the objective of the intervention
2. the role of the therapist
3. the role of the child and family
4. the place of the therapy in the life of the child.

The World Health Organization’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health

Before moving on to describe each aspect of ‘overall therapy approach’ in turn, it is useful to offer a brief overview of the WHO’s ICF, published in 2002. This conceptual model was widely referred to in our interviews. It was clear that it not only offers a language and framework by which therapy interventions can be understood, but has also been a catalyst for change in the overall approach of therapies. It is a conceptual model that has been endorsed by all three profession with guidance issued to support its implementation (e.g. College of Occupational Therapists, 2004; Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists, 2005) as well as being integrated into the training of new therapists.

In 2002, WHO proposed a conceptual model of disability that sought to bring together elements of the pre-existing medical and social models of disability, and incorporate them into a biopsychosocial model of disability. Figure 3 offers a representation of this model.

The meanings of the terms used in this model are as follows.

- **Body functions**: physiological functions of body systems (including psychological functions).
- **Body structures**: anatomical parts of the body such as organs, limbs and their components.
- **Impairments**: problems in body function or structure such as a significant deviation or loss.
- **Activity**: the execution of a task or action by an individual. Activity limitations are difficulties an individual may have in executing activities.
- **Participation**: involvement in a life situation. Participation restrictions are problems an individual may experience in involvement in life situations.

![Figure 3](https://example.com/icf-model.png)

**FIGURE 3** The ICF model of disability and health.
Environmental factors: these make up the physical, social and attitudinal environment in which people live and conduct their lives.


Overall approach: the objective of the intervention

In describing the overall objectives of a therapy intervention, interviewees framed this in terms of the ICF model. Three possibilities were described.

1. First, the ‘deficit model’: here remedying physical/body dysfunction and distortion is seen as the end point, or objective, of therapy interventions or, as one interviewee described it, ‘fixing the child’ (OT-PB-01). This model can be regarded as the original starting point of all three professions.

2. The second approach focuses on the achievement of specific activities, or occupations, that the child’s physical impairments have limited or rendered difficult, for example walking or articulating verbal speech. When interviewees offered a chronology of the emergence of these different models, this approach was described as emerging in the 1990s.

3. The third approach is child/family focused, goals focused, in which the objectives of therapy are driven and guided by the child/family’s goals and desires. These goals should be expressed in terms of the child’s participation in everyday life, or life situations, that is relevant and meaningful for a child of that age (e.g. learning, self-care, communicating, moving about, friendships and being part of a family), rather than outcomes related to body structure/function or achievement of specific skills or activities. Within this approach, addressing dysfunction or impairment is no longer the key focus. This opens up alternative ways of intervening which may be as, or more, successful. One example is achieving independent mobility through the use of a wheelchair rather than through a lengthy and intensive physiotherapy programme. Another example is teaching a child to use augmentative and alternative communication systems and devices to communicate, or supplement verbal communication, rather than simply seeking to achieve verbal communication through speech and language therapy input:

   The really complex ones, you can do as much therapy as you like, and it probably won’t make much difference – so let’s focus on the environment and the equipment and stuff . . .

A1

A slightly different, or concurrent, conceptualisation emerged from interviews with occupational therapists. It had a more dichotomous stance: a ‘deficit-focused’ model versus a focus on achieving occupation, or participation, through modifications to the environment and/or providing equipment to facilitate the child’s engagement or participation.

The operationalisation of these approaches

A number of issues emerged during our discussions with interviewees regarding these three possible approaches to understanding the objectives of a therapy intervention.

First, there was clear evidence that all the approaches are being used by therapists. Furthermore, not all interviewees believed that the different approaches were incompatible. Thus, some viewed them as being necessarily connected, with achievements of particular skills or reducing pain, for example enabling higher-level outcomes (expressed in the goals identified by children or parents) to be achieved, even if not explicitly identified at the outset of the intervention:

[Let me give you this example] . . . A 7-year-old boy, with quite a severe impairment, was delighted that his newly acquired ‘pick-up and release skills’ meant he could now take a tissue out of a box and wipe his nose himself. He is now independently participating in his own personal care, and this gave him better self-esteem in the classroom.

K1
Start with the child or impairment, working on the body structure and functions as a means to an end to achieving the desired occupation. Start with the occupation, looking both at the child and the environment to see what can be done to achieve the occupation. Both approaches are still occupational therapy. Yet the same situation can be looked at in different ways, involving different interventions, and with different people. That can be confusing and challenging . . . and it’s a sensitive topic within the profession. Some favour one, some the other, and others use a bit of both.

Second, a goals-focused approach was widely endorsed and, reportedly, operationalised. However, the implementation of participation-oriented, goals-focused approaches within the therapies was viewed by some as ‘under development’ as opposed to already achieved:

. . . in my service you can see a three-generation approach. The first generation used to do ‘body function/structure stuff’ working on things like fine motor skills, co-ordination, range of movement and postural stability. Then, about 12 years ago, with the second generation, it became much more about targeting an activity and participation. However, in reality it was more about targeting activity and the child’s skills than true participation. Now a third-generation model is needed, where [we] really target participation. [So my question is] . . . ‘What’s our third-generation approach going to be so that it actually targets participation head-on through the right hypothesis-change mechanism?’

There’s been a bit of a shift in terms of whether body structure and function is meaningful in its own right, or whether it’s an intervention which enables children to participate in something. We’ve started on that shift, but we aren’t all the way.

This was also evidenced in some of our interviews when interviewees described goals that ranged across all of the ICF concepts. Thus, a goals-focused approach was being operationalised, but not necessarily within a framework of participation.

Third, it was not clear whether the shift to goals-focused approaches was simply a matter of the influence of new ‘ways of thinking’ informed by both ICF and family-centred practice, or whether stringent cuts in funding had forced therapists and services into a position where intense work on body structure and function was no longer possible.

Fourth, there appeared to be a degree of confusion about the differences between the ICF concepts of ‘activities’ and ‘participation’, and the definitions offered for both varied considerably. Participation, as set out in the WHO report, was viewed by some as challenging in terms of its definition and measurement, in terms of both appropriate time points and the indicators of participation used. This is something we discuss in detail in Chapter 7.

Finally, new ways of working, intervention programmes and practices have emerged or been developed in response to this shift in approach from deficit to activities or goals-focused approaches. Examples of these referred to by study participants included, for physiotherapy, the MOVE programme (www.move-international.org/) and for occupational therapy, goals-directed training.

Overall approach: the role of therapist

There was a consistent view that, over recent years, the role of therapists in the delivery of interventions to children with neurodisability has shifted. A number of interviewees – and across all therapies – referred to a ‘consultative model’ whereby the therapist assesses the child, develops an intervention programme and then trains, or ‘upskills’, others (assistant practitioners, parents, child, classroom assistant and/or teacher) to deliver it, with supervision and ongoing monitoring. This approach was regarded as more prevalent within community, rather than secondary care or acute, settings.
Two drivers for this change were presented by interviewees. First, many interviewees noted the reduction in funding for therapies for children with neurodisability, which had forced changes in the way therapists worked. The way NHS trusts have chosen to address resource constraints has, however, differed. In some trusts, specialty posts have been maintained – albeit operating in a consultative role – whereas in others, posts have been lost and/or downgraded. A second driver – attributed to the number of ‘influential leaders’ in the field – was the acknowledgement that, to be effective, therapy interventions cannot be restricted to what are relatively occasional sessions with a qualified therapist in a clinic setting:

... it’s an intelligent way of capacity building. Also, in schools it’s the staff who know the children better than the therapist does. The therapist will come in one or two times a term so it would be ludicrous to expect a change with that amount of contact.

R2

There was a diversity of opinion as to whether or not this change is for the better. The dominant concern was that non-therapists may not be sufficiently skilled or competent to respond to changes in functioning or to evaluate the impact of the interventions and adjust the intervention accordingly:

There is something about the skill of the therapist in working with any one child with particularly complex needs, to be able to tune in to how the child is responding to what you are doing with them. ... To make the kind of adjustment that you need to do to make the therapy work there and then, and to know whether you can push onto something more complex ...

O2

... I think intervention effectiveness is actually being diluted ... by having less skilled staff. I can understand why they are doing it, but I think it’s short-sighted.

Z1

A second concern was adherence to intervention programmes. This was typically spoken about in terms of the multiple demands on people’s time and/or a lack of understanding of the intervention programme and its objectives. Finally, this represented a very significant change in the day-to-day work of therapists that may be difficult to accept and assimilate:

Within practice there is a reluctance to change that [move to less hands-on and more activity-based therapy], particularly among those who have been trained in manual handling of patients and how to support and help them move.

F2

Furthermore, it was noted that parents may struggle to accept the consultative approach. Many interviewees believed that seeking the input of private practitioners was often due to a desire for more intense input from a qualified therapist.

Overall approach: the role of the child and family

The goals-focused approach described earlier was often spoken about alongside descriptions of a change in the way children, and their families, are regarded within the context of a therapy intervention. The shift in thinking described was from regarding the child/family as passive recipients to viewing them as active participants in the therapy intervention. Some interviewees referred to this is a move from the ‘expert practitioner’ model to the ‘expert parent’ model:

We are looking for children and families to be active in the rehabilitation process. So, instead of a child coming into hospital and having all this therapy done to them, they are a real active participant in what they are doing and they’re actively involved in their rehabilitation process.

L2
Occasionally, this shift was located, or attributed, within a wider change in the NHS to a focus on self-management. This was perceived to be driven by both an outcomes-focused approach and constrained resources.

Again, there was a sense that this study was being conducted at a time when thinking within each of the professions on such matters was in a state of change. Thus, we had interviewees who firmly advocated opposing approaches. Equally, there were interviewees who described the approach they were working towards, but had not yet attained:

*I want us to get to the situation where we are working with families, giving them the right information – and doing that well and early enough – so that they can be empowered to . . . make decisions.*

Therapists have always worked very closely with parents, and older children too, in terms of goal-setting and goal preferences. The idea of offering people informed choice is not there . . . at the moment.

With respect to the move to place children and families more centrally in decision-making and ‘condition management’ processes, a number of interviewees referred to ‘health-coaching’ models or programmes which were informing or influencing changes in their ways of working.

**Overall approach: integrating therapy into everyday life**

The final interconnecting strand within the concept of ‘therapy approaches’ is integrating therapy interventions into everyday life. Again, interviewees spoke of a shift in thinking: taking therapy out of clinic settings, and delivering in the settings and environments where the child spends his or her time. Linked to this were notions of integrating the therapy procedures into everyday activities and aiming to design the intervention to maximise engagement and motivation:

*I say to families that it’s no good just doing things for a short time, so it’s better to incorporate activities into everyday life, or position their child so they can do something else as well. That way activities get embedded and done more often, and so more likely to make a difference.*

Once more, the extent to which this approach was dominant in an individual therapist’s practice was dependent on the extent to which their practice reflective goals-focused, participative approaches.

A number of constraints to adopting such an approach – particularly around the settings in which therapists practised – was noted, particularly when, in the past, therapy was delivered in outpatient clinic settings. Here, commissioners could be reluctant to resource therapists working in the child’s everyday settings.

**Schools of thought**

One of the topic areas NIHR wanted this study to investigate and report on was current ‘schools of thought’ within physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and speech and language therapy. This has proved difficult to elucidate.

However, it is possible to present three sets of ‘schools of thought’ revealed in our interviews with study participants:

1. ‘traditional’ schools of thought
2. emerging schools of thought
3. early intervention.
We have conceived schools of thought as distinct from ‘overall approach’ that we reported in the previous section.

**Traditional schools of thought**
Different schools of thought advocate, or stipulate, different techniques or procedures to use with a child. Alternatively, they may posit different views on the mechanisms of change underlying technique or procedure. This notion of distinct schools of thought appears to be very similar to that observed in other specialisms. (For example, psychological interventions typically sit under different schools of thought, such as psychodynamic, gestalt and cognitive–behavioural.)

Although the notion of different specific schools of thought was referred to by interviewees across all three professions, it emerged most strongly in our interviews with physiotherapists. This was both in terms of the way they may act to firmly ground (or constrain) an individual therapist’s approach or, more typically, as an area of controversy or concern. In both respects, neurodevelopmental approaches (e.g. the Bobath approach), sensory integration theory and conductive education were the most frequently mentioned. Bobath and sensory integration theory also emerged as divisive schools of thought in our interviews with occupational therapists. A concern about, or active rejection of, these schools of thought was explained in terms of their basis being located within a ‘deficit model’ of intervention, and/or existing evidence on their impact/effectiveness.

As is a common theme through many of our data, there was a sense that these distinct, traditional schools of thought were, and would continue to become, less dominant. One of the key drivers for this appears to be the ongoing, higher-level reconstructions of what therapy is and what its objectives should be, which we described in the previous section.

**Emerging schools of thought**
The shifts in overall approach described earlier – from a deficit model to activity-based and now goals-focused/participation ways of working – appear, however, to have led to the emergence of new schools of thought within the professions. Of those described to us during the study, these typically drawing on principles or approaches developed within other specialisms. For example, cognitive–behavioural, problem-solving approaches, sometimes referred to as ‘coaching’, were reported as being used within occupational therapy. Global notions of ‘goals-focused approach’, family-centred practice and ‘evidence-based practice’ were referred to across all therapies as ‘schools of thought’ that the professions were adopting.

**Early intervention**
The final school of thought, applicable across all therapies, was the notion that early intervention is essential, and this should be the time when the intensity of the intervention is at its greatest. The rationale for early intervention is that it is likely to yield greater impact: supporting development and preventing permanent damage and/or deterioration. This argument is based on notions of neuroplasticity, physical and cognitive development.

Thus, it was also typically reported that the intensity of therapy interventions decreases as the child grows older (or in terms of time since brain injury). However, what was less clear was the rationale for tailing off therapy; indeed, it was a source of concern among some interviewees. Often this was expressed with respect to physical changes associated with puberty or to a child’s ongoing cognitive or communication development, and the implications this may have for the child’s needs for therapy input:

*Younger children get more research and more therapy. Therapy is front-loaded so families get most at the preschool stage, some in primary school, rarely any in secondary school and none as adults.*
Techniques, procedures and equipment used by the different therapies

The purpose of this scoping study was not to provide an account of the enormous range of techniques, procedures and equipment currently being used by therapists in England. A different methodology would be required to generate such data. (We have, however, collated a list of all the techniques, procedures and equipment described to us by study participants. This can be found in Appendix 6.)

Rather, what this study has achieved is an overview of the practice of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. We describe this in terms of a number of concepts:

- professional autonomy
- responsive practice
- managing prognostic uncertainty
- the role of protocols and care pathways
- working out of a tool box
- mode of delivery.

Professional autonomy

A first overarching principle of practice within therapies is the concept of professional autonomy. In many interviews, therapists were presented as working in an autonomous, individualistic way within their scope of practice (or qualification):

> Assessment and hands-on work is probably more individualised, but we all sign up from the same baseline.
> 
> F1

> . . . certain institutions or individuals will have a favoured approach but ultimately it’s individual choice. Each physiotherapist is an autonomous practitioner . . .
> 
> M2

This autonomy operated both in the choice of interventions and in the intensity, or dose, of the interventions. Despite this notion of autonomy, some interviewees noted that, within the NHS, practice has become more standardised over the past decade, driven by emerging evidence and the shift in overall approach to providing these therapies. The publication of protocols and the implementation of care pathways – both described below – also contributed to a standardisation of practice.

Responsive practice

The ability to make an ongoing assessment, even within the context of specific session, of the way a child is responding to an intervention and/or their ability or motivation to engage with an activity or procedure (sometimes on a moment-by-moment basis) was regarded as a core therapy skill. Responding to the child, and their response to an intervention, meant that therapists may be continually tailoring either their work with a child or the overall management of the case:

> At the beginning of a session I may not have a definitive goal in mind, but will have an idea of what I’m hoping to achieve and structure the session accordingly. Over time, I may adapt and change the goals in order to make progress. So it’s a very fluid process and we need to be responsive and adaptive to get the best out of the child.
> 
> M2

Managing prognostic uncertainty

With more complex cases, the issue of prognostic uncertainty and a lack of evidence of intervention effectiveness could lead therapists to trial a number of interventions, sometimes simultaneously, to establish a child’s potential capabilities and/or which technique suited the child best:

> Parents with children with cerebral palsy always ask ‘[When] is my child going to talk, is spoken language going to be possible for them?’ And we can never answer that question because each child
The role of protocols and care pathways

Participants used the term ‘protocol’ in two distinct ways. First, it was used to refer to the way in which a team or service managed a referral to their service. Here, both the terms ‘protocol’ and ‘care pathway’ were used. Thus, some study participants described the development, and early implementation, of a number of care pathways within their service, each specific to a particular presenting need or diagnosis. Typically, these were multidisciplinary, or integrated, pathways specifying who and when different professional groups should become involved with a child, and for how long.

Second, and more specifically, some techniques or presenting clinical needs were identified as having clear protocols in terms of assessment and/or management. For example, frequent references were made to NICE guidance on the management of spasticity. Interviewees drew attention to the fact that for many children with neurodisability, especially those with complex needs, there will be individualistic practice happening alongside protocol-informed practice(s).

Issues were raised of adherence to protocols, particularly when others were delivering the treatment, and the potential difficulties of implementing a protocol in an appropriate way for a particular child:

Protocols are anyway problematic because children vary and delivery is not always under their control. Children are at different ages and different stages and living in different families. . . . [And] to have protocols – good, evaluated ones – is one thing, but to implement them in families’ everyday life is another.

However, a much greater proportion of therapists’ work was reported as lacking any protocols. As a result, there could be great variation in the way in which a case was managed:

[There is] . . . huge variation in the interventions they receive. Not only in what they receive but in how often and from whom they receive it.

It’s been quite easy to write a pathway [protocol] for children with, say, hemiplegia receiving CMIT [constraint-induced movement therapy], or for those having Botox [botulinum toxin] injections as there’s quite a lot of evidence or guidance to draw on. Whereas all the others just get based on your clinical experience of managing other children . . . and what you see in the child.

Working out of a toolbox

Within the notion of professional autonomy described above, many interviewees described themselves as working out of a ‘toolbox’:

What you tend to find in practice is that most practitioners use an eclectic approach. It’s a little bit of this and a little bit of that. . . . it’s a little bit of what you’ve got in your toolbox.

We have a great big menu of interventions to choose from.

It’s about having that huge toolbox and choosing the right thing for the child, on the day almost.
Thus, in each case, a therapist brings a range of techniques, procedures, activities or items of equipment. There follows, through assessment of the child and the wider context, a process of clinical decision-making as to what particular ‘tools’ to choose, something that we report on in the following section.

Our analysis suggests that a number of factors influence the content of an individual therapist’s toolbox:

- the ‘overall therapy approach’ to which the individual therapist adheres
- their position, or beliefs, regarding schools of thought
- their training
- practices they have learnt from colleagues
- trends or ‘fads’
- team/clinical lead views
- the techniques, etc., that commissioners will fund
- clinical guidance (e.g. from NICE) or guidance or recommendations from professional bodies
- evidence.

There is a lot of individualistic work going on. We have very experienced therapists with strong beliefs based on their own clinical experience, which can be very powerful.  

The notion of ‘embedded’ or ‘inherited practice’ was frequently mentioned. This was much more likely to be grounded in clinical consensus rather than in any evidence base:

There is a good level of consensus of opinion in what’s best in treatments and approaches to treatment which is cascaded down to therapists. . . . the team generates practice which then perpetuates down.

There is an awful lot of tacit knowledge that’s handed down through the profession . . . certain techniques, [and] ‘that is how you do it, [and] this is the right way to do it . . .’

Embedded practice was also seen as a barrier to change in therapy approaches or to evidence suggesting that an intervention may not be effective:

. . . but a lot of therapists have done this [refers to a particular technique] for 30 years. [And] they can’t stop doing it if you don’t put anything in its place.

Trends or ‘fads’ in terms of particular techniques, procedures, activities or equipment were frequently mentioned by interviewees. Some were enthusiastic in their descriptions of, for example, a new technique that they or their team had started to use. Others were greatly concerned about the lack of an evidence-based rationale for adopting new techniques, equipment or practices. Furthermore, the commercial interests of manufacturers, or organisations, in promoting new techniques or equipment worried some interviewees. A further concern was that the successful use of a technique with a small number of children, or with respect to children of a particular developmental stage or diagnosis, could lead to wide-scale roll-out within a locality (or more broadly), which may not be appropriate:

There’s a massive growth in [name of technology] at the moment . . . and that’s very liberating for lots of young people . . . but it’s often being rolled out to children who are not ready yet . . . families and teams are spending an awful lot of money on technology that’s not being used effectively, and ultimately gets abandoned.
That said, there was an understanding of why therapists can be drawn to new (untested) practices and equipment. These are often presented, or marketed, with an anatomical or neuromuscular ‘rationale’ and some persuasive case studies. Furthermore, new techniques or practices may offer therapists a structure and process to their work. For example, a manual, an assessment pro forma and guidance on intervention intensity may be offered. Some interviewees believed that this could be very appealing to practitioners who were trained to be autonomous and work in a very individualistic way, but within a discipline where there is little sound evidence on which to base clinical decision-making:

You can book to go on your [name of course] or your [name of other course], and then you have your kit . . . [and then] . . . you know what you’re meant to be doing.

You’re taught in a staged way. It’s a clear, almost manualised, road map of what to do. It’s a qualification ‘in something’. It fills a gap.

Finally, the role of evidence in informing the content of a therapist’s ‘toolbox’ was typically regarded as very limited. However, included in our study sample were settings where sustained attempts were being made to use evidence, when possible, to specify intervention approaches. In these situations, evidence was (often) being drawn across from adult rehabilitation and/or other diagnostic groups.

**Mode of delivery**

A less common topic referred to in relation to therapy practice was mode of delivery. It appeared that, in the majority of interviews, study participants assumed that the research team already knew that they were referring to individually delivered interventions. However, a few interviewees reported using group-delivered interventions, and this typically appeared to be in relation to the management or treatment of non-complex issues.

**Factors affecting decision-making in the management of a case**

One of the objectives of this study was to describe the factors that therapists reported as influencing their decision-making regarding the ‘therapeutic prescription’. We explored this in our individual interviews and focus groups with physiotherapists, occupational therapists and speech and language therapists.

The focus groups provided a useful opportunity to explore frontline practitioners’ views of the relative importance of factors brought to play in clinical decision-making in the management of a case. This exercise was conducted during six focus groups, with a total of 14 groups or subgroups completing this exercise. Participants were asked to rank the following factors:

- child’s and family’s characteristics and resources
- child’s presenting clinical/functioning needs
- clinical experiences managing similar children
- professional training
- research evidence on intervention effectiveness
- time and/or resources available to the therapist.

Table 12 sets out the results of that ranking exercise.

Not unexpectedly, the dominant factor in decision-making was the therapist’s assessment of the **child’s presenting clinical/functional needs**, and it is important to note here that some groups explicitly stated that they had assumed this to also refer to the child’s, or parents’, goals. Only 3 of the 11 groups identified a different factor as the most important in informing clinical decision-making. In all cases, this factor was
their professional training. A number of groups noted that the nature of other health interventions a child is receiving (e.g. other therapies, or medical/surgical interventions) may influence clinical decision-making and, in some cases, play a dominant role.

**Clinical experience** typically featured as a strong, but not the most important, influence on clinical decision-making. Here, many groups reported that they drew on not only their own clinical experience, but also that of colleagues. Discussing cases was an inherent part of their practice, and thus turning to others for input and advice was important and, possibly, more valuable or relevant than research evidence.

Views regarding the strength of influence of **family characteristics and resources** varied between therapists working in different settings. Those based in community teams viewed this as having a greater influence on decision-making than did those based in residential or school settings. Furthermore, the extent to which this factor was relevant to decision-making varied between families. Here, the key issue was the family’s capacity to take on a programme of therapy:

> We know that some families will be able to take on therapy programmes and carry out a significant amount, but for others we know that we can’t possibly ask them to take this on as it would put an unbearable load on them and create an additional stress.

**G1**

A further aspect of the role, or influence, of the family on clinical decision-making was revealed in our discussions with therapists. This concerned the pressure that therapists can feel parents place on them to ‘do something’ or try a particular approach.

A few interviewees developed this further, noting that a therapists’ implicit desire to help a child may influence their clinical decision-making:

> . . . our own internal drivers to offer something positive into what can be quite catastrophic situations . . .

**G2**

Therapists typically stated that **resource issues** should not influence their clinical decision-making. However, it was acknowledged that local directives can restrict the options open to a therapist. This can be at the team level; for example, clinical leads may adhere to particular approaches and practices. It may also operate at a trust level, with clinical decision-making affected by directives about whether specific procedures will be funded, the intensity of input (e.g. the frequency, number and duration of sessions) and/or the settings in which a therapist is permitted to work (e.g. clinic vs. home- or community-based work).

---

**TABLE 12** The relative influence of factors in clinical decision-making in the management of a case: therapists’ views \((n = 14)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Number of times ranked</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Fourth</th>
<th>Fifth</th>
<th>Sixth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The child’s presenting clinical/functioning needs</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your professional training</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your clinical experiences of managing similar children</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The child’s and family’s characteristics and resources</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The time and/or resources you have available to you</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research evidence on the effectiveness, or ‘dose’, of therapy interventions</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Research evidence was typically identified as having the least, if any, influence on clinical decision-making. The most frequent explanation for this was that there was a lack of evidence or that the existing evidence was not applicable to a particular diagnostic group:

Dysarthria research does not include participants with learning disabilities, so that rules out most of our kids.

... it’s the same thing every time we try to do evidence-based guidelines: there is no evidence for use with children with ABI [acquired brain injury].

Other explanations included scepticism about existing evidence, particularly if such evidence raised questions about a technique or approach that the therapist strongly believed, from their clinical experience, had positive impacts for children. In addition, therapists described coming to the decision that, for a particular child, existing evidence was not relevant or meaningful:

... research doesn’t necessarily work for everyone ... it’s all about assessing it on a case-by-case basis.

A number of therapists referred to the difficulty accessing or ‘keeping up with’ evidence:

... there are so many diverse presentations among people we see that it’s hard to know all of the evidence.

Participants often reported looking to outputs from national professional bodies, or NICE, that summarised evidence and considered its implications. We also came across instances of services/teams or professional/clinical excellence networks seeking to collate and synthesise evidence in order to produce internal, or member, guidance:

It translates the evidence for you, and it’s really useful when it’s done like that.

We further discuss views on the perceived state of evidence in Chapter 8.
Chapter 5 Meeting children’s therapy needs: parents’ views and experiences

Introduction

This chapter reports some of the findings from our focus groups with parents. Here we describe parents’ accounts of their experiences of therapy provision within the NHS, their use of private provision, their experiences of delivering therapy interventions at home and, finally, the practices and approaches they valued in the therapists they had worked with. This chapter is deliberately placed after the two chapters that have reported professionals’ views on issues of service organisation and delivery, and practice.

Experiences of NHS provision

A range of parents participated in this scoping study in terms of their children’s diagnosis, age, the NHS services they used, and the localities in which they lived. Some of the children represented had complex needs. Experiences of physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and speech and language therapy were represented. Occupational therapy was typically mentioned as a service with which they had periodic contact. Physiotherapy and speech and language therapy were more likely to be spoken about as therapies for which their child had an enduring need.

Clarity around the objectives of therapy interventions

Parents commonly expressed that they had no knowledge or understanding of the decision process and rationale behind the therapy that their child was being offered. Furthermore, many parents reported being unclear about the aims, or goals, of the therapy being provided, and how progress towards those goals would be monitored, reviewed and, if necessary, the goals revised or updated.

Satisfaction with the child’s therapy

Parents varied in terms of satisfaction with the amount of therapy that their child was receiving. Those more likely to be content were those with younger, preschool children. Some described therapy ‘dropping away’ once their child started school.

Two key factors emerged as associated with parents’ level of satisfaction: whether or not the level of contact with the therapist was perceived as adequate, and continuity of therapist:

They [speech and language therapists] don’t come often enough to get to know your child.

We’ve never had a good [occupational therapist] because we’ve never had one for more than one session.

There was general agreement among parents that their children did not get enough therapy. Although such statements were usually followed by a caveat expressing a belief that therapy services were significantly under-resourced, some parents noted that restricting access to therapy was short-sighted as it may lead to greater levels of dependency and/or more expensive treatments being required. The example provided was preventing contractures through physiotherapy, rather than managing them through surgery.

Parents reported experiences, or an awareness, of geographical differences in therapy access. The phrase ‘postcode lottery’ was used, with some parents aware that geographical differences were, to some extent,
due to commissioning decisions. Some parents believed that therapy services were directed towards children with less severe needs who represented ‘quick wins’. Others noted that some of their child’s less prominent needs were not being addressed by therapy provision, and wondered if this was because they were not severe enough. Overall, there was confusion about how decisions were made about the acceptance of referrals and the resources allocated to a case.

Parents often described having to ‘push’ or ‘bang on’ to get the level of therapy that they felt their child needed. One parent described herself as a having to become a ‘warrior parent’ to secure therapies for her child at the level she felt they had to be, and a few parents reported unpleasant ‘confrontations’ when they protested about their child’s levels of therapy. Some had tried to argue for greater provision but had given up:

We’ve given up on speech and language: in the end we had to give in and accept our son as he is . . .

Concern was expressed for those children whose parents were not able to pursue issues of perceived deficiencies in care.

**Models of provision: ongoing versus episodic care**

Some parents reported experiences of repeated cycles of time-limited provision, discharge and re-referral. Parents consistently favoured arrangements that allowed ongoing access to therapy support, ideally from the same therapist. When parents felt that their child did not need continual input, open discharge arrangements (i.e. when re-referral was not necessary) were valued.

The key difficulty parents identified with episodic care was the lack of continuity of care. For example, one parent reported that her child had been seen by 12 occupational therapists. Another mentioned that seven physiotherapists had been involved with her child. This lack of continuity was viewed as problematic for two reasons. First, therapists were not in contact with the child long enough to understand his or her needs and for the child to ‘get to know’ them. Second, some parents believed that it led to therapists having an incomplete understanding of conditions or diagnoses, in particular that the conditions are lifelong with changing needs.

**Integrated care**

A dominant theme in our conversations with parents was the integration of provision from the three therapies. The majority reported that they did not experience this. They were not aware of any joint or integrated assessment, outcomes/goals-setting, and therapy delivery between physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. Parents reported that this left them, and school staff, confused about the correct approaches to supporting and working with the child. As one parent noted:

. . . they don’t work together, they look at the child just from their perspective so the teacher and parent get mixed messages . . .

This situation could also leave parents feeling overburdened about what they were expected to do with their child in terms of delivering the therapy programmes set out by the therapist. Parents with experience of specialist independent education provision (with places purchased by local authorities) noted that this seemed to be the only setting in which a true integration of therapies was achieved. This was because the therapists were core members of staff and always on site.

Parents also explored notions of integration in terms of the position of therapy provision with respect to the wider care and management of their children. They spoke positively about child development centres, believing that these supported integrated working owing to the co-location of professionals and joint working practices. Less positive were experiences of Education, Health and Care Plans, which are part of statutory assessment and planning processes for children with additional needs over and above those provided within usual special educational needs support,26 as these had not always led to co-ordinated approaches to therapy provision and interventions.
Parents’ roles
As noted in the previous section, there was general acceptance among parents that they needed to be actively involved in delivering their child’s therapy ‘prescription’ or intervention programme. We describe in a later section their experiences of assuming this role.

On a separate note, a common theme in parents’ accounts, albeit not expressed by all, was that therapists did not acknowledge or value parents’ unique and ‘expert’ knowledge of their child. The example given was that parents may be best placed to judge when to ‘push’ a child in terms of the challenges or expectations placed on them for a particular therapy intervention. More generally, parents spoke of how they knew their child best, including their strengths and weaknesses. Related to this was a desire for a greater sense of working in partnership. Some parents described a hierarchical model in which disapproval was expressed when parents failed to ‘adhere’ to a therapy programme. In contrast, parents believed that partnership working benefited the child.

Parents also regarded themselves as advocates for their child. This was represented in their desire to be actively involved in assessment and planning processes, seeking the best for their child and speaking on their behalf. In terms of the last of these, sometimes this was because the child had significant communication and learning impairments, and other times the child had requested this.

In addition, some parents reported assuming the role of training staff in settings where their child spent time, for example day-care nursery or school. Furthermore, they reported assuming a wider monitoring of therapy provision at school, particularly checking that the provision set out in their child’s Education, Health and Care Plan was being delivered.

Finally, some parents reported assuming a co-ordination role in which they held and appropriately disseminated the disparate (and sometimes contradictory) information and advice given to them by the professionals involved with the child. As one parent noted, ‘we are like a hub’.

Other issues
Wheelchair services
A number of parents reported difficulties with wheelchair services, a provision that interfaces closely with physiotherapy and occupational therapy, and is accessed via referrals from these services. Delays in provision, a lack of choice, restricted access to powered wheelchairs and policies stipulating the age at which equipment is provided, rather than making decisions on a case-by-case basis, were reported, along with wheelchair services staff disagreeing with the therapist’s assessment and providing a suboptimal solution.

Transferring to adult care
Looking forward, some parents expressed concerns about their child’s transfer to adult services. This was both in terms of being able to access therapy per se, and also because the dominant model in adult services is a fixed number of sessions. This was not felt to be appropriate for young people with severe physical impairments.

Children using tertiary services
Finally, a few of the parents who had a child under the care of a tertiary service reported poor co-ordination, or a ‘disconnect’, between this service and any local therapy provision. This appeared to be located in a lack of shared objectives and time scales, plus different approaches apparently being taken to the management of the child.
Parents’ reports of accessing private provision

Why look outside the NHS?
A number of parents reported paying for private therapy. This included buying the services of an individual therapist and purchasing an assessment (and possibly also therapy and ongoing review) from a private provider organisation. The predominate reason for doing this was concern about the level of therapy support that their child was receiving from NHS provision or that provision was not addressing all of their child’s perceived needs. Some parents also explained their decision to use private providers in terms of responding to their desire, as parents, to do or try anything that might help their child. It was noted that private providers were not constrained in what they could offer in terms of intensity and types of intervention. The latter sometimes referred to new procedures or programmes; as one parent remarked, ‘they can think outside the box’. Others had turned to private providers because their NHS service no longer offered an intervention that the parent felt benefited the child. One parent who had chosen this route explained that ‘sensory integration is something my child desperately needs’.

Parents’ experiences of the assessments conducted by private specialist centres (physiotherapy and speech and language therapy) were very positive and reported as taking goals-focused approaches. Parents also valued having a clear plan for ongoing review. However, a number of parents reported that, post assessment, achieving the intensity of delivery required by some of the ‘prescribed’ therapy programme could be very difficult as a result of the various demands on parents’ and children’s time, and children’s capacity to engage in therapy after a day at school. Indeed, understanding the demands that such provision may place on a family was the reason why one parent decided against pursuing this option, believing that it would put too much pressure on her with ‘everything else going on’. Other parents’ experiences were different and they had successfully integrated the programme recommended. Aside from private therapy provision, parents reported paying for other types of interventions such as complementary medicine.

We asked parents whether or not they reported to NHS services that they were using a private provider. Some reported deliberately choosing not to for fear of losing the NHS provision that their child currently received. Others reported taking recommendations from private assessments to their NHS therapists or paediatricians and, on occasion, this had resulted in changes in the provision or timing of interventions. Parents’ experiences of asking advice from NHS therapists about seeking privately delivered interventions were mixed: some had been encouraged, and others had not.

Parent-initiated and -delivered therapies
Parents also reported independently identifying and delivering interventions to address their child’s impairments. The reasons for this varied. Some felt that NHS services did not have sufficient aspirations for their child, or they did not believe the result of a NHS assessment. Others felt that the NHS interventions being offered were without structure and the end points or objectives were unclear. Others sought out alternative interventions as a means of supplementing what they viewed as insufficient levels of contact with NHS providers. Finally, and sometimes underlying some of the reasons already described, this option was pursued simply ‘in the hope it will help’. Some parents reported positive outcomes for the child as a result of their efforts. For example, one parent reported that, on the advice of a friend, she had attended training in a signs- and symbols-based communication system. She recounted how this had supported her child to use signing and develop some speech, even though she had initially been told by her speech and language therapist that ‘nothing could be done’.

Parent-sourced equipment
Parents also reported independently sourcing equipment for their child. The most common reason was believing that NHS therapists were not aware of the current range of equipment options and were unable to supply the best equipment for their child. Parents reported finding out about equipment from other parents (e.g. via web-based parent support networks) and attending demonstration days run by equipment suppliers. Other reasons for purchasing privately were unreliability of NHS equipment and long waiting times for repairs. Some parents reported carrying out fundraising activities to buy equipment. Parents’ stories of
sourcing equipment often concerned mobility-related items such as walkers or different types of wheelchair. Sometimes it was a second version of equipment that the child had already but was not suited to all of the activities the child wanted or needed to engage in. One or two parents reported taking a suggestion for equipment to their NHS team and persuading them to order it for their child.

Parents’ experiences of delivering therapies at home

Changes over time
Parents typically described the preschool years as the most intense in terms of the time demands made on them to deliver therapy interventions. However, starting school could lead to its own difficulties as the opportunities to do therapy work reduced; children were tired after school, and the options and opportunities for other activities may have increased. A parent observed:

\[ \ldots \text{having to do therapy after school means my child has much less of a life than she should have.} \]

Conflicting feelings
Parents described a sense of conflict. They felt pressure to adhere to a therapy regime, fearing that their child would suffer if they did not. As one parent noted, ‘I’m scared she will deteriorate’. At the same time, however, parents felt guilty that their insistence on sticking to a regime meant their child was missing out. Parents could not identify a way to bring these competing priorities together, as one parent expressed:

\[ \text{There’s the real word and the therapy world \ldots you can’t alter it, that’s how it is.} \]

There was a sense that parents believed that therapists did not fully appreciate the demands and conflicts caused by introducing therapy interventions. For example, in replying to a question about how a therapist had reacted to finding out the parent had stopped implementing a particular therapy regime, this parent responded:

\[ \text{If they’re doing their job right they do listen to you and accept it. But you can understand their frustration that they want to improve the legs and so on \ldots that’s their world.} \]

Parents described having moments when they recognised that they had become overly zealous about maintaining therapy regimes. As one parent recounted:

\[ \text{You get ‘programmed’ as to why you’re doing it \ldots but you want them to have a life as well. It’s a balancing act.} \]

Impact on wider family life
Many parents described the struggle of fitting their child’s therapy programme into everyday family life. For those with more than one child with therapy or other additional needs, this issue was even more acute. All reported that, on occasion, and sometimes more frequently than that, ‘the exercises go out of the window!’.

Parents’ capacities
There was agreement that parents differ in their capacity to take on the delivery of a therapy intervention. Some remarked on the need to protect themselves from over-reaching. As one parent put it:

\[ \text{There’s a balance to be achieved between what you do for child and keeping yourself sane.} \]

Supervision and support
Many parents reported concerns, and sometimes anger, about the level of supervision they received from therapists. These concerns related to whether they were still doing exercises, or other work with the child,
in the way that they had been instructed. When the child started school and therapies were being delivered in that setting, parents often expressed confusion about what they should still be doing, if anything. Finally, parents agreed that guidance on what to prioritise would be extremely helpful.

**Variation in advice and prescribing**

Some parents reported that they had experienced receiving different advice regarding the implementation of a particular technique or exercise, or the way a piece of equipment should be used, or for how long. Parents reported feeling puzzled and confused. In one case, when the use of a standing frame over long periods had been causing a child considerable discomfort, an inconclusive discussion with the physiotherapist left the parent wondering whether even the therapist knew what the appropriate dose or intensity should be. Moreover, having adhered to the therapist’s previous guidance, the parent felt that they had been unknowingly complicit in delivering an intervention that may have caused unnecessary distress to their child.

**Children’s responses**

Almost all parents reported that their child resisted the implementation of therapy programmes, either routinely or occasionally. This included practising exercises related to motor or speech/communication, splinting and the use of sleep systems. The reasons why children resisted included the fact that the therapy restricted them doing other activities, that it was painful and that it disturbed their sleep. Various ways of managing this were reported, both between parents and on a situation-by-situation basis. Sometimes it led to a treatment being abandoned altogether. In a couple of instances, child mental health professionals had been brought in to support the child’s acceptance of an intervention.

Parents described strategies they developed to overcome these difficulties. For example, with younger children, physiotherapy exercises could be undertaken through play, and with older children this could be done by focusing on what one parent referred to as ‘recreational physio’, such as joining a sports club or team. Parents acknowledged these strategies as a ‘balance’, as using them could mean moving away from the specific exercises suggested by physiotherapists.

**Valued therapy practices and approaches**

Within the data gathered from parents are some clear themes about the therapy practices and approaches that parents valued. It is clear that parents valued enormously having a ‘good therapist’ and, in some instances, they had worked hard to ensure that their child remained under such a therapist’s care: ‘She (physiotherapist) tries to discharge us, but I don’t let her!’; ‘You fight “tooth and nail” to keep the good therapists!’.

**Child-focused approaches**

Parents particularly appreciated therapists who clearly appeared to value their child and want the best for them. Parents described a sense of isolation if this was not the case, whether experienced with respect to a particular aspect of their child’s care or to the wider situation:

> I think in every area nobody thinks your child’s got potential. Why should our children not be pushed to reach their full potential? It’s like they’re written off and it’s up to you as a parent.

**Goals-focused approaches**

It was clear in discussions with parents that there was a preference for goals-focused approaches. As we reported in an earlier section, many parents did not report this experience. However, they were clear that they would value ways of working that offered a shared, transparent and structured plan for how their child’s therapy interventions were working towards agreed goals, including systems of review and subsequent adaptation as needed.
Furthermore, within a goals-focused approach, parents wanted the focus to be on higher-level outcomes. Some parents did not feel a longer-term view was in the minds of the therapists working with their child, or that it had certainly not been overtly expressed to parents in those terms. A parent expressed the sentiment in this way: ‘unlike parents, therapists just think about today, not what will benefit my child in the longer term’. This approach was regarded as leading to a focus on functional outcomes, rather than identifying alternative ways and means by which goals related to participation and well-being could be achieved.

Two parents described their situations thus:

_We’ve had walkers shoved at us left, right and centre. But this has left my child feeling isolated at school because he couldn’t keep up with other children._

_... my priority is that my daughter is mobile, regardless of how. I feel it would be better to work on her upper arm strength so she can use a wheelchair. She just needs to get [to places] because she’s got stuff to do._

Many parents stressed the need for greater clarity about the aims of therapy interventions. Some parents observed that they had experienced differences between therapists in terms of where the objectives of therapy were ‘pitched’ or presented to them. For example, one parent commented:

_... it’s more the OT [occupational therapist] who looks at the overall picture [of participation and independence], the physio is more about specific movements ..._

Within this process, parents did not want resource constraints to limit their children’s aspirations. Some had experience of this. For example, one parent described a situation when their child had identified riding a bicycle as her goal, but instead she was offered a tricycle. The parent interpreted this response as being because ‘... that wouldn’t require their [i.e. the therapist’s] input’.

**Follow-up and review**

As noted in the previous section, but important to explicitly identify, parents consistently spoke of the need for therapy interventions to include systematic processes, of which they were aware, that monitored and responded to a child’s progress. Parents who had accessed private provision often identified this as one of the most valued aspects of using private providers.

**Knowledgeable about the child’s condition and therapy options**

Parents valued working with therapists who knew about and understood their child’s condition. Some parents of children with conditions other than cerebral palsy expressed concerns that therapists may be transferring practice from their better knowledge of cerebral palsy to their child’s condition without properly understanding the limitations, or consequences, of doing this.

In addition, parents valued feeling well informed about the therapy options available to their child. They found it helpful and reassuring if their child’s therapist had some awareness of alternatives.

**Creativity**

Some parents reported very positive experiences with therapists who had been willing to ‘think outside the box’ and pursue what might be quite unique approaches or solutions to their child’s therapy needs as an individual. Parents spoke very highly of such experiences.
A holistic, multidisciplinary approach
When parents had experienced therapy provision that was integrated across the therapies and integrated the collective aims of therapy into the school context and curriculum, this was highly valued. As this parent described:

*My OT [occupational therapist] and physio communicate . . . they have a joint aim of working towards my child’s freedom and independence, and they are working closely with school on this.*

Some parents were clearly frustrated that one element of their child’s needs remained unaddressed. They believed that, without the work and support to develop skills and abilities, or finding alternative ways to enable the child, interventions that focused on other aspects of the child’s impairments would be relatively meaningless and have little impact on overall outcomes. Often during these discussions reference was made to a perceived lack of attention and resources available for speech and communication support. As one parent observed, ‘*if my child’s speech and language isn’t there, it means they don’t have the means to communicate with anyone, which then impacts on other areas of their life*’.

Parents consistently valued therapists who took a wider interest in the child and family and who were able and prepared to offer, where appropriate, wider advice. Within this, parents welcomed therapists speaking with colleagues in other therapy teams or services to ensure co-ordinated and consistent approaches to the care and management of the child.

Finally, a few parents specifically mentioned the valuable role that therapists could play in supporting their child’s emotional well-being, particularly when the child is sensing their ‘differentness’ to peers.

Working in partnership with parents
Finally, we would note and reiterate material reported earlier in this chapter regarding the way therapists worked with parents, in particular whether or not there was a sense of partnership, respect and shared objectives.
Chapter 6 The active ingredients of therapy interventions: professionals’ views

Introduction

For pharmacologic interventions, the component of the intervention responsible for the therapeutic action is referred to as the ‘active ingredient’. There is increasing recognition of the importance of detailed and accurate reporting of the active ingredients of pharmacologic interventions in reports of evaluations and intervention manuals.27–29

The concept of an ‘active ingredient’ is also used for non-pharmacologic interventions. However, as McCleary et al.30 argue, adopting this term for such interventions is not necessarily straightforward. Referred to as complex interventions,31 they may well have one or more of the following features:

- involve several interacting components
- require many different behaviours from health-care professionals or participants for successful delivery
- be aimed at different levels within an organisation
- be tailored to different contexts or settings.30
- In addition, as Boutron et al.32,33 note, the success of these interventions may well depend on the expertise of the providers.

A recent review comparing reporting of the active ingredients for pharmacologic interventions and non-pharmacologic interventions found it significantly poorer for the latter. The complexity of such interventions, and a lack of understanding or evidence regarding the mechanisms of change, are likely contributors to this. One of the key objectives of this scoping study was to explore stakeholders’ views on the ‘active ingredients’ of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy for children with neurodisability. We report our findings in this chapter, including study participants’ views on the implications for research of an understanding of the active ingredients of therapy interventions. Before moving on to do so, we briefly discuss three overarching issues: levels of complexity, understandings of the active ingredients of therapies and therapist versus therapy.

Levels of complexity

All interviewees agreed that physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy are complex interventions. It was also argued that because the interventions are being delivered to children, and a diagnosis of neurodisability is present, the level of complexity increases. This was particularly the case when the neurodisability resulted in multiple and severe impairments. Four points were made.

- Parents (and school staff) may also be involved in delivering the therapy.
- The nature of the child’s impairments means that a single therapist may be delivering a number of interventions.
- The child’s care and management plan may include other therapies and medical or surgical interventions.
- The nature of the child’s impairments (e.g. the presence of learning difficulties, or frail health) may moderate or mediate the impact of the active ingredient(s).
Understandings of the active ingredient(s) of therapies

There was consensus among participants that there was limited or questionable understanding of the mechanisms by which therapy interventions effect change:

*We need to start thinking clearly conceptually what the active ingredients might be, and making head-to-head comparisons and robustly evaluating them.*

I1

*We are dogged in therapy by multiple, sometimes not that plausible, hypothesised change mechanisms that are rarely explicitly articulated.*

L1

The level of complexity, particularly the fact that a child may receive multiple interventions concurrently that may have shared objectives (especially higher-level outcomes such as participation or quality of life), led to a degree of scepticism among some interviewees about whether it was possible to isolate and measure the active ingredient(s) of each intervention a child was receiving:

*At some level we won’t ever be able to tease it out, because interventions are complex and lots of other things are happening around the child. The best way to work is multidisciplinary, but to show the contribution of SLT [speech and language therapy] there is very, very difficult. And, in reality, do we even want to do that? Or is it more about showing collectively what’s happening for the child? Those are real tough questions.*

R2

*It’s difficult to unpick how therapies impact on outcomes because there’s so much going on.*

I2

This was the case even for longstanding techniques. The following quotation is on the use of standing frames in physiotherapy:

*... is it stretching of the legs? Is it the weight bearing? Is it getting children to stand at the same height as their peers? By fixing them so their body’s nice and stable, does it enable them to move their hands better? People also report a benefit in breathing, and bladder and bowel function. There’s all these different ingredients you can measure. And so you may well [need] a series of different outcome measures for each individual child for one intervention.*

I2

Therapist versus therapy?

There was widespread agreement that, for physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy, a key reason for an intervention’s complexity was that outcomes could be affected by the therapist, by their techniques, procedures and equipment, or by the wider therapeutic context:

*... but was the benefit down to the therapy or the therapist? And I think that’s maybe what you’ve got to pull out: is the therapy or the person?*

K2

*So there’s definitely something about the therapist, and about the skills of the therapist and their passion and their engagement with that child.*

T1
For each of these, participants identified a number of features regarded as active ingredients of a therapy intervention for a child with neurodisability. One way of presenting or understanding this is set out in Box 4.

Box 4 specifies three ‘sources’ of active ingredients identified by study participants: the therapy, the therapist and the wider therapeutic context. Although displayed as discrete entities, it is critical to note that the interviewees believed that, and described how, these components interacted and inter-related, an issue clearly and consistently identified in writings about the active ingredients of complex, non-pharmacological interventions. Finally, we would note that this will not be an exhaustive list: it is simply the one generated from our interviews with participants.

The following sections of this chapter offer further detail on each of these sources of active ingredient within therapy interventions for children with neurodisability. A final section reports study participants’ accounts of the impact of the active ingredients on ‘secondary outcomes’.

**BOX 4  Study participants’ views on the active ingredients of therapy interventions**

**The therapy**
- The overall approach.
- Schools of thought.
- Techniques, procedures and/or equipment provided.

**The therapist**
What a therapist brings:
- knowledge
- skills.
What a therapist does:
- clinical decision-making
- ongoing assessment and review
- physical contact
- creating a therapeutic team and therapeutic environment
- the work with the family:
  - psychosocial support
  - ‘activating’ the family to the intervention.

**The therapeutic context**
- The capacity of the wider ‘therapeutic team’.
- Setting.
- Access to equipment.
- Space to use equipment.
- Access to clinical expertise.
The therapy

As reported in Chapter 4, therapy interventions can be conceptualised as having three components:

1. the overall approach
2. schools of thought
3. techniques, procedures and/or equipment used or provided.

Overall approach and schools of thought
To a greater and lesser degree, these components intersect, with one informing, or influencing, the other. As described in Chapter 4, the views and practices regarding the overall approach to therapy interventions and schools of thought influence perceived objectives of therapy and decisions regarding the techniques, procedures and/or equipment used. The overall approach taken was viewed as being one of the ‘active ingredients’ of a therapy intervention. Indeed, some believed that this had a stronger impact on outcomes than the actual techniques used:

Child-centred goal setting is probably one of the many active ingredients of therapy, but there is as yet, little evidence to support this.

K1

The techniques, procedures and/or equipment used or provided
The intervention itself – and the duration and intensity of its delivery – was consistently identified as an active ingredient in the impact that physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy had on a child’s outcomes. It was noted, however, that this was a complex area because of the potentially eclectic nature of a therapist’s work with a child:

Therapists take elements of different interventions so it becomes such a mish-mash. And you don’t know what is what and what works . . . so you’re doing a bit of neurodevelopmental therapy and postural management and sensory integration and goal orientation. Research is needed to unpick this mix and identify the active ingredients of interventions.

Q1

Explanations were sometimes offered of the mechanism (anatomical, physiological or neurological) by which a technique or procedure had an impact on body structure or function.

In some instances, a theory and its associated evidence were described as informing the development of a particular technique, for example wider theories of how people learn motor or communication skills, physical development, exercise and fitness. For others, a ‘theory’ had been developed to offer a rationale for a particular technique or procedure. It is important to note, however, that the veracity of these theories had not necessarily been tested.

Intervention integrity
The degree to which an intervention is delivered in the way it should be delivered was also viewed as, potentially, having a role in the outcomes achieved from therapy. As we describe in a later section (see The therapeutic context), other individuals are usually involved in delivering an intervention. Furthermore, some interviewees noted that therapists may not be adequately trained in, or have complete understanding of, the techniques they use.

The therapist
Active ingredients were identified in both the roles a therapist assumed and the skills and knowledge they brought to those roles.
What the therapist brings to a therapy intervention

Knowledge
The therapist’s knowledge and understanding of the child’s condition and intervention options were regarded as two of the foundational aspects of the way a therapist had an impact on outcomes. The influence of this knowledge on clinical decision-making was regarded as a key mechanism by which knowledge affected outcomes.

Skills
A number of distinct skills were identified as active ingredients in therapy interventions. Some were viewed as able to be acquired through training and experience. Others spanned learned skills and personality characteristics. Together they influenced how a therapist worked. The following list, not necessarily comprehensive, demonstrates the broad range of skills that interviewees identified as active ingredients of a therapy intervention:

- being sensitive; having the ability to empathise
- able to communicate effectively with the child, family and others involved in intervention delivery
- able to train others in techniques, procedures and/or use of equipment
- able to motivate the child and/or wider ‘therapeutic team’ (e.g. parents and school staff) or negotiate ways in which intervention is delivered:

  Some therapists are better than others at getting the kids to respond to them.

Q1

  . . . negotiation . . . particularly when children start to disengage and refuse to wear splints, etc.

F2

- able to judge when to intervene or adapt therapy and when to allow further time for child to achieve task or outcome
- able to integrate intervention programme into everyday life and activities:

  You can set up switches to give a child with severe CP [cerebral palsy] the opportunity to experience environmental control, but unless you can find something they are interested in they’re not going to be motivated to do the switching and so won’t learn anything.

Q2

What the therapist does within an intervention
Box 4 also sets out a number of active ingredients located within the roles a therapist assumes in the context of an intervention. These include:

- clinical decision-making
- ongoing assessment and review
- physical contact
- the work with the family
- creating a ‘therapeutic team’ and therapeutic environment.

We describe each of these in turn.

Clinical decision-making
Study participants believed that a therapist’s choice of procedures or techniques, and their decisions about the mode of delivery, had an impact on outcomes:

  It’s having the right tools, for the right child, at the right time, with the right people surrounding them.

T2
A number of interviewees highlighted the skills involved when a therapist selected an intervention from their available ‘toolbox’ (see Chapter 4):

> It is the clinical reasoning behind using that piece of equipment that makes the difference . . . it’s the thought processes and reasoning that goes into choosing to use a particular piece of equipment. It’s the knowing of the reasons why they are going to use it and how that is really impacting on outcomes.

Many interviewees emphasised the contribution of clinical experience to this decision-making process, be that the therapist’s own, from the wider team or through supervision from a senior practitioner.

It is important to note here that many interviewees identified a number of factors, some of which were outside their influence and did not relate to the presenting clinical need, that affected their decisions about which intervention to use. These included parents’ and/or school staff’s capacity to partner in the delivery of the intervention, space or housing issues (particularly when equipment was involved), other presenting clinical or functional issues, and the equipment, interventions and resources the therapist had available to them, or was permitted to deliver. Some of these factors also influenced a therapist’s decisions about when to intervene:

> There is something about readiness for intervention. It’s not always the right time for a child if they’ve got other things going on, such as kidney dialysis which is about keeping the child alive. The hierarchy of need kicks in when you’ve got families with complex lives and they’re being evicted [from their home], or a parent’s in prison or something. So it’s about being sensitive to that and timing an intervention in the right way where it can be most effective.

Ongoing assessment and review

Many interviewees drew attention to the way in which therapists continually observed and assessed a child, and how they tailored the intervention in response to that analysis. Within occupational therapy, for example, the term ‘dynamic performance analysis’ is used to describe this. There was a general belief that this element of a therapist’s intervention with a child or family may be difficult to capture, or measure.

One interviewee described how, as part of this process, therapists were continually looking for the ‘nudge point’: the point at which it was necessary to push the child to the next stage in acquiring a particular skill or function. It was noted that this also needed to be taught to those who worked with, or supported, the child more frequently.

Physical contact

One interviewee was keen to draw attention to the potential, but poorly understood, role of touch as an active ingredient in a therapy intervention.

The work with the family

A dominant theme in many interviewees’ views on the ‘active ingredients’ of therapy interventions was the ‘work’ the therapists did with family. This was particularly highlighted when children with severe and complex needs were discussed, and when therapists were directly involved with families over a long time, and from the point of diagnosis onwards:

> [The therapies are] absolutely crucial . . . and when we see sometimes for whatever reason families are referred late, I see the difference both in the way families are able to positively adjust their mind and move forward, as well as in the outcomes for the children: the two go hand in hand.
... there will be stuff in those interventions that will be exerting an effect, but ... we underplay the importance of interactions of communication and relationship, and we’re more obsessed with the technical expertise.

If you don’t have a relationship, and a trust and belief that what you are embarking upon is going to be effective, then you’re not going to get anywhere with the family or young person.

This ‘work’ with families can be split into two main areas: psychosocial/emotional support and securing positive and effective engagement within the intervention (we discuss both in detail in the following sections). The success of the latter was seen, to a greater or lesser degree, as dependent on the former. Some interviews located this work within wider theory of behaviour change interventions, for example increasing a child’s motivation to practise an activity, or enabling a parent to feel confident to carry out a procedure. For example, one participant referred to the behaviour change technique taxonomy\(^4\) as a very useful framework through which to understand the components of occupational therapy.

**Psychosocial/emotional support**

The first area of work with families described by interviewees concerned the provision of psychosocial or emotional support. Sometimes this was presented as a consequence of prolonged contact and engagement with a family:

> A key role of the therapist is to enable the parent to be an effective therapist, and parents can only do that if they’re feeling ‘buoyant’.

> A lot of therapists do an awful lot more than just therapy. The family do see them as a friend, a confider, that kind of thing.

Others believed that providing psychosocial or emotional support was integral to their role and critical to the success of the therapy intervention and the work they did with families in terms of ‘activating’ the family to the intervention (see the following section). When this position was taken, reference was made particularly to work done with families on acceptance of and adjustment to the diagnosis, nurturing realistic but aspirational goals for the child, cultivating parents’ sense of confidence and efficacy as ‘co-therapists’, and mitigating a sense of social isolation.

**‘Activating’ the family to the intervention**

‘Activating families’ and ‘dynamic engagement’ were terms used to described an ongoing process of ‘actively engaging and collaborating with the child and the parent throughout’:

> If families feel rail-roaded into an intervention, you’re not going to get the outcome you’re after.

Work in this domain might also include helping families to identify goals for the child. When this role was described, reference was often made to the fact that the parents and/or the child may be adjusting to the news of a diagnosis or dealing with the aftermath of a traumatic injury:

> ... in which you are taking the family with you as an OT, helping them to elicit goals in face of adversity and grief, which sometimes you are, early on.
This process was regarded not only in terms of facilitating and supporting the families’ ‘buy-in’ to the therapeutic prescription, but also as key to informing decisions about the prescription itself. For example, interventions that are regarded as ‘dose dependent’, with high-intensity input from a parent required, would not be selected for a family who had been assessed as not having the resources or capacity to deliver it:

> For me, the ‘intervention’ is secondary, because if you haven’t really engaged, if you have put yourself there . . . It’s actually one of the most exhausting parts of being a therapist . . . active listening and taking in where the family is at, where the child is at. Is there a mismatch between the priorities of the young person and their parents? What’s going on there? You can’t prescribe an intervention until you’ve got that kind of thing. And the art of therapy is getting there as quickly as you can.

Finally, it is important to note that different services’ approaches to staffing, and/or time allocated to families, were identified as affecting the effectiveness of therapists’ work with families (e.g. a lack of consistency of therapist and reduced duration and/or frequency of contact). In addition, some interviewees noted that therapists’ ability to engage in emotional work was threatened by work-related stress, which some participants believed to be an issue of increasing concern.

**Creating a ‘therapeutic team’ and therapeutic environment**

Many interviewees highlighted that their role as therapists could be conceived as ‘indirect’, and that interventions were principally delivered by others:

> We actually don’t do a lot with children. We aren’t the ones who are going to make a difference. It is the people that are with that child every day at home and in an educational or nursery environment that are really going to be the ones that are implementing the techniques and delivering it.

Thus, a key element of their role was the education and training of others, for example parents, Early Years workers, teachers and teaching assistants. These individuals needed to be ‘upskilled’ in a number of ways:

- the understanding of the child’s impairment
- the specifics of the therapy intervention and the rationale for its choice
- how to embed the intervention across everyday activities
- their role in helping the child
- being able to identify when the child is ready to move on to the next stage of rehabilitation.

> You can spot the families that have had some type of training from the way they talk about their children and how they describe their skills. And the parents say that after [a training course] they feel so much more skilled, they are much more informed and able to argue their children’s cases with professionals. [Then] they can enter into shared decision-making and shared therapy planning for them.

> [it’s also] the stuff going on between the therapist and, say, school staff. Because the therapist will often work through the classroom staff and train them so that the child is immersed in the milieu that is encouraging their development in a range of domains.

A further element of supporting an effective ‘therapeutic team’ was getting ‘buy-in’ and commitment to the intervention from others and/or the organisations in which they were based. This was seen as essential for some children if optimal outcomes were to be achieved:

> We know [of situations] where the child has got a communication aid [but] that it’s on the back of the wheelchair and not being used. And earlier today I came across [a situation where] a new teaching
assistant was supporting a child with dysphagia and a risky swallow who was not using the child’s feeding mat or specialist cutlery because the message had not been passed on.

Some expressed the opinion that there was minimal research and understanding of homes (and classrooms) as therapeutic environments, and the features of these environments – physical and social/relational – that mediate or moderate intervention effectiveness.

The therapeutic context

The capacity of the wider ‘therapeutic team’

The issue of capacity of both schools and families to fulfil their role in implementing a therapy prescription was raised many times. It was viewed as having the potential to play a significant role in the effectiveness of a therapy intervention. School staff undertaking this role (usually teaching assistants) may not be supported – in terms of the time allocated to the role, or the extent to which the school accommodates or integrates the child’s therapy requirements into the curriculum or usual practices. Participants reported that parents’ capacity to accept, understand and take on the role of supporting therapy programme delivery varied enormously (and, as noted earlier, itself influenced clinical decision-making):

Some families are more able than others, for different reasons, [to deliver interventions].

Interviewees also described how a family’s capacity, including their levels of motivation, may change over time as a result of other events and situations. Thus, this was not necessarily a stable or predictable element of an intervention.

Setting

The setting of the intervention – whether a clinic or the home/community – was regarded as an active ingredient. Setting emerged as an important aspect of a therapy intervention in discussions about the shift towards participation-focused outcomes. This is because such outcomes are naturally focused on the everyday lives of children and the settings in which they find themselves, or want to participate.

The importance of the therapy setting was particularly voiced by physiotherapists. This may be because occupational therapists more typically work in home and community settings, and speech and language therapy is often introduced only during the nursery or early-school years. Traditionally, however, physiotherapy (especially in the preschool years) has been delivered in clinical settings. However, in seeking to adopt participation/goals-focused approaches, physiotherapists believed that, to be most effective, they needed to work with children and families in their everyday settings. Some reported that they were constrained in the extent to which they were permitted do this:

There’s quite a push from the manager’s point of view for us to do more stuff here where we work and less out in the community. To cut down on time and cost . . . [but] as a therapist I believe that therapy should take place where the child’s accessing or participating in a particular activity. I sometimes find it quite hard to argue that.

Access to equipment

Study participants based in specialist services (residential schools or tertiary centres) often noted the value of that setting in terms of offering access to (specialist) equipment that supported positive outcomes. On a different note, it was reported that children might not have access to their equipment (or be able to transport it) in all of the different places and settings where they spent their time (e.g. home, school, nursery, respite/short breaks).
**Space to use equipment**

Some interviewees noted that a family’s housing situation, particularly in terms of space and levels of access, may influence the options available to them for equipment to be provided or installed.

**Access to clinical expertise**

It was acknowledged that some of a therapist’s skill set is acquired only through clinical experience. Many participants noted that senior posts had been or were being lost across therapy services owing to strategic decisions by NHS trusts. Thus, clinical experience and supervision was being removed from therapy teams, or had been made more difficult to access. This was an issue of grave concern among some interviewees:

> I actually think they are diluting the effectiveness of the intervention by trying to save money by having less skilled staff . . . it’s understandable, but short-sighted. You need to have that level of expertise on a team in order to get the best outcomes.

* X2

> What they are drawing on there is lots of knowledge from other children they’ve seen, their knowledge about the theory, and their clinical experience and practice.

* O2

**Active ingredients having an impact on secondary outcomes**

A final theme to report here was participants’ belief that there could be secondary outcomes of therapy interventions, in other words those outcomes not explicitly identified as the objective or focus of an intervention. Thus, either directly or indirectly, therapy interventions could further contribute to children’s, or parents’, outcomes.

**Positive outcomes associated with mode of delivery**

One interviewee observed that physical interventions delivered in hobby/skill acquisition groups (e.g. upper-limb therapy work delivered via magic or circus skills training camps) and/or involve participating in fun and enjoyable activities may result in secondary outcomes. Those outcomes identified included increased confidence, increased self-esteem and increased social networks:

> The therapy programme is not supposed to be doing that, it’s supposed to be about hand function. [But], just by doing the activities and meeting other children, you’ve got the secondary impact of all the cognitive and social development things going on.

* I2

**Access to other services**

It was also pointed out that, through signposting or referral to other services or resources, therapists may support wider outcomes being achieved, or have an impact on outcomes directly. This applied to both the child (e.g. through contributing to educational assessment processes; supporting referral to wheelchair services) and the parent (e.g. signposting to a local support group).
Chapter 7 Therapy outcomes

Introduction

One of the objectives of this scoping study commissioned by NIHR was to understand the ways that therapy outcomes are currently conceived and, specifically, whether or not participation is a meaningful outcome. In addition, it sought to identify the other outcomes that evaluations of therapy interventions may need to consider.

We report findings relevant to these study objectives in this chapter. We begin by briefly reminding the reader of the core constructs of the ICF outcomes framework. Next, we move on to reporting study participants’ understandings of the concept of participation. We follow this with an account of interviewees’ views and beliefs regarding participation as an appropriate outcome measure to use when evaluating physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy interventions for children with neurodisability. After this, we report on other outcomes that participants believed should be considered when evaluating therapy interventions. The final sections of this chapter explore issues of outcome measurement, including views about the adequacy of existing measures, goal attainment scaling and issues related to deciding follow-up time-points.

The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health outcomes framework

As reported in Chapter 4, in 2002 the WHO proposed a conceptual model of disability that identified three outcome domains: body structure and function, activity, and participation. The WHO definitions of these concepts are:

- **body functions** – physiological functions of body systems (including psychological functions)
- **body structures** – anatomical parts of the body such as organs, limbs and their components
- **activity** – the execution of a task or action by an individual
- **participation** – the involvement in a life situation.

In the UK, this framework has been widely adopted and implemented within physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy, and this was evident through study participants’ consistent references to these concepts. However, as also reported in Chapter 4, the understandings of these concepts were not consistent, particularly with respect to ‘participation’ and the differences between ‘activity’ and ‘participation’.

Setting this issue aside for a moment, within this framework study participants identified three possible objectives of therapy interventions:

- progress or improvement
- maintenance or prevention of deterioration
- recovery to previous levels of function, activities and participation.

Understandings of the concept of participation

A core feature of our interviews with study participants was an exploration of their views regarding participation as a legitimate, or appropriate, outcome by which to assess the impact of therapy.
interventions. In the majority of interviews, participation was spontaneously identified as an ultimate **objective** of therapy interventions. The move from an **exclusive** focus on functional, or clinical, outcomes was welcomed across all of the practitioner groups represented in this study:

> One of the best things in the last ten to fifteen years has been the push towards the focus on what are the needs of the child in terms of outcomes, rather than specific clinical outcomes.

X1

> It’s a bit of a shift in terms of whether [intervening on] ‘body structure and function’ is meaningful in its own right, or whether it’s actually an intervention which enables the child to participate in something.

F1

> The ICF model of participation . . . gets across a holistic view of the child and their context. It’s a very useful model for thinking about that and moving away from the medical model.

O2

However, the way this concept of participation was defined, or interpreted, within the context of delivering physiotherapy, occupational therapy or speech and language therapy, varied between participants and across all three professions. Furthermore, some participants reported that it was also the case that other terms were being used to refer to what was, ostensibly, the same concept:

> I think that participation would be a fairly strong shared outcome in occupational therapy. I think there would be variance about how much ownership people take of that outcome, and they might call it other things, but ultimately it’s what most of us are interested in . . . that’s what we’re about, children doing stuff in real life.

L1

Others described it as ‘vague’ or poorly defined, and that its interpretation, or points of emphasis, differed between theoretical and disciplinary positions:

> From the medical and ICF perspective, it is about involvement in meaningful activity in daily life. From a social science perspective, it is much more around choice and having the opportunity to make a choice about what is meaningful to you. But children haven’t necessarily had enough life experience to know what choices are available. So it’s often the parents that know about things and give the child the opportunity to try it, and if they like it then to carry on with that activity.

F2

The notion of participation as a unidimensional concept, or something that can be captured using a single measure, was challenged by some interviewees, who argued that more work was needed to define, or specify, participation and participation outcomes. The absence of a conceptual framework was seen as contributing to confusion among practitioners about what constitutes participation. In addition, this was regarded as a key impediment to the use of participation as an outcome indicator:

> Participation is a really complex issue.

O2

When we asked study participants to define participation, the concepts spontaneously elicited included:

- engagement with their community
- engagement with broader society
- social experiences, relationships and social networks
- employment
attendance at school and accessing the school curriculum
independence (in mobility, communication, self-care, etc.)
independence (from family)
having (and expressing) choice
full engagement in life situations
self-determination
some kind of engagement with someone else
self-expression
communication/taking part in communication interactions with others.

Within these concepts, some interviewees emphasised that the core feature of participation was **having the opportunity** to take part in activities, experiences and relationships, as opposed to taking part. The ease by which participation was achieved was also highlighted as an important, but perhaps under-recognised, facet:

... having the opportunity to explore or involve themselves in developmentally appropriate tasks and activities within their homes, communities and educational placements.

**Alternative understandings**

Some interviewees used the ICF concepts of ‘activity’ and ‘participation’ interchangeably. Others queried whether these were distinct concepts:

*There’s always a discussion about what’s an activity and what’s participation? ... and how do you separate the two.*

Among some, the concept of participation appeared to be defined, to a greater or lesser extent, in terms of engagement with the mainstream world, and typical development. This understanding appeared to contribute to a belief that the concept of participation did not ‘work’ for children with severe or complex impairments, and had been inappropriately applied in these instances:

*For me, with complex children, goals are often around being comfortable during the day and when they sleep so that they can participate in their education. Whereas, working with ‘mild to moderate’ children, it is about participation. For the child ‘to be part of normal society’, joining in activities, looking after themselves and having as much independence as possible.*

Concerns were expressed that (mistakenly) aligning the concept of participation with notions of ‘normality’ and ‘mainstream’ life could mean that therapy interventions had unhelpful objectives, and may incorrectly appear to be effective:

*You might suggest that because they are attending a mainstream school they are participating as typically developing children. But actually sometimes you might find that a child finds it easier to interact in different educational provision [where] they aren’t as different.*

*So sometimes participation goes along with inclusion, and everyone thinks they need to make sure little Jonny is going to a group where all the other children don’t have additional needs. But actually a lot of families like it when there are other children with similar difficulties. Families find it very supportive for themselves, and often their children [appear to] really enjoy it as well.*
The need for individualistic, child-centred approaches to defining participation

The argument was made that it is critical not to make assumptions or be prescriptive about what participation is, or represents, for an individual child. The importance of finding out children’s own goals and aspirations was seen as a central and, indeed, fundamental requirement when defining participation outcomes. It was, however, acknowledged as highly challenging among some populations.

Does the concept work for all groups of children with neurodisability and for all therapy interventions?

Leading on from the previous point, some interviewees expressed the view that further work was required on what participation means, and what participation outcomes are, for certain populations. This included neonates and very young children, children with disordered states of consciousness, children with profound and multiple disabilities, and typically developing children with a recently sustained severe brain injury.

Participation as an outcome indicator for therapy interventions?

Although, broadly, there was a consensus that any therapy intervention should be grounded in the objective of participation, concerns were voiced about whether, or how, it could be operationalised as a measure of intervention effectiveness.

A common and consistent theme in many interviews was the notion that therapy is a ‘cog in the wheel’ and that its role in supporting participation may be indirect. One paediatrician asserted that ‘all our goals should be targeted towards participation . . .’, and another described participation as ‘the overall aspirational outcome’. There is an implicit meaning in these words: that ‘participation’ is the point towards which all interventions with children with neurodisability should be navigating. It also suggests a view that participation is the end point of a collective effort, rather than something achieved by a single intervention. Among some study participants, this raised questions or concerns about the (universal) appropriateness of participation as an outcome indicator for therapy interventions. The following arguments were made to support this position.

- A specific therapy intervention, or therapy discipline, may not be able to resolve issues of participation. The shift to multitherapy and integrated teams (see Chapter 3) working to the same goals is testament to the multifaceted approach required to support participation.
- Therapies are just one of a number of health, educational, social care and housing interventions a child with neurodisability may be receiving:

  We [as therapists] need to accept that we’re not going to come up with all-singing, all-dancing interventions for participation in all its aspects. For example, a child wants to take part in sport. Part of that is getting dressed in their kit. A physio will address posture and stability (and can measure that), but for the OT the focus is on the outcome of whether the child can take part in sport . . . and then it can be difficult to pin down the extent of the OT’s specific contribution.

  Participation keeps the focus on the outcomes important for the child and family, regardless of who precisely did what to achieve them: the therapist, the doctor, the therapy assistant. While a therapist may not be able to say that they have enabled a child to achieve these things, they could pinpoint specific contributions – for example, the child bathing unaided, or able to get up and down stairs unaided. [And] these things mean something because they reduce carer burden and enable the child’s participation.

- At the other end of the spectrum, questions were raised about the appropriateness of participation as an indicator of intervention effectiveness for a child referred to a therapist with a mild and specific physical impairment/functional difficulty.
A number of factors have an impact on participation, not all of which are under the control, or within the remit, of therapists. For example, special education settings, although having many benefits, can act as a significant barrier to participation in mainstream life and activities; other factors include parental beliefs and values, a family’s access to material resources, and opportunities and facilities available in the child’s local community.

Many of our ‘clinical academic’ interviewees expressed concern that requiring participation to be the main, or only, outcome of intervention studies would be incorrect. It would also be counterproductive, leading to the exclusion from future research of therapy interventions perceived as having a direct, or more significant, effect on other outcome domains:

\[\text{We need to be more modest about the studies we are doing and actually, paradoxically, through that we will have more impact.}\]

However, it is also important to note that the concerns reported above arise from interviewees’ understandings, or definitions, of participation. When the concept was perceived as higher-level/global or longer-term outcome, its appropriateness as an outcome indicator was questioned. If, however, interviewees argued that it could (also) be conceptualised as relevant to particular times, setting or activities, then the notion of participation as an appropriate outcome measure was more meaningful and acceptable.

**Operationalising participation as an outcome indicator**

**Concerns**

A number of key concerns were raised about operationalising participation as an outcome measure in evaluations of therapy interventions. First, interviewees emphasised the importance of self-reported outcomes, which were regarded as highly challenging for some populations:

\[\text{So measuring true participation can’t be kind of proxy. You’ve actually got to ask the children \ldots and I don’t know how it’s best to do that.}\]

Second, the individualised nature of participation – replicated in goals-focused approaches to therapy interventions – was regarded as sitting uncomfortably with standardised measures. (We discuss the option of goal attainment scaling methods of outcome measurement later in this chapter.)

Third, capturing outcomes over the longer term was frequently regarded as an essential element of any programme of work evaluating therapy interventions, particularly, but not only, if participation was chosen as the primary outcome:

\[\text{What would be amazing would be to have studies going over children’s lifetimes and to be able to say, for this generation: what does it look like? For example, if we do some work on participation when they’re 6, does it have benefits when they are teenagers?}\]

There were a number of reasons for this stance: the benefits of an intervention may take time to materialise, may be dependent on other changes happening in the child’s life or may require the child to reach a particular developmental stage or age:

\[\text{The skills they learn in their early childhood should be equipping them for school, and be building blocks for the future. The children who have effective intervention early on should, theoretically, do better than those who don’t. But, to do that, you have to look several years down the line.}\]
It was noted that longer-term follow-up points may run counter to some models of research funding.

Finally, and with respect to particular populations (e.g. neonates and children in minimally conscious states), questions were raised about whether or not participation was an appropriate objective in the early stages of a treatment trajectory.

**Perceived opportunities**

On the other hand, some interviewees noted that using participation as the primary outcome usefully forces a particular type of research question. For example, which is more effective in achieving participation: a powered wheelchair or body structure and function interventions (which seek to develop child’s own mobility)? Thus, the focus is lifted away from questions about the type and/or dose of structure and function interventions that best support a child becoming independently mobile, and instead is given to comparing the very different means by which this might be achieved.

**Methods**

One consistently expressed view was that the measurement or assessment of participation outcomes required both quantitative and qualitative research methods:

> You’ve got an element of quantitative and qualitative research. You’ve got to have something that you can genuinely hang information on. But the qualitative side of things is as important in many ways.  

In addition, many of the participants who had direct experience of leading or being involved in research noted the importance of having realistic outcome measures in terms of the time demands on families and professionals:

> We don’t want death by questionnaire. They need to be fun and friendly and easy to do.

**Other outcomes relevant to investigating the impacts of interventions**

When asked about therapy outcomes, the majority of study participants spontaneously mentioned outcomes other than participation. As reported above, although there was general ‘buy-in’ to participation being the core or ultimate objective of any intervention, interviewees were often keen to stress the importance of other outcomes when assessing the impact of interventions, or intervention effectiveness. These outcomes were often regarded as, potentially, less problematic in terms of their (quantitative) measurement. In addition, when to measure these outcomes was typically seen as less problematic, with short- and longer-term points being both appropriate and important. Importantly, all were regarded as intermediate outcomes to the overarching outcome of participation.

**Body structure, functioning and activities**

It was clear that the majority of study participants believed that outcomes related to the other ICF constructs of body structure and functioning, and activities, remained salient and should not be abandoned: ‘You have to think across the breadth of the ICF’:

> Looking at the therapist who is working on stopping a joint contracture, this may not make any difference to the child’s life. [But] it may reduce pain around the joint, which is crucial . . . and [now] this same child isn’t in pain and has a few centimetres’ movement round the joint. [But] this doesn’t mean the child can then go to the playground and play a game. Whereas, if the therapist helps the same child use a trike, then the child can get over to the other side of the playground and have the opportunity to play.
One interviewee referred to the stance that participation should be the only identified objective of any therapy interventions as a case of the ‘pendulum swinging too far’; it was believed to have led to a dangerous imbalance between what was understood as therapy and reference to body structure and function being seen as ‘taboo’. Indeed, there was agreement among many participants that when a therapy intervention was (appropriately) directed at a specific impairment of body structure/functioning (e.g. pain, cardiovascular fitness or muscle tone) or activity (e.g. handwriting), measuring outcomes in these terms could be more appropriate and legitimate, and certainly when evaluating outcomes in the shorter term.

**Parent-level outcomes**

All of our study participants talked about children in the context of a family, and the discussion was sometimes as much about the work therapists did with parents as about the work they did with the child. This was particularly the case when a child’s physical functioning was severely impaired and ‘recovery’ (or a return to previous levels of functioning) was not an appropriate outcome.

Parental well-being was the global outcome that interviewees typically identified as the most salient in terms of capturing the impacts of a therapist’s involvement with a family. This was usually explained as being the consequence of a number of intermediate outcomes, all of which therapists identified as objectives that they might work towards with a child and their family. These outcomes included:

- adjustment to the child’s diagnosis or impairment
- having appropriate, but aspirational, expectations for their child
- knowledge and understanding of their child’s condition
- perceived emotional and information support needs being met
- understanding of the alternative ways to support their child achieving their goals, which may not follow the more traditional approach of intensive work on body structure and function
- feeling comfortable and sufficiently skilled: these constructs, which capture notions of self-management, were discussed both in terms of a general sense of confidence as the mother or father of a child with neurodisability, and with respect to the work they did as parents to support their child’s development, functioning and participation in the context of physical (and sometimes learning) impairment:

  A key role of the therapist is to enable the parent to be an effective therapist, and parents can only do that if they’re feeling ‘buoyant’. Therapists can help parents take pleasure in their child . . . to help parents see and celebrate the progress they can make.

  
  V1

  We often see children with CP [cerebral palsy], for example, who are GMS [gross motor skills] level 4 or 5, but the family are still working on goals around standing or walking and things like that. You often need an experienced positional therapist to say actually these [other goals] are the right things we should be working on, and guide the families in that sense. So they are very integral in setting the right outcome, the right goals, for families.

  Y1

Importantly, interviewees often expressed their belief that parents’ outcomes moderated, or mediated, children’s outcomes:

  Children’s physical mobility does impact on their participation and life choices, but as important is the family’s attitude to their child and what limitations they presume on that child.

  V1

**Child-level outcomes**

In addition to body structure and function, activity and participation outcomes, constructs regarded as relevant domains for the evaluation of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy in terms of children’s outcomes included emotional well-being, quality of life, acceptance of
impairment and engagement with therapy. It should be noted that, during our discussions about outcomes, interviewees dwelt or expanded less on these other child outcomes. It is our view that this may reflect the confusion around what participation is, and is not, with the assumption being that, having discussed notions of children’s participation quite widely [see Chapter 6, Understandings of the active ingredient(s) of therapies], their focus shifted to parent-level outcomes.

**Outcome measures**

Work to identify/develop robust outcome measures was a common theme in interviewees’ discussions about research priorities. There was a belief that measures were needed for both short- and longer-term outcomes. The latter were regarded as particularly crucial when, if appropriate, a study was looking at more global outcomes, such as participation:

> It’s relatively easy to measure just the child’s ‘deficit outcomes’ [e.g. a change in degree of body movement], but much more difficult to measure how a child is participating in play or life in general.

That said, some interviewees referred to outcome tools or measures that they had used, for example the measure of participation developed by the SPARCLE (Study of Participation of Children with Cerebral Palsy living in Europe) project, and, with respect to speech and language therapists, reference was frequently made to the Therapy Outcome Measure. This was the measure chosen by the RCSLT in an ongoing project to standardise outcomes data collection across the profession.

The challenges, but imperativeness, of creating outcome measures that are robust and suitable for use with children and young people with complex needs were repeatedly raised:

> We need outcome measures that are fit for purpose for the most complex disabling conditions, where the child is totally dependent on others for everything but can still enjoy a quality of life. So I think we need urgently to have tools that can celebrate enjoyment and sensory experiences, and those very small steps of achievement that families recognise.

Some interviewees felt that this was a high priority in terms of future research. This was based on concerns that, if not available, evaluation of interventions within this population would not happen. This carried a risk of diverting services/resources away from this population owing to a lack of evidence on the impact of therapy interventions.

Many interviewees expressed concern that participation may come to be regarded as the only outcome to be measured. There was widespread belief that, aside from the conceptual or definitional issues associated with this term, participation alone is not adequate. Child, parent and family well-being, quality of life, indicators of social inclusion, parenting confidence, and mental and emotional well-being were all constructs with which study participants identified. In addition, as we noted in Chapter 6, there was some degree of consensus that outcomes related to body structure and function, pain, skills and abilities were also important and relevant. Depending on the intervention objectives, the follow-up points and the wider context of an intervention, these may sometimes be the primary outcomes, and at other times be more appropriately regarded as intermediate outcomes.

Many interviewees stressed the critical importance of holding children’s, young people’s and parents’ views central to any outcome measure development work:

> We need better outcome measurement tools that are fitted to the outcomes that matter to children and young people, rather than what the therapist necessarily thinks is important.
Goal attainment scaling

Goal attainment scaling methodologies were viewed as having considerable potential as a method for assessing and measuring therapy outcomes. The main strengths of this approach identified by study participants were twofold.

- It addressed the need not to be prescriptive about, or assume, what participation is.
- It was regarded as overcoming the enormous heterogeneity within the population of children with neurodisability, and the wide-ranging nature of therapy interventions in terms of their focus and duration.

A caveat was made, however, with regard to its use. If the setting of goals was led by the child or their family, this could risk over- or underestimating the expectations for a child. The importance of skilled work by the therapist in identifying appropriately aspirational goals was therefore stressed.

Taking a goals-focused approach to intervention research was identified as offering the opportunity for taking a different approach, in which study populations are defined not in terms of diagnosis or impairment, but by the goal they want to achieve. Finally, the approach was regarded as having a potentially useful role in enabling the establishment of routine outcome measurement practices across the therapies.

Follow-up points

Finally, in terms of measuring and evaluating outcomes, participants highlighted the importance of identifying appropriate follow-up points. Intervention objectives, and hypothesised mechanisms of change, were regarded as important steers in decisions regarding this.

Interviewees stressed that assumptions could not be made that, for an intervention, the same follow-up point(s) should be used across all studies. The nature of the population may influence when changes in outcomes are likely to be observed. For example, it was noted that for some children (and those with complex disabilities were highlighted here) change happens more slowly than for other groups. Finally, it was noted that the achievement of some outcomes (e.g., independent self-care, employment) may be dependent on the age, or developmental stage, of the child. The argument was made, therefore, that all of these factors need to be taken into account on a study-by-study basis when deciding follow-up points.
Chapter 8 The research environment

Introduction

In this chapter we report on data from professional participants’ interviews that provide insights into what we have termed ‘the research environment’ within the physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy professions. First, we present the professional participants’ opinions on the current state of the research evidence and its perceived uses. We then go on to report views about evidence-based practice and the place of evaluation research within the therapies. Finally we describe aspects of research infrastructure and research capacity: first by exploring participants’ accounts of engaging directly in research, and then by looking at the ways in which they access evidence, and the barriers encountered.

The current state of the research evidence and its perceived uses

It came as no surprise to the professionals taking part in the study that the JLA research priority-setting exercise for children with neurodisability identified evidence of the effectiveness of therapy interventions as its top priority. Most described an almost complete lack of high-quality evidence for or against specific therapeutic approaches, dosages of treatment or service-level issues. This concerned many interviewees.

Even in the limited areas where the evidence-base was regarded as reasonable – including evidence that refuted particular approaches or interventions – this was not believed to be routinely integrated into clinical decision-making. As a result, interventions were being delivered in a range of settings where, at best, the evidence for their effectiveness was weak and, at worst, existing evidence suggested that they could be damaging:

There is a lot of well-meaning work being done on a very limited evidence base.

So even in the face of published evidence of what works, people still aren’t doing it.

Study participants were also clear that this scarcity of evidence had led to wide variability in practice both across and within different parts of the country. In the absence of specific research evidence to guide their practice, there was concern among practitioners that they were not always ‘doing the right thing’:

You might not provide the best therapy for the child because you don’t know what it is so you go on either your clinical experience or your training or advice, or apply research from adults or apply research from paediatric development and try to make it fit, but you can’t be hundred per cent confident that that is the right thing to do and that is what’s going to give you the best outcome.

There was also a sense among practitioners that, with increasing pressure on NHS resources, evidence of intervention effectiveness was needed to prove their own worth and guard against further cuts to their services. There was concern, too, that lack of evidence had made it more difficult to protect paediatric therapists and their teams from being ‘asset-stripped’ and from their expertise being ‘taken for granted’ (U1). Furthermore, the point was made that it does not necessarily follow that because there is no evidence of an intervention’s effectiveness, the intervention is not having a positive effect:

... we should be using an evidence base to be effective and prove what we are doing particularly to commissioners and again to make sure that we are doing the right thing ...
I'm concerned that this conversation [about evidence] is happening at the same time as major threats. I've been at meetings where managers hear that phrase 'lack of evidence' for an intervention and take it to mean that the intervention has no positive effect. That's incredibly dangerous.

Research evidence was also viewed by practitioners as a useful negotiating tool in decision-making with parents and families. Its absence meant that therapists could feel pressured to provide treatment regardless of any known difference this would make, in the face of parents’ expectations of regular, hands-on therapy or interventions that they had come across through their own investigations or word of mouth:

Parents would be more likely to listen if there was evidence to back up what the therapist is saying.

Parents want to know what's going to work best, and in the absence of any other offer of evidence they're going to say more is better.

A senior practitioner with a commissioning role also pointed out that a clear evidence base was invaluable when making decisions in relation to the commissioning of therapy services:

If you’ve got clarity of evidence then that makes the job easier to push for specific commissioning.

Interventions regarded as having stronger evidence
Frequent reference was made to a recently published systematic review of interventions for children with cerebral palsy. This review used a 'traffic light' system to grade intervention effectiveness as follows: green represented 'do it', yellow represented 'probably do it' and red represented 'do not do it'. However, views about this were mixed. Some believed that it offered a very helpful 'line in the sand', whereas others criticised it. Specifically, its reliability was questioned as some of the interventions included in the review were poorly described. The example of 'home programme' was mentioned by several interviewees:

While Novak [referring to systematic review] is meaning a home programme [that is] based on a holistic, comprehensive and significant package of intervention in the child's home that involves goal setting and demonstration [. . .] in general day-to-day NHS practice, a home programme means something quite different.

Thus, overall, there was limited consensus as to which aspects of therapy practice were more evidence-based.

[For information, interventions relevant to this scoping study that received a 'green light' in the above systematic review were bimanual training, constraint-induced movement therapy, context-focused therapy and occupational therapy after botulinum toxin. A further few were graded green or yellow: fitness training, goal-directed training or functional training, and home programmes (for improving motor function or self-care). All other therapies reviewed were given 'red light' status.]

Views about research evidence and evaluation
Overall, there was a great desire for more robust evidence that could inform practice:

We all want to know whether we’re being effective.
Nevertheless, concerns were expressed about the implications of moving towards evidence-based practice. First, there was suspicion among some that the motivation behind evidence-based practice was driven by the need to reduce spending, rather than a desire to improve patient outcomes:

You have to believe that people wouldn’t be looking at the research evidence so as to cut service. But in reality they would be, so that’s a massive barrier. People have to trust that research has the welfare of children at heart.

Second, interviewees noted that there can be resistance, or a reluctance, to change long-standing practice, even in the face of robust evidence. Others referred to changing practice as causing anxiety and requiring therapists to move away from their own ‘sphere of knowledge’ and engage in doing something ‘different to their lived experience as a therapist’ (R1), and about which they may not be fully persuaded (R1):

And that is very difficult for all of us; to think: ‘Is what I’ve been doing for the last 20, 30 years actually helping?’

Professional expectations regarding evidence-based practice

In order to practice, therapists must be registered with the Health and Care Professions Council, the UK regulatory body responsible for setting and maintaining standards of professional training, performance and conduct. In addition, most therapists are registered with their relevant professional body – RCOT, CSP or RCSLT – although this is not compulsory. Therapists’ engagement in evidence-based practice is an expectation of the Health and Care Professions Council and the three professional bodies: as one participant said, ‘it is in our job description to look at the evidence base’ (T2).

Direct engagement with research

Although there was general agreement that more research is needed on therapy interventions for children with neurodisability, direct engagement in research (e.g. supporting recruitment, and devising and implementing studies) was unusual for frontline staff, unless they were pursuing a postgraduate qualification. This situation was said to stem, in part, from insufficient training in basic research knowledge and skills to be ‘good consumers of research evidence’ (I1). Thus, unlike in the medical profession, there is no long-term tradition of research training in physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. As one interviewee remarked, ‘it is not “ingrained in their thinking” in the same way as for medics’ (H2). For example, physiotherapy only gained degree status in the UK in 1994 and there is no obvious trajectory whereby therapists can engage in postgraduate studies. Typically, it appears that when therapists have engaged in research, it is more likely to have occurred some years after qualification. It was reported that very few therapists had doctorates:

It isn’t part of the culture with what we’ve grown up with really.

Research training opportunities

Interviewees did note, however, that in recent years there has been a shift in thinking in both pre-registration training curricula and continuing professional development strategies. For example, research knowledge and skills have become part of pre-registration therapy programmes. Thus, therapists trained more recently are likely to be better equipped to engage in research activities and take research forward. However, as a number of interviewees noted, if these skills and knowledge are not built on and developed, confidence in research abilities is lost.
Some practitioners questioned how they were supposed to acquire research skills without ‘jumping two feet into a master’s’ (U2). Among some interviewees there was an anxiety about their lack of research skills, but no easy route was identified to begin developing those skills:

We do it as a team, we are constantly worried about it all the time, and feels like we could be doing more but don’t have those skills and don’t know where to get them from without signing up for a heavy commitment.

U2

For those able to make a commitment to pursue postgraduate training, the NIHR Fellowship Programme was praised for the opportunities it gives therapists who want to do this. However, other opportunities for therapists to study for master’s qualifications were, according to study participants, becoming few and far between owing to the financial pressures involved in releasing someone from clinical practice:

What worries me now is that with the funding squeeze in the NHS, we’re being squeezed and squeezed and squeezed and where we had the opportunity to send people on these [master’s] programmes, it may be more difficult in the future.

T2

Consequently, the only route open to those wanting to engage and develop their skills in research was to leave clinical practice for academia. This was regarded by some as reinforcing a gap between research and practice.

Time for research
Many interviewees noted the lack of protected time for research activities, whether this was to keep up to date with the research evidence, to take part in research-related activities or to write research proposals and submit bids for research funding. All agreed that clinical teams within NHS community and acute trusts were under a lot of pressure to meet their clinical demands and so there was little or no time left for research. These pressures, it was generally recognised, were increasing with recent austerity measures:

...we haven’t got enough posts to do the work and have free time to do the extra bits like research. So the pressure is very much you’ve got to do your caseload, you’ve got to do this, you’ve got to do that.

H2

Nobody’s going to want to do research if they’re going to have to add it on to what they are already doing. They don’t have time to even do what they need to do ... they are in survival mode.

Q1

The constraints on therapists’ time were also referred to in the context of involving therapists in research, and it was felt that this situation would not change. Thus, clinical academics taking part in this study reported that, to engage with and support studies, therapists may have to squeeze appointments and/or do this work out of hours.

We have managed to do some research locally but it has been very much dependent on people’s goodwill; and unfortunately in the NHS at the moment, there’s less of that around.

Z1

Wider views about therapists’ engagement in research
Some interviewees (including therapists and paediatricians) believed that research may be actively discouraged among middle and senior management. It was neither valued nor perceived as a part of the therapist’s role:

[... They say] ‘it’s not your job to do research’ kind of thing.

U1
One participant (a therapist) described the resistance to their research they had encountered from managers who argued that it did not fit into clinical practice. Others talked about having to ‘push’ to do research rather than it being the other way around, with managers reluctant to invest in research training or provide time for research opportunities.

However, in settings where there was a stronger culture of research, therapists described undertaking their own research projects. Experiences of support from local NHS research and development departments were variable.

**Accessing research evidence**

A number of issues associated with accessing evidence were described, including the challenges and difficulties, and the structures, systems and cultures that supported therapists to engage with research evidence.

**The limitations of existing evidence**

Some therapists commented that many children in their care had multiple disabling conditions and comorbidities and that this was not reflecting in existing evidence:

> ... So it’s finding evidence that actually reflects that complexity.

**C1**

**The challenge of staying up to date**

The wide variety of children on a caseload had implications in terms of the volume of research with which a therapist may want to keep up to date:

> It’s about keeping up to date with the evidence and finding time in a busy clinical job to do that [...], timing can be critical when you’ve got a very broad and varied caseload ... it can be more of a challenge to try to keep up and read across everything.

**G1**

**The role of research culture and infrastructure**

Participants reported several areas in which organisational culture and infrastructure facilitated accessing the evidence. Some, for example, talked about an ‘open flow of conversation’ between therapy practitioners that included an exchange of ideas and expertise about the research evidence. This could be discussion and learning through e-mail communication, individual or team meetings, continuing professional development activities or peer support initiatives.

When there was a stronger culture of research within an organisation, journal clubs were reported. These were described as providing an opportunity for groups of therapists to meet regularly to critically evaluate research articles relevant to their therapy practice. Teams not connected with a university or medical school reported that gaining access to journals could be problematic.

**Professional and national clinical guidance**

Many interviewees described using professional guidelines (developed by their national professional organisation) and NICE guidance. Occasionally, and usually in the larger and/or specialist teams/centres, evidence-based practice guidance was (being) produced for staff.

**Professional networks**

External professional networks were often mentioned as supporting the receipt and exchange of research knowledge. Many of the networks described to us were organised under the auspices of the three professional bodies (RCOT, CSP and RCSLT). Other networks reported by therapists as supporting them to
stay informed about research and evidence relevant to therapy interventions were the British Academy of Childhood Disability and its European counterpart (the European Academy of Childhood Disability), and the British Association for Community Child Health. Some therapy-specific initiatives to support evidence-based practice were also reported, for example the CountMeIn! initiative within occupational therapy (www.thechildrenstrust.org.uk/count-me-in) and the What Works database within speech and language therapy (www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/whatworks).
Chapter 9 Perceived challenges for (evaluative) research

Introduction

A number of challenges for future research, particularly in terms of achieving robust evaluations, were identified by study participants. These challenges were located in the following areas:

- the heterogeneous nature of the population
- the nature of therapy interventions
- research design issues
- challenges associated with implementing evaluation studies
- the requirements of funders.

In this chapter, we report and describe professional interviewees’ experiences of and beliefs about each of the above issues, and the implications of these challenges in terms of priorities for future research.

However, before moving on to this, we report a general challenge to future research in this area identified by study participants. Namely, honesty regarding the current state of evidence will be required. This may lead parents to question decisions about the care and management of their child, or their confidence in the child’s health-care team. It was noted that careful thought and planning may be required to pre-empt or address this issue:

I think families are interested in finding the best possible treatments and therapies and so are keen to participate in research. But I think we need to be more honest [to parents], and say . . . ‘we haven’t got a good evidence base for this but we believe it’s the right thing, but there might be other ways of doing this, or how we achieve that’.

The heterogeneous nature of the population

The heterogeneous nature of the population of children with neurodisability, even within diagnostic groups, was frequently described as a research challenge. Heterogeneity was characterised as multifaceted, in terms of extent and severity of physical impairment, the presence of concurrent health conditions, and other impairments. (It was, however, noted that certain groups, such as children with hemiplegia, were more homogeneous.) A further challenge was where there was no confirmed diagnosis or an extremely rare condition:

I strongly feel that what works for a child with relatively straightforward cerebral palsy and no comorbidity won’t necessarily work for [a child with] four limb cerebral palsy, plus epilepsy, plus a gastrostomy. These two are not the same, and the way therapeutic input works may not be the same.

. . . very often we’re looking at kids who don’t fall into neat groups. So they’re not homogeneous, and they’re also quite low incidence.
There was a perception that some, or much, existing research had not confronted the complexity of many children with neurodisability, with evaluative research focusing on ‘simple’ subgroups only:

Dysarthria research does not include participants with learning disabilities so that rules out most of our kids. They want to hone in on a very small section of our clients when, actually, it’s not very helpful because so many of our clients have these co-existing problems.

Some participants believed that this lack of homogeneity meant that a randomised controlled trial (RCT) would be an inappropriate, or unachievable, research design:

Children are so individual in themselves, let alone in the family and school environment and everything else. So, to do an RCT isn’t really feasible as you wouldn’t be able to compare like with like.

Others did not take that stance, although they believed that multisite, international studies may be needed if particular trial designs were used:

A key issue is the group of children we work with are heterogeneous which makes it more difficult to match groups, but it is not impossible. It’s been done. But it’s very different to doing a project on typically developing children where you can access a nursery and do hundreds.

Some identified finding ways to overcome the issue of heterogeneity as a research priority. Typically, this referred to further testing of the validity and reliability of existing frameworks or systems for defining symptoms/impairments, and examining their application to other diagnostic groups within the neurodisability population. Participants suggested the following frameworks: the Gross Motor Function Classification System (https://canchild.ca); the classification systems for cerebral palsy; the Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory-Computer Aided Test (http://pedicat.com/category/home); the Functional Assessment Measure; and therapy outcome measures.

The nature of therapy interventions

A second area of research challenge was the nature of therapy interventions. Three particular issues were identified:

- the individualised approach taken to the delivery of therapy interventions
- the fact that interventions are not specified
- the context of multiple, simultaneous interventions.

The individualised approach taken to the delivery of therapy interventions

A key theme in many interviews – with regard to both practice and research issues – was the belief that, to make an impact, a highly individualised approach was required when delivering therapy to a child with neurodisability. This was regarded as a barrier to conducting clinical trials and was a reason why, when opinions were expressed regarding study design, some believed that single subject/case study research was a more appropriate design because it could accommodate this individualised approach:

The problem is bridging these very strict research protocols within the context of the families and children who we actually deal with at a clinical level.
Interventions are not specified

Closely connected to this notion of an individualised approach is the fact that most therapy interventions are not specified: there are no universal protocols or intervention manuals. This was regarded as a significant barrier to rigorous research. In response, some interviewees stressed the need for, or adoption of, systems or frameworks that allowed for a standardised approach to defining the content of an intervention. At the moment, it was argued, quite different interventions might carry the same label:

We need to get down to the content, because the labels mean absolutely nothing.

A further concern was that this lack of specificity meant that intervention fidelity, or adherence, could not be assessed. In addition, within published intervention studies, the impact of poorly defined interventions was regarded as twofold: first, the synthesis of findings in evidence reviews may not be reliable, and, second, it prevents replication.

The context of multiple, simultaneous interventions

Many study participants described the multifaceted nature of the care of many children with neurodisability, especially those with more severe or complex impairments. In these instances, it is likely that a number of professions will be involved and the child may be receiving multiple interventions. It was noted that this may present challenges for evaluation studies, and would need to be controlled or accounted for:

... and there might be lots of other therapies that might be coinciding with the treatment. So there might be medical treatments ‘chinking’.

Research design issues

There was a range of beliefs among participants about how therapy interventions could, or should, be evaluated. It should be noted that, quite understandably, sometimes these beliefs were based on a limited understanding of research. We have been circumspect, therefore, in how we report the issues and concerns about the design of evaluation research expressed by participants.

Some issues relevant to this topic have already been explored, or have been placed in Chapter 10 on research priorities, and we do not therefore cover them again here. This includes issues related to outcome, outcome measurement and follow-up points (see Chapter 7), and the measurement of active ingredients (see Chapter 10). Thus, here we focus on reporting participants’ views on the following issues:

- the feasibility of trials
- the potential of non-experimental study designs.

The feasibility of trials

Among interviewees who had some degree of experience of designing or conducting evaluations, trials were usually, although not always, regarded as an appropriate and/or feasible study design for some research questions or objectives. However, many stressed that realist evaluation principles needed to be incorporated into the design of trials so that questions about ‘what works, for whom, and in what circumstances’ could be answered:

I think we need to be changing our methods of analysis to hone down on which children are making the most progress, and what are the predictors of those that did not make progress. Rather than oversimplifying the [analysis] to: did the therapy make a difference, or not? So I think we could do
more than just say ‘Here’s the money for an RCT’, we need to really plot what are the presenting features of the children, and what are the factors that cluster together to support a good outcome?  

K1

Comparator groups
Across all three therapies and across a range of settings, participants said that it may not be possible, or ethical, to withhold treatment to create a no-treatment comparator. A rhetoric of equipoise was not presented within these reflections:

Within the population we see, it would not be feasible to have a control where we are doing nothing; there would have to be another sort of comparator.

R1

Some participants also noted that using ‘usual care’ comparator groups would be equally difficult, or unadvisable, given the enormous variation in individual practices and the approaches taken by, and organisation of, different services.

The potential of non-experimental study designs
Non-experimental study designs were viewed as having the potential to make a strong contribution to the evidence base on intervention effectiveness, and neurodisability per se. Particular reference was made to case studies and long-term cohort studies. Such designs were viewed as a potential solution to the heterogeneity of the population and small sample size, or when the intervention being evaluated was complex:

I think for some complex interventions and for heterogeneous populations, RCTs don’t tell you very much. Because what we’re interested in is not work what works, but what works for whom. So you’re almost at two ends of the scale. Either you need an enormous RCT with scope to look at subgroups with very complex cluster analysis, or you do some single case experimental designs which allow you to say what’s working for what type of child. [I think] we need to make more use of good, robust single case study experimental designs because we’re often looking at kids who don’t fall into neat groups: they’re heterogeneous and can be low incidence. A while ago I was trying to set up a study and was told by a medical statistician there needed to be a plague of cerebral palsy for me to do it. So we need to be more accepting of what are the appropriate methodologies.

N2

With respect to cohort studies, participants highlighted potential opportunities within the newly established Children and Young People Health Services Data Set (http://content.digital.nhs.uk/maternityandchildren/CYPHS). A number of interviewees also mooted the benefits of adopting of the hip surveillance strategy for children with cerebral palsy, which had been implemented recently in Scotland:

Epidemiological data is very important. So if you really want to understand the natural history of a condition like cerebral palsy, we need a large cohort disease registry so you can monitor the progress of children over time and perhaps then compare what interventions they’ve had as standard practice or compare how practice has changed over time . . . that means thinking very long term, rather than short term.

I2

There’s no point looking at short-term outcomes. For participation, you need to look at cohorts in the longer term, so 10-plus years.

X1

A number of interviewees noted the potential value of developing clear protocols for reporting case studies, which, if there was some sort of national repository, would allow the collation and synthesis of evidence. Research investment to support such initiatives, and ensure that they are robust and properly
supported, was highlighted by many, from clinical academics through to frontline staff. It was also noted that case studies offered a means by which frontline therapists could actively engage in, and contribute to, research, thereby increasing the research capacity within the profession.

**Reflection**

Overall, therefore, there was strong support for a mixed research design strategy and approach to evaluating interventions:

> All methodologies have pros and cons, but there’s room for them all if they are done well and are saying something important . . . and RCTs can’t always be used in isolation to answer the important questions: they need to be combined with other methodologies, for example, [in order to] find out the perceptions of families.

The final sections of this chapter consider two further challenges: implementing evaluation studies in practice and securing research funding.

### Challenges associated with implementing evaluation studies

#### Intervention adherence

There was strong consensus that research on therapies has to be practice based, rather than consisting of contrived clinic-based studies of efficacy. The latter, it was felt, do not reflect the true complexity of therapy interventions for children with neurodisability. That said, it was noted that this presented challenges, and ‘intervention adherence’ was one of them. This was described at two levels. First, as we have already noted, many therapy interventions are not manualised, or have no protocol. Second, many interventions are delivered by other people: parents, school staff and therapy assistants. This clearly introduces another source of deviation in terms of adhering to the intervention, or even doing it at all:

> . . . so it might be the same principles of therapy, but the dosage might be different, so there’s a lack of consistency in that. [Many of these interventions] . . . are not like taking a pill, the intervention is an investment from people. To standardise that is difficult.

> You can give them some beautifully described exercises to do with their child . . . but they [parents] are not [necessarily] going to do them.

#### Sample selection and recruitment

Mixed views were presented on whether or not engaging families in research and recruiting them to studies would be a challenge:

> Parents are bombarded with and sometimes worn down by paperwork. They have multiple appointments with professionals and so their diaries are full.

Others noted that recruitment to research may be required at a time when families are highly traumatised, for example after they have learned a diagnosis, or after their child has had an accidental and severe head injury. The need for investment in feasibility studies was flagged up:

> It’s crucial to acknowledge the reality of likely recruitment difficulties, and also the time you need to build into studies to get through the processes of agreement to take part, which can be lengthy.
Concerns were also expressed that those families recruited to trials may not represent the entire patient group, an important issue given that there was consensus that family characteristics have an impact on an intervention’s effectiveness:

Research participants are often those families who are prepared to engage. But, in reality, we are working with a lot of families who are ‘difficult to reach’ and are not going to attend research appointments and follow-ups. So it is difficult to know what to base the decision-making for those families on.

The requirements of funders

Finally, a common theme in discussions about future research was the importance of funders neither applying unfeasible standards to research designs that did not recognise the ‘real world’ of therapies for children with neurodisability, nor imposing inappropriate standards to the intervention under investigation. For example, it was regarded as more difficult to apply uniform study processes (e.g. referral and recruitment processes) in community settings than in acute settings:

It requires funders to think carefully about methodological standards, deciding where they can allow for leniency and risks to take account of complexity, and where they cannot. Therapy is complex and interventions, especially in the community, take place in the messy real world. What is needed is for designs which take that into account. And for funders to accept where methodological risks can be taken.

It’s a medical approach to think that the only way to crack the nut is to do an RCT . . . if that’s the only method being considered then you’re not going to do a lot of research because it isn’t always appropriate.

The studies may not be perfectly designed research and the confounders will be there. But as long as we try and identify what those confounders are, and at least accept them or account for them, we can still find useful information.

Interviewees called for support for feasibility studies and the use of non-experimental designs, both to develop understanding of interventions and their impact (e.g. using case studies) and as an alternative to trials (e.g. observational cohort studies). Finally, some felt that funders should be open to accepting trials that had two active arms.
Chapter 10 Views on research priorities

Introduction

As reported in the previous chapter, there was agreement among study participants of the need for research into therapies for children with non-progressive neurodisability. The level of support for such research varied, with concerns most likely to be voiced with respect to evaluative research, specifically whether or not it was possible to measure, or demonstrate, impact.

Many, however, noted a ‘moral imperative’ to establish a deeper and more solid evidence base on therapy interventions for this group of children. This related to seeking both the best outcomes for the child and the best use of limited resources:

*We need to think very carefully in these times of austerity about whether we are adding any value, whether we’re doing anything useful, or whether we are just pulling the child out of school and passing the time. We do need evidence of what works, and what doesn’t. And parents want to know what’s going to work best; and in the absence of any other offer evidence, they are going to say more is better.*

*We need research to direct what to do as well as backing up what we do already.*

The previous chapter described a number of ‘research challenges’ identified by study participants. Some of these challenges generated methodological questions that could themselves be addressed by research. Research priorities of this nature were therefore described in that chapter. Here we turn to reporting the other topics and questions that study participants nominated as research priorities.

Topic areas

The research questions and issues suggested by interviewees can be organised into seven broad topic areas. We have further grouped them around two types of research:

- foundational or underpinning research
  - understanding of neurodisability
  - understanding of the condition or condition trajectories
  - understanding of therapy interventions
  - defining participation

- evaluation
  - evaluation of overall approaches to therapy
  - evaluation of service organisation and delivery
  - evaluation of techniques, procedures and equipment.

Thus, perceived research priorities did not just concern the evaluation of interventions; they also included topics that we have termed foundational to, or necessarily underpinning, evaluative research. We begin by reporting parents’ research priorities within this framework.
Parents’ research priorities

Parents’ views on research priorities were firmly grounded in and informed by their experiences of therapy provision for their child. Their priorities lay within evaluation research, with greater emphasis being placed on the evaluation of therapy approaches and service delivery than on, for example, evaluations of specific techniques.

Evaluations of approaches to therapy

Goals-focused approaches
We have already reported the way in which parents valued goals-focused approaches. They returned to this theme when research priorities were discussed, although they struggled to articulate specific research topics or questions.

Supporting and empowering parents
A second area prioritised for future research concerned studies to identify the best ways to enable and support parents in delivering therapies to the child. Parents often spoke about this notion broadly and in terms of working in partnership with therapists, rather than being regarded as a passive actor, unable to make decisions or be proactively involved in the assessment, planning, delivery and review of their child’s therapy.

Timing of interventions
Two different research priorities were identified relating to the timing of therapy interventions. First, parents called for research into the therapy needs of young people approaching and during puberty (and associated growth spurts and physical changes). Second, parents wanted research to be carried out that provided the evidence on when to start therapy interventions. One example given was parents’ experiences of current practices regarding speech and language therapy provision, believing that this was not started early enough: ‘...you’re lucky you get it at two-and-a-half years’.

Evaluations of service organisation and delivery

Integrated care
Parents called for research that would evidence and support integrated approaches to working and provision, both between therapies and in terms of the wider service context for children with neurodisability, including other elements of paediatric provision and schools. Included in this discussion were notions of services working towards shared and agreed goals. As one parent remarked, ‘It would be good to have evidence about the benefits of joint working, so if you can “buy” it all in one therapy, one activity and so on...’.

Models of provision
Parents who had experienced an ‘episodes of care’ service model expressed concerns about it. They felt that this approach should be investigated as they believed that the cycle of repeated discharge and lack of continuity of contact with the same therapist disadvantaged their child.

Evaluations of techniques, procedures and equipment

Dose
Parents also had questions about ‘dose’, that is, the frequency or duration of specific techniques or procedures (e.g. ‘how long should my child stay in a standing frame?’), or simply the length of contact time between the child and the therapist. These questions arose from a view both that their children did not have enough time with a therapist and that practices were inconsistent between therapists, even those working on the same team.
Within this discussion, parents gave the example of the greater intensity of contact they have with private providers compared with NHS provision. They felt that it was important to research the differences in children’s outcomes in terms of the ‘dose’ of therapy received.

*Other research topics identified by parents*

**Equity of access: within and between localities**

Parents believed that it was important to research, understand and describe what they regarded as ‘the massive inconsistencies’ in the therapies offered by different localities to families with a child with neurodisability. They asked if it would be possible to do research that would define what a ‘universal service’ should constitute, rather than the current ‘postcode lottery’ of provision or provision to families ‘who shout the loudest’.

**Therapist training and practice**

Finally, parents believed that research needed to be carried out to identify therapists’ training needs, and how best to meet these needs. Here they pinpointed topics that they had encountered in their contact with therapy services. First, they felt that therapists could improve their knowledge and understanding of conditions other than cerebral palsy, for example spina bifida. Second, parents called for research that identified how therapists could best be kept informed about new evidence, equipment and treatment options.

**Foundational or underpinning research**

Professionals identified three main streams of work that can be defined as foundational to, or underpinning, evaluation studies. These were:

- understanding of neurodisability
- understanding of therapy interventions
- defining participation.

**Understanding of neurodisability**

Understanding of the conditions and condition trajectories

On numerous occasions, a desire for evidence on the long-term outcomes of children with neurodisability, including into adulthood, was voiced. The view was that very little is understood about this group, particularly those with complex needs and acquired brain injury (where understanding of the trajectory of, and potential for, recovery is poorly understood). Such evidence, it was argued, was needed so that therapy interventions could be designed or developed with longer-term outcomes in mind.

In addition to body function and structure issues, some interviewees highlighted the importance of research to develop understanding of symptoms such as pain and fatigue (this latter issue was noted particularly for children with acquired brain injury):

*My first question would be, what is the prevalence of pain? What can we understand about their level of pain? Then, after looking at the prevalence of pain, then looking at strategies to reduce pain, and how pain impacts on participation and quality of life.*
A few interviewees specifically stressed the need for research on the social inclusion of disabled children in mainstream settings. The argument was made that higher-level outcomes (such as inclusion or participation) may not happen simply because wider issues have not been recognised or addressed:

...it’s all very well developing motor skills and communication skills. But if no one plays with you in the classroom it doesn’t do you much good.

Q2

Understanding the development of children with neurodisability

Addressing the lack of understanding of cognitive and motor development in children with neurodisability was also raised as key contextual, or background, evidence gap. Different topics or issues were identified. For example, a number of interviewees highlighted the lack of understanding about language and communication development in non-verbal children with learning difficulties. This meant that the design of communication systems (e.g. the way the vocabulary of a system is organised) had been based on various assumptions, leading to alternative approaches, or systems, being developed:

The trajectory of typical language development is another framework that’s used for this group of children. Whilst this makes complete sense, the slight concern is that we don’t know how this group of children learn language. There’s an assumption that they learn in the way that typically developing children do, but we’re learning that’s not quite the same. So, they learn vocabulary, but they don’t learn grammar.

O2

In addition, some interviewees reported a lack of agreement about whether or not working on some skills can result in improvements, or about what the maximum expected improvement might be. Systems and technologies to support the use of eye-gaze, and therefore to improve eye-gaze skills, for supporting communication was frequently mentioned in relation to this.

Understanding therapy interventions

Defining new and emerging approaches

A few interviewees pondered the implications of goals- and participation-focused approaches, and potential future shifts in their work or focus of activity. In terms of research, the implication was to ensure that these ‘newer’ aspects of a therapist’s role are understood:

One of my questions would be: if you’re a participation-oriented therapist, what does your intervention look like?

P1

Active ingredients and mechanisms of action

We have already reported (see Chapter 6) that many therapy interventions have not been specified in terms of a ‘theory of change’, that is, the mechanisms by which the ‘active ingredients’, or components, of an intervention achieve specified outcomes. Interviewees identified this as a significant barrier to research, and some participants prioritised future research to inform the development, and testing, of theories of change of therapy interventions:

We need to unpack the ‘black box’. Therapy interventions [sometimes] claim to target every outcome at every level of the ICF. We are targeting body function, body structure, activity limitation, participation, the social environment, or parents’ empowerment. I don’t blame therapists [for this rhetoric]: it’s the heritage they’ve got. But, sometimes you need to spend a bit of time working out what the heck is the intended outcome? And that, to medical leaders, can seem really weird. But it’s work that needs doing. That could be research in its own right.

L1
As well as preventing replication of studies, this lack of an existing evidence base was regarded as a barrier to the development of interventions that could then be taken forward to evaluation:

*It’s an interesting dilemma from the point of view of developing an intervention. How strongly should it be based on a pragmatic... this is what it would look like? Or how far should it be [based on] a strong theoretical position?*

In addition, the need to identify and understand the active ingredients of an intervention – be it with respect to an overall approach, a care pathway, or specific techniques – was frequently raised by study participants as a key research area, and foundational to other research. As already reported, interviewees believed that the active ingredients were multifaceted:

*In day-to-day practice we see the positive impacts on children, but we need the evidence to demonstrate and quantify this positive impact. What is it that therapists do that is effective?*

*We need to understand more about contributing factors. Is it [the technique or approach], or is it motivation, or is it the family environment?*

Related to this was the need for systems by which interventions can be specified, or defined, in order to allow the replication of studies. Thus, finding ways to systematically describe the complex and multifaceted nature of therapy interventions was identified by many as a research priority:

*We have to have a way of describing the intervention in a succinct and manageable way.*

Some interviewees dwelt on the challenges this presented. It was felt that interventions that comprised the introduction of a piece of equipment, or a device, were easier to specify (and, to date, were more successful in securing funding to evaluate):

*The difficulty with effectiveness research is that we’re not comparing like with like. And we’re not very specific about what we’re comparing. So I think that the state of our effectiveness research in therapies is at quite an early stage really. There are some very fundamental issues we need to address before we are able to meaningfully evaluate stuff.*

TIDieR (Template for Intervention Description and Replication) guidance on reporting interventions, and other guidance being specifically written for electronic device interventions, was identified as a useful resource and offering a way forward. A further, and significant, challenge identified by study participants was knowing which active ingredients ‘matter most’ and should be measured, or controlled for, in evaluative research. Interviewees appeared to think that this would vary between interventions and depending on factors such as intervention objectives and child and impairment characteristics.

Finally, the measurement of active ingredients was regarded as key element of future research on active ingredients. Many interviewees believed that some active ingredients would be particularly challenging to ‘measure’ or capture in a way that could be quantified and systematically replicated across studies:

*It may be easier to capture the physical things around therapy, like the equipment of the therapist’s communication style or knowledge base, than the ingredients around feelings and motivations.*
Children’s and parents’ understanding and experiences of therapy

Many participants highlighted the lack of evidence on families’ understanding of therapy interventions and on the impact that interventions have on families’ lives:

We drop bits of equipment into the family situation. I’d be interested in the waves that causes.

X2

. . . we need to ask young people what they felt about therapy. Was it worth the effort? We need to ask these powerful questions.

J1

You’re asking them [parents] to do something that’s not a normal part of their role. So parents [can] become kind of medicalised. How do they feel about that?

I2

Two key reasons appeared to underlie the prioritising of research in this area. First, a lack of knowledge about families’ understanding of therapy stymied efforts to support family involvement in decision-making, goals-focused working and work to maintain engagement. Second, this meant that therapists had little idea of the impacts of therapy on the everyday lives of children and families. With respect to this, particular reference was made to situations in which parents may be quite intensively involved and/or multiple professionals are working with a family concurrently.

Therapists’ views of therapy

Related to the previous topic, a few interviewees suggested that an important area of research would be using qualitative methods to explore therapists’ views and beliefs about what they do: their practice, decision-making and perceived outcomes. One reason for prioritising this was its potential contribution to understanding interventions in terms of mechanisms of action and active ingredients. Another rationale was that it would help to inform ways to approach implementing evidence-based, or evidence-informed, change.

Defining participation

As reported earlier (see Chapter 7), the notion of participation, although widely accepted, was felt by many participants to be a nebulous, or poorly defined, construct. Conceptual work on its definition, and work to describe and understand the mechanisms and processes by which therapy interventions may influence it – directly or indirectly – was regarded as another aspect of ‘foundational research’ that should be prioritised and, once achieved, would support and enable work in other research areas.

One issue some participants highlighted was the need to further specify the different aspects of participation:

I think to treat participation as a single outcome is a bit crazy. We need to break participation outcomes into smaller parts, or it doesn’t really make sense.

O1

On a slightly different note, some interviewees believed that, for some groups of children (e.g. those in minimally conscious states, babies and very young children), there had been little thought or debate about the meaning of participation. These participants prioritised research in that area.

There was strong consensus that, in carrying out work on this topic, there needed to be extensive and close work and consultation with parents and children.
Evaluation

Three domains of evaluation research were identified: the evaluation of overall approaches to therapy; the evaluation of models or service organisation and delivery; and the evaluation of techniques, procedures and equipment.

Before we move on to describing participants’ views on research priorities within each of these domains, it is important to note that, in many of the suggestions made (by both parents and professionals), emphasis was placed on the fact that evaluation studies should include an economic evaluation, and that attention should also be paid to supporting the implementation of findings. We explore these two issues briefly here.

The need for evidence to support arguments for the investment of therapists’ time, skills or equipment was something that many interviewees raised. The need for research to be able to test and explore ‘value for money’ was, therefore, often articulated:

[Seating] is one of those things we’ve always overspent. There’s a lot of budget going into it and we need to be able to prove the outcomes of that really.

C1

Some interviewees, when discussing the importance of economic evaluation being nested within outcome evaluations, noted that a holistic approach would need to be taken, and one that could take a long-term view on outcomes (in terms of both child and parent) as well as on what an effective intervention prevents. In addition, some interviewees stressed that any economic evaluation needed to capture or incorporate notions of quality of life, including for those children with the most profound impairments:

... what people always want to see is that somehow you are showing cost effectiveness, but sometimes the cost effectiveness is in quality of life and productivity of individuals and the prevention of family breakdown and prevention of secondary issues, and sometimes that means you are having to invest early in to prevent all those other things which are actually covered by other people’s budgets.

Z1

Implementation science was identified by some as a core element of future evaluation research. This included developing an evidence base on effective ways to embed evidence-based, or evidence-informed, practice within therapy teams:

How do we train therapists in whatever the active ingredients are that make interventions work, and then how do we implement that within a clinical team in the community?

Q1

The problem is getting the research information to the jobbing physiotherapist and their managers. What is needed is to develop some pretty quick ways of telling the troops on the ground this way is better than that.

U1

There’s an ongoing perception that these children need treatment, treatment, treatment, but instead we should be giving families the freedom to participate, rather than bogging them down with therapy treatments. Somehow that message is hard to get through.

X2
A further issue concerned developing an evidence base on ways to maintain the implementation of proven interventions by others involved in delivering therapies to children with neurodisability, including parents and school staff.

We turn now to report the three domains of evaluation research identified by professionals taking part in our study. As noted earlier, these were:

- evaluation of overall approaches to therapy interventions
- evaluation of service organisation and delivery
- evaluation of techniques, procedures and equipment.

**Evaluation of overall approaches to therapy interventions**

In Chapter 4 we described the shifts in thinking regarding therapy objectives and ways of working currently taking place across physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. A number of research priorities were identified relating to the evaluation of these emerging approaches. Such research had two overall objectives: first, to establish whether or not they ‘worked’, and for whom and in what circumstances, and, second, to identify the best ways to implement and to deliver them. A number of diverse questions about the overall approach to therapy interventions were identified.

- When should a child be accessing therapy interventions?
- What supports families’ engagement in therapy interventions and notions of self-management?
- What practices, or ways of working, best support children, young people and families to effectively engage in goal-setting?
- What practices, or ways of working, best support a consultative model of delivering therapy interventions?

**When should children and young people access therapy interventions?**

Participants identified a number of research questions related to the age of the child and when to intervene. Sometimes these questions were grounded in a wider conversation about a lack of understanding of physical, communication and cognitive development of children with neurodisability.

As reported in Chapter 4, early intervention is the dominant model of therapy interventions for children with neurodisability. Research questions identified with respect to this practice were as follows.

- Is early intervention the right approach, and are outcomes maintained?
- Should therapy be maintained, and in what form, after the early intervention ‘window’ has passed?
- Are there other time points in a child’s life when intervention intensity needs to be greater? A few physiotherapist interviewees, for example, raised questions about whether growth and structural changes associated with puberty should signal the reinvolvement, or greater involvement, of physiotherapy.
- Should interventions start earlier than they currently do? This issue was predominantly raised by speech and language therapists, who typically become involved in the management of a child with neurodisability later than physiotherapists.
- For children with complex and enduring needs, the issue of the consequences and impacts of the loss of access to therapy that typically happens at transition to adult services was, for some interviewees, regarded as a research priority.

**Self-management and engagement in interventions**

Given the changes and developments across all three therapies in terms of overall approach, it is not surprising that some research priorities concerned implementing family-centred and goals-focused approaches. In this context, notions of ‘engagement’, ‘coaching’, ‘enabling’, ‘educating/informing’ and ‘empowering’ were discussed. Although not necessarily labelled as such by interviewees, the notion of...
self-management skills and capacity emerged as a key concept, and the need for evidence on what works to facilitate and sustain this was referred to often. For some, research that answers questions about whether these approaches yield better outcomes, and the best ways of supporting these approaches, was a top priority:

*My question would be, is it better to send parents back into the community with their child after intensive one-to-one therapy sessions where they are told what to do with their child, or after occupational therapy coaching sessions which give them the skills to problem-solve in relation to their child when back in community?*

*R1*

*Therapists know that parents delivering therapy interventions is the only practical way forward, given funding restrictions. But, for that to work, parents need to be not just an extra pair of hands, but to truly understand their child’s condition and for both parents and children to be able to manage changes ‘down the track’ to support well-being. We need to know what it takes to make that happen.*

*J1*

*Therapists are always reinventing the wheel by concocting little flyers and leaflets [for parents]. [Studies generating guidance on] informed parent decision-making and information to support them working with their child . . . would be really helpful.*

*P3*

*We need research which helps us to get to a situation where we’re working with families: giving them the right information, at the right time, and doing that well. So that families can be outcomes and goal-focused, and take a lead in decision-making – what do we want to prioritise for our child, how do we want to achieve this or that outcome?*

*A1*

The notion of engagement was also discussed with respect to adherence to specific intervention programmes. Researching strategies to support engagement was regarded as a priority for some. To make their case, interviewees shared their experiences of adherence to intervention programmes lessening after a few weeks, even when the intervention used what were regarded as quite engaging, everyday life activities (e.g. virtual reality gaming):

*Even if you have a brilliant form of therapy, if the child’s demotivated and has got bored, and the parents have had enough and let them go off and play, it’s not going to work.*

*H2*

Finally, and more specifically, some interviewees highlighted the need for evidence on how therapists can best support a parent’s acceptance of their child’s condition, or impairments. This was regarded as an important prerequisite to engaging with interventions in a positive and helpful way, and having the confidence to self-manage appropriately.

**Ways of working that support goal-setting**

Supporting children, young people and parents to identify appropriate goals, and those relating to higher-level outcomes such as participation and well-being, was regarded as requiring a specific set of skills. The development of an evidence base to support this approach was prioritised by some interviewees. The fact that such approaches may run counter to families’ usual experiences of services, and to professionals’ original training, was felt to add to the argument for research into effective practices or ways of working.
The evaluation of service organisation and delivery

The second area of evaluation studies identified as research priorities concerned the organisation of therapy, and neurodisability services more widely. Studies in this area were frequently identified as a priority for evaluative research. The types of issues raised within this topic area include:

- effective multidisciplinary team-working
- multitherapy versus unitherapy teams
- care pathways
- the impact of skill/band level of therapists on intervention outcomes
- the relative effectiveness of the consultative role versus the therapist having closer direct involvement in the delivery of therapy
- the relative effectiveness of therapists versus others (e.g. parents and school staff) in the delivery of interventions
- alternative approaches to assessment.

Interviewees involved in reformulating the organisation and delivery of therapy services in their locality typically identified the role of research in informing strategic decision-making and implementing change:

*How do you identify family priorities and make sure that professionals bond to them in an integrated way?*

*L1*

*There’s plenty on the policy agenda about what we should do, but there’s not a lot of help, guidance or models for how we deliver it. So, how do we integrate effectively? Often the focus is on effectiveness research for clinical intervention but we also need effectiveness research around service delivery and implementation of interventions.*

*L1*

*The Trust get more money if we do face-to-face stuff with the child. But as soon as you take the child out of the equation, there is not as much funding . . . for going and sitting with the parent and discussing the logistics of getting to somewhere or whatever, which can be as useful to the child as spending time with them.*

*C1*

Some topics related to service organisation, or ways of working, stemmed from changes to the way therapy interventions are being conceived and delivered. For example, in response to therapists increasingly assuming a consultative role, in which they ‘upskilled’ and supported others (parents, school staff, children and young people) to deliver interventions, some interviewees nominated research into techniques to improve the way therapists approach and deliver a consultative role. Here, comparative evaluations of consultative versus direct work approaches were mentioned, as were realist evaluations that provided evidence on ‘what works, for whom and in what circumstances’.

*I think it would be great to have some research around what is the right intensity for doing things. Does therapy always have to be delivered by a therapist? Does is matter who’s delivered it, provided it has the child’s needs as its focus.*

*PHY-PB-02*

Another area of interest for future research was the evaluation of a multidisciplinary care pathway, something that is beginning to be introduced in some localities:

*There are lots of clinical pathways and packages of care now and it’s the way the NHS is going. It would be good to compare what different areas have in place for certain levels of need because*
everywhere is developing their own approach. This sort of approach comparison would help to support ‘what works’ well.

Finally, research was called for that evaluated alternative methods of assessment. This was suggested as being useful in terms of supporting and informing the wider changes taking place across the professions. Specifically, interviewees identified a need for research in two areas: first, whether diagnosis per se was a useful construct around which to structure the care pathway, and, second, whether referral criteria and assessment should align more directly with functional impact and goals for different life domains or activities (e.g. mobility, social integration and self-care) as opposed to diagnostic or impairment criteria. Such an approach was regarded as having the potential to drive and support goals-focused working:

In some ways I think it’s more useful [for practice] to be looking at service criteria rather than diagnosis. So, focusing on finding out the functional impact for the child and whether the impact is sufficient for service support. Focusing on diagnosis means that waiting lists are long and we end up having a lot of services which are more or less assessment only, because by the point of diagnosis their resources are more or less used up. So [then] the child or family get a few activity ideas or suggestions, but therapists can’t work with them because they have no resource capacity left.

The evaluation of specific techniques, procedures and equipment
In this section we report the research priorities related to the evaluation of specific techniques, procedures and equipment used by physiotherapists, occupational therapists and speech and language therapists. A wide range of specific interventions was nominated. Within this, there was a breadth in terms of the populations identified for whom evidence on intervention effectiveness was needed. Importantly, there was no clear indication of a body of support for research on, for example, a particular technique. Rather, research priorities in this area appeared to derive from personal or clinical interests and experiences. As a result, we do not specify any particular techniques, procedures or equipment here, and instead report on some key principles and overarching issues.

The range of interventions identified
Not unexpectedly, participants frequently mentioned evidence on intervention effectiveness. The techniques, procedures and equipment identified as priorities for research were wide-ranging and across all therapies. Furthermore, they concerned interventions related to prevention (e.g. pain, hip dislocation, deformity), recovery (e.g. traumatic brain injury in typically developing children) and children’s abilities to engage in tasks and activities and/or participate more fully in everyday life and the opportunities therein. Interviewees identified both interventions that had been used for many decades and more recent innovations. In addition, study participants identified a need for research on interventions delivered directly to the child (by therapists or others), parent-training interventions and interventions to support self-management. Finally, also suggested was an evaluation of the application of mainstream interventions, such as physical fitness and conditioning, to children with neurodisability:

I’d be interested in looking at whether we’ve looked at some of the other ways of improving outcomes by giving children with really significant difficulties the opportunity to be engaging in strengthening and cardiovascular activities. So, rather than concentrating on a particular area, look very much at the overall strength and cardiovascular and respiratory fitness of that child by some sort of mimicking of what normal levels of exercise would be for a child of that age.

Populations
Reference was made to children across the entire age range with respect to the evaluation of specific interventions.
The types of evaluation question

Questions about the effectiveness of specific techniques were expressed in various ways. Sometimes this was in terms of ‘should we still be doing this at all?’ or ‘what should we stop doing?’:

> What really works? And what do we need to stop doing? What are we wasting our resources on? . . . but until we know it’s very difficult to take stuff away, especially from families that just want the reassurance that their child is actually receiving an intervention.

Alternatively, the question was one of the relative effectiveness of two interventions, both designed to address the same presenting need or aspiration: ‘which should I choose?’.

Some interviewees extended their discussion of which interventions should be prioritised by future research to include questions of dose. When raised, questions of ‘dose’ were typically quite global; so, questions were about general levels of intensity in terms of frequency and duration of contact with a therapist, rather than concerned with, for example, the precise number of minutes for which a particular procedure or piece of equipment should be used. On this topic, it was suggested that families using private providers might be a useful comparator group, allowing a comparison of high-intensity, direct work (common among private providers) with the newer approaches being implemented within the NHS.

Others felt that, in some instances, it would be possible to be more specific about dose, referring to the notion of a ‘therapy prescription’ (in which the frequency, duration and intensity of an intervention was defined), and that this should be the objective of research:

> The dose is what matters. Parents don’t complain about who is giving it . . . it’s the direct contact. So it’s the [evidence about] dose which we need.

In addition, there were questions about mode of delivery. For example, some interviewees identified the relative benefits of individual versus group delivery of interventions as an important area for research. This included identifying factors that may reliably indicate to therapists and other health professionals whether they should offer group-delivered or individually delivered therapy to a child. It was felt that such indicators may be located in the intervention itself and/or in child or family characteristics.

The need for research on the setting of therapy was also expressed. Here questions related to investigating the relative effectiveness of clinic-based versus home-/community-based appointments. It was also discussed in relation to the rehabilitation of children with acquired brain injury in terms of whether residential or home-based care was more appropriate and effective.

Finally, research to identify the diagnostic features that indicate use of one intervention over another was commonly mentioned. This point was made in the context of participants describing instances when they did not know which of a range of options they should use to manage a particular need or goal, or having to try a number of different techniques/procedures with a child to identify the best approach.

Building an understanding and evidence base on an intervention

Discussions about research priorities regarding intervention effectiveness often included reflections on the need to build evidence slowly, and not to seek to carry out experimental studies from the outset. In this respect, single case series and cohort study designs were suggested as appropriate ways to start to build an evidence base. The notion of a programmatic approach to research was supported:

> There may be a need to start back at single case series and cohort-type studies before we can get to [evaluating] interventions. But we also need a programmatic approach which goes beyond these studies, because, in the past, there have been single case series but the problem has always been that nobody follows it through.
Transferring evidence on effectiveness from one group to another

Some study participants described having to recourse to evidence about an intervention derived from a different population, for example adults with brain injury, or a different neurodisability diagnosis. The extent to which this was an appropriate and legitimate practice was questioned. Research that identified when, and when not, to use such evidence was identified by some as a research priority. Occasionally, a similar question was applied to evidence derived from studies of typically developing children, particularly regarding the development of cardiovascular fitness and language interventions:

*We try to apply ‘mainstream’ speech and language approaches but need to know when these are effective or what would make them effective for different groups.*

Future work on identifying research priorities

The involvement of children, young people and their parents

There was a strong and consistent view that it is essential, both in terms of setting research agendas and within specific projects or programmes of work, that children, young people and parents are directly and actively involved in meaningful ways:

*We need to have parents and children from the outset of a research idea: a collegiate approach . . . And not just using the ‘usual group’ of parents who are consulted.*

They were involved in the JLA exercise but they need to be embedded and involved at every step.

A number of interviewees noted the challenge of finding ways to involve children and young people who had severe impairments, including learning difficulties, in research:

*It’s a huge struggle to involve in research in a meaningful and proper way people who have severe cerebral palsy.*

Further devices to support research prioritisation

Some ideas or suggestions were offered as possible devices by which interventions could, or should, be used to prioritise research.

Current volumes of use or investment

One interviewee suggested prioritising for research those interventions that are widely used, but for which there is no evidence base. One reason for this is that these interventions may be ones that therapists are finding make some sort of difference, or have a positive impact. Here reference was made to Sackett et al.’s discussion of evidence-based medicine. Such an approach, it was felt, would avoid individuals’ interests and agendas overly influencing the direction of future research. Another interviewee believed that priority should be given to evaluating interventions receiving the greatest investment, and/or when families typically expressed dissatisfaction with the level of therapy their child was receiving.

Feasible interventions

The notion that research should focus on interventions/approaches regarded as feasible and realistic within current health-care systems and resources, and also feasible and acceptable to families, was stressed by some interviewees. However, some interviewees noted that there may be value in evaluating interventions currently available only through private practitioners or third-sector providers, if these appeared ‘promising’.
Chapter 11 Discussion

Study overview

This scoping study was commissioned by NIHR's HTA (Maternal and Child Health Panel) programme through one of the Health Services and Delivery Research programme’s Evidence Synthesis Centres. The agreed objectives of the study were to:

1. identify and describe the current techniques, practices and approaches to delivering therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability that seek to improve participation as defined by the ICF
2. describe the therapeutic approaches identified by professionals as promising or innovative but not currently (routinely) delivered by the NHS
3. identify how and why these interventions may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment
4. describe the factors that influence decision-making regarding the ‘therapeutic prescription’, including the nature and severity of the impairment
5. understand the dimensions that constitute a therapeutic intervention from the perspectives of NHS health professionals, children and parents, for example the physical environment, location, use of/access to equipment, staff skills/qualification, parent involvement/delivery and self-management
6. seek the views of NHS health professionals, parents and children on the ‘active ingredients’ of therapy, and how to capture/measure them
7. understand, and compare, the ways in which professionals and families currently conceive therapy outcomes, the meaningfulness of ‘participation’ as a therapy outcome, and how these may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment
8. map NHS health professionals’, parents’ and children’s views of the evidence gaps related to therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability, and identify views on the issues that need to be accounted for in the design of any future evaluations.

The research approach

Qualitative research methods were used to gather data to address these objectives. Professionals and parents participated in the study. Unfortunately, despite extensive efforts, the team was unable to secure the involvement of children and young people. We have already noted the importance of further work to allow children and young people’s voices to be heard.

Individual interviews and focus group discussions were held with therapists (frontline and service leads/managers) and included those working in private practice, those active in the research in this field, representatives of the therapies’ national professional bodies, professionals based in schools, and paediatricians. In recruiting to the study, we experienced extremely high levels of response and engagement with the study objectives.

Some overall impressions and comments

This scoping study has engaged with a highly complex and wide-ranging topic area, and one in which there are some sensitivities. The team who worked on the study are applied social scientists and none held any relevant professional qualifications. Although experienced in working on studies of this nature, and on the topic of childhood disability, they had not previously engaged closely with physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. The ‘external’ nature of the team was referred to by many study participants, and this was consistently viewed positively as an indication of the team’s neutrality and independence.
As is clear in our report of the study findings, physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy are complex interventions. This study was concerned with their use with the highly heterogeneous population of children with non-progressive neurodisability. A further layer of complexity is the fact that there are multiple ways in which therapists may ‘work’ with a child with neurodisability. This made conducting a relatively brief piece of research – but with wide-ranging objectives – challenging, and decisions had to be made about the level of detail which could, or should, be usefully obtained. Furthermore, study participants sometimes held quite different and contradictory views.

Another finding was that physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy appear as professions in a state of change, even (r)evolution. As one would expect to find, there are mixed feelings, and sometimes strong views, about this: both for and against. We also observed both caution and impatience with regard to the changes under way. We believe that it is good and appropriate that this study has represented these different views and opinions. We also know that some of the changes reported were caused by externally imposed factors: principally, significant losses of NHS funding and resources. To a greater or lesser degree, therapy professionals felt beleaguered and under threat.

For these reasons, we have taken the approach of presenting the study findings in a very descriptive way, using verbatim quotations to illustrate the findings reported. This aligned with study objectives to offer a description of the current situation and understandings regarding therapies for children with neurodisability, and to elicit and report priorities for future research.

**Study limitations**

A key limitation is its failure to recruit children and young people to the study. We therefore cannot present data on their views on outcomes, perceptions regarding the active ingredients of an intervention, and research priorities. This is a significant omission and should be borne in mind when considering the implications of the study findings. Additional work will be required to secure the views and perspectives of this group; the findings from this study may well form a useful resource from which to build consultation tools and materials.

We would note that extensive efforts were made to recruit children and young people, and the research team has successfully recruited this population to many studies. Thus, this failure cannot necessarily be attributed to a lack of effort or insufficient experience. We have already drawn attention to the experiences of other researchers who have sought to include children and young people in research prioritisation exercises: it is possible that the rather intangible nature of projects of this study, compared with other health services research topics, makes participation in studies of this kind less compelling or meaningful.

A second limitation to the study is that the perspective of teaching/education professionals was limited to a single participant. Certainly, it is clear that schools are an environment in which much therapy is delivered, often by teaching assistants under the supervision or direction of a therapist or therapy assistant. Other studies have described a lack of knowledge and understanding of therapy interventions among teaching staff and negative or ambivalent feelings about therapy interventions and equipment.41–46 These findings support the need for consultation with school staff, and therapists working in these settings, when refining research questions concerned with the models of service provision which may well include the provision of therapies in school settings. Linked to this, we would note a recently completed NIHR study within the Research for Patient Benefit programme, which evaluated training school staff (and parents) in postural care.47

In the remainder of this chapter, we return to the study objectives, reporting for each the key findings and broad conclusions that can be drawn.
Objectives 1 and 2: the techniques, practices and approaches to delivering therapy

Objectives 1 and 2 were:

1. to identify and describe current techniques, practices and approaches to delivering therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability that seek to improve participation as defined by the ICF
2. to describe therapeutic approaches identified by professionals as promising or innovative but not currently (routinely) delivered by the NHS.

It is important to note that, from the outset, participation was consistently identified as a primary objective of any therapy intervention. Thus, our discussions with participants about techniques, practices and approaches were not restricted in any way. Chapters 3–5 reported the findings relevant to this objective.

The organisation of therapy services and service models

First, we described the ways in which therapy services are organised, and how they interface with, or are connected to, other services for children with neurodisability.

Predominantly, reference was made to other health services; however, the interface between health and education – particularly the delivery of therapy, or the implementation of therapy interventions, in schools – was regarded as a key issue. In addition, parents were identified as often playing a key role in implementing therapy programmes. To date, the role of ‘non-therapists’ in the delivery of therapy interventions, their experiences and its impact has been studied in a limited way. A number of barriers to implementing therapy regimes in school settings have been identified and reported, including issues of staff knowledge and confidence.41,45 It has been suggested that parents may vary in their willingness and/or capacity to assume the role of ‘co-therapist’.48–51 Notions of feeling overburdened by the requirements of a therapy regime, and a lack of ongoing training and support, have also been reported.52 In terms of work within the existing NIHR portfolio, a study47 funded as part of the Research for Patient Benefit programme has been recently published, which evaluated a training intervention for parents and school staff on postural management.

Different models for organising therapy provision were reported, and alternatives to the traditional model of ‘unitherapy’ teams were presented. These included joint/multitherapy teams and integrated, multiprofessional teams. Transdisciplinary teams were also described, with therapists working across disciplines and/or one therapist acting as primary provider for all therapies to the child. Finally, therapist-led services, operating without referral from a paediatrician, were reported. Often, multiple factors were driving, or informing, the development of alternative service models. Certainly, resource constraints played a part, but the responses to these constraints were informed by new thinking about therapy interventions, particularly family-centred and goals-focused approaches. The influence of the ICF model of impairment and disability, which presents ‘participation’ as the key objective of any intervention, was explicitly referred to by study participants.

The use of private practice

Final key themes in Chapter 3 were the issues of private provision and parents identifying and delivering ‘therapy interventions’ themselves. Professionals taking part in the study reported that this was not uncommon, and this was certainly borne out in the experiences of parents recruited to the study. There was consensus that parents turning to alternative sources of provision was an indicator of their intense desire ‘to do the best’ for their child, and the frustrations that they may experience with NHS provision. Parents’ accounts supported these views, as reported in Chapter 5.

Overall approaches to therapy and schools of thought

In Chapter 4, we presented a model by which therapy interventions can be understood. It was argued that specific techniques, procedures, activities, practices and equipment need to be understood in the broader context. This broader context was occupied by two factors: first, the overall approach a therapist brought
to the management of a case, and, second, whether the therapist adhered to, or was influenced by, particular schools of thought. We reported the strong, but partial, influence of WHO’s ICF model of disability and health, and family-centred practice, across the three professions.

Thus, there was a belief that the ‘deficit model’ and a focus on the achievement of specific activities were still routinely operationalised, and that goals-focused approaches to assessment and therapy provision were not yet fully ingrained in practice. Indeed, there was evidence of some confusion with concepts such as ‘goals-focused’ and ‘participation’, and differences in the way they were being defined and implemented. In addition, notions of parents and/or children and young people as active partners and decision-makers in the delivery of therapy intervention were viewed as aspirations or ‘work in progress’, as opposed to firmly bedded into practice.

Chapter 4 also described how, a few decades ago, certain schools of thought dominated the approaches taken by therapists. It was clear that some of these traditional schools of thought were no longer regarded, by some at least, as having any credibility. Other schools of thought – drawn from other disciplines or professions – were, however, reported to be influencing current therapy practice. These included cognitive–behavioural, problem-solving approaches; family-centred practice; and evidence-based practice. Importantly, the notion of early intervention continues to strongly guide the management of children with neurodisability.

The practice of therapies
The second half of Chapter 4 reported our findings on what we have termed ‘the practice of physiotherapy, occupational therapy or speech and language therapy’. Here we described and illustrated the key constructs that define these interventions, namely professional autonomy, responsive practice, managing prognostic uncertainty, protocols and pathways, working out of a tool box and mode of delivery. Throughout much of this account, the notion of therapies as, typically, highly individualised interventions has emerged strongly.

In Chapter 4 we referred readers to Appendix 6, which sets out the procedures, techniques and activities that interviewees reported using, or having come across, in NHS settings. This serves to portray the great diversity of practice, but we would stress that this list is, to no extent, comprehensive. The research team’s view is that to map all procedures, techniques and activities would, arguably, be an almost impossible task. Importantly, as Chapter 4 demonstrated, knowing the names of techniques or procedures is not the same as knowing how a therapist is using or implementing them.

In terms of new and emerging techniques, procedures or equipment that appear promising, this was not generally a topic interviewees regarded as important or relevant, as they believed that the priority should be research into existing practices and ways of organising and delivering therapy interventions. However, there was strong support for research that evaluated new and emerging approaches to service organisation and delivery (e.g. multi- and transdisciplinary working; upskilling/cascading skills) and ways of working (e.g. goals-focused approaches, family-centred practice and promoting self-management). We return to the topic of research priorities later in this chapter.

Parents’ experiences of services, reported in Chapter 5, generally aligned with professionals’ accounts of the way in which the majority of therapy services are organised. A predominant theme in parents’ accounts were dissatisfaction with the amount of therapy their child received and the lack of integration across therapies and other interventions. These are not newly identified issues; they have been reported by previous studies and, indeed, have stimulated policy responses. However, we have not been able to identify any recent English research that has mapped this on a scale beyond specific localities. Parental dissatisfaction with the amount of therapy partly reflects the reality of significantly constrained resources for therapies within the NHS, but may also indicate a mismatch in understanding of appropriate levels of intensity in terms of contact with therapists. A strong thread throughout parents’ accounts was a desire to be doing all they could for their children, and this had led some to pay for the services of private providers and/or identify and deliver therapy interventions themselves.
We also explored the impact on parents of the expectation that, particularly in a child’s preschool years, they may assume a significant role in the delivery of therapy. Included in the stories they relayed were themes of guilt, conflict, exhaustion and a sense of working in isolation, all of which have been reported in previous studies. In addition, they expressed concerns about the way therapies intruded into their child’s life and prevented the child from doing other activities. They also described their children’s responses to receiving therapy. Here parents focused on sharing experiences of negative reactions, which were attributed to pain, frustration and a desire to be doing something else. Sometimes these reactions were difficult to manage and this was a common reason why parents desisted from carrying out interventions and using equipment.

Objectives 3 and 4: factors influencing clinical decision-making

Objectives 3 and 4 were:

3. to identify how and why these interventions may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment
4. to describe the factors that influence decision-making about the ‘therapeutic prescription’, including the nature and severity of the impairment.

Chapter 4 reported findings relevant to study objectives 3 and 4. References within these objectives to the potential influence of impairment-related characteristics on clinical decision-making could be perceived as sitting at odds with notions of goals-focused approaches to assessment and clinical decision-making. However, even within this approach, account may need to be taken of the child’s ability to learn new skills or manipulate equipment, so here issues of cognitive, rather than motor, impairment play a greater role.

In Chapter 4 we reported that, for the majority of therapy interventions, no protocols or manuals exist. It is possible to glean some explanations for this. First, children with neurodisability are highly diverse in both diagnosis and the way each diagnosis presents in terms of motor functioning and impairment. Second, the evidence base on therapy interventions is minimal. Taking these two factors into account, it is easy to see why manualised approaches and protocols are not common features of practice.

Furthermore, as we discuss in the following section, very little is understood about the active ingredients of interventions. There are, therefore, significant barriers to the development of protocols or manualised interventions for this population. One exception is interventions for the management of a specific presenting need and within a specific population. For these situations, interviewees did cite more routinised approaches, such as the management of hemiplegia by constraint induced movement therapy, and the management of spasticity in children with cerebral palsy.

As a result, clinical decision-making is typically highly individualised and becomes increasingly so the more complex and severe the presenting needs. The principle of professional autonomy, and the factors therapists reported as influencing clinical decision-making in the management of a particular case, are described in Chapter 4. Certainly the child’s presenting needs (or desired goals) were reported to be a key influence on decision-making. However, other factors were reported as significantly influencing the decision made.

A key issue, and one driven by the role parents often play in the implementation of therapy programmes, was family characteristics and resources. Therapists consistently reported that this influenced their decision-making about what interventions they selected and the intensity of their delivery. We also describe the emphasis placed by therapists on the role of clinical experience (sometimes gleaned from more experienced colleagues), in interaction with other factors such as family characteristics, in designing an intervention programme, including the ‘dose’ (i.e. the frequency and duration of each therapy session or episode).
Chapter 4 also described the wide range of factors influencing which interventions a therapist might bring to that decision-making process. Here we used the analogy of the ‘toolbox’, and reported how a number of diverse factors influenced what an individual therapist may have in his or her toolbox. These included their training, overall approaches to therapy interventions, practices learnt from colleagues, personal preferences, clinical guidance and what they were permitted to do by commissioners or service leads.

Thus, a picture is painted of highly individualistic practice, the outcome being that different therapists may choose to work with the same child in very different ways. This certainly aligned with professionals’ accounts and parents’ views and experiences (reported in Chapter 5).

Objectives 5 and 6: understanding therapy interventions and their active ingredients

Objectives 5 and 6 were:

5. to understand the dimensions that constitute a therapeutic intervention
6. to seek views regarding the ‘active ingredients’ of therapy, and how to capture and measure these.

In Chapter 6, we explored professionals’ views of what constitutes a therapy intervention, and what are its active ingredients. Chapter 5 included a description of parents’ views of valued practice, which is also relevant to this topic.

Therapies as complex interventions

Our opening sections of Chapter 6 presented the notion of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy as complex interventions, and described the existing conceptualisations of the active ingredients of non-pharmacological interventions. We referred to work by McCleary et al. and Bourton et al. Both have highlighted the challenges of identifying, defining and measuring the active ingredients of complex, non-pharmacological interventions, and this offers an explanation of why, to date, the active ingredients have been poorly reported.

In essence, the argument is made that the following interconnecting features of complex, non-pharmacological interventions make it difficult and complicated to identify their active ingredients.

- They may have several interacting components.
- Different health-care professionals and other individuals may be involved in their delivery.
- They may be tailored to specific situations or contexts.
- Their success may be dependent on the expertise of the intervention provider.

Much of the remainder of Chapter 6 presented study participants’ views on what constitutes the active ingredients of an intervention, and these are summarised in Figure 4. First, there was clear consensus that a therapy intervention comprises the therapist, the work that therapist does and the work that others do under the training or supervision of the therapist. In terms of the therapist, as reported in Chapter 4, there are various levels of influence in terms of what they ‘bring’ to a case and the ‘work’ they decide to do. This includes the overall approach that they adopt (deficit vs. activity-focused vs. goals-focused) and the influence of particular schools of thought, as well as clinical decision-making processes and the factors that influence them. A further component of an intervention that emerged from participants’ accounts was the ‘therapeutic context’. We used this term to define elements such as the capacity of the wider therapeutic team (e.g. parents, school staff), the setting in which therapy may be delivered, and the access to, and space to use, equipment.

The final section of Chapter 6 reported professionals’ views on the measurement of these active ingredients. Certainly, both the lack of an understanding of active ingredients, which ones matter most,
and systematic ways to describe, record and measure them were identified as significant barriers to future research, both in terms of the design of an evaluation (i.e. which factors, or ingredients, need to be controlled for, or manipulated), and in their execution. We return to this issue when reporting study participants’ research priorities.

**Objective 7: therapy outcomes**

Objective 7 was:

7. to understand, and compare, the ways that professionals and families currently conceive therapy outcomes, the meaningfulness of ‘participation’ as a therapy outcome, and how these may vary according to the nature and severity of the impairment.

Findings relating to this objective were presented in Chapter 7, with relevant material also appearing in Chapters 4 and 5.

**Parents’ views**

The outcomes identified by parents were consistently located within more global outcomes, such as participation, independence, quality of life and mental well-being. Although these outcomes were global, parents strongly believed in the potential of therapy interventions in supporting their achievement. Thus, improvements in physical functioning, acquiring new motor skills and having access to equipment were regarded as necessary, but intermediate, outcomes to the achievement of higher-level outcomes.
These views align closely with other studies that have explored parents’ (and children’s) views on desired, or prioritised, outcomes of health and care provision.\textsuperscript{53,54} However, as we reported in Chapter 5, some parents reported that therapists may not explicitly refer to these higher-level goals, and can appear to be focused on specific aspects of functioning, etc.

**Professionals’ views**

Our report on professionals’ views about outcomes was presented within the ICF framework, which distinguishes between outcomes related to body structure and function, outcomes related to the achievement of particular activities and outcomes that can be defined as being aligned with notions of participation. As reported in Chapter 4, the ICF framework\textsuperscript{16} and the concept of participation were adopted by the professions a number of years ago, although understanding of the meaning of the concept varied. Certainly, the term ‘participation’ was spontaneously offered as one of the main objectives of any therapy intervention, although we must be cautious about the consistency of definition applied to this term. The specifics of definition aside, participation was consistently regarded as a complex and multifaceted concept. Furthermore, it was clear that some study participants felt that further critical, conceptual work was required to clarify its definition, and the way in which it should be operationalised by the therapies.

Some helpful developments to the concept were, however, offered during our interviews. First, it was stressed that participation could sometimes simply be about opportunity (and choice), and, second, that it should include notions of ‘ease of participation’, and not just participation per se. There was also a clear view that participation had to be something defined by the child and/or their wider family, and that assumptions should not be made about what constitutes participation for an individual child.

Another thread in our discussions with professionals were concerns about the extent to which participation can be operationalised, or applied, to some groups of children with neurodisability, including neonates and very young children, children with disordered states of consciousness, children with multiple and profound disabilities, and typically developing children who have recently sustained a severe brain injury.

**Participation as an outcome measure**

A second, separate question explored in our interviews with study participants was to ask whether participation is an appropriate or meaningful concept to use with respect to the evaluation of interventions. A number of significant issues were raised and we will not rehearse them fully here. However, four key issues or concerns were raised. First, therapy interventions are often one aspect of a multifaceted, multidisciplinary programme of interventions that a child may be receiving. Second, any evaluation of intervention outcomes needs to take account of the impact of any age-/development-related changes in the child. Third, it was suggested that although participation should be the end point, or overall goal, a therapy intervention’s role in achieving this may come early on, in order to secure intermediate outcomes on which other interventions can build. Finally, questions about the appropriate time to ‘measure’ participation were raised, which in turn led interviewees to point to the myriad of other events and circumstances that may intervene in a child’s life before participation-related outcomes are investigated.

There was greater engagement with the notion of participation as an outcome indicator if the evaluation concerned the whole approach of services, or particular service models. However, questions about when, and what, to measure were still raised, and similar arguments rehearsed regarding the challenges and complexities of outcome measurement. A recently completed NIHR HSDR project\textsuperscript{55} on meaningful health outcomes for paediatric neurodisability – incorporating the collection and collation of the views of families and professionals, as well as a systematic review of existing outcome measures – makes an important contribution to moving forward on this issue. In addition, a similar project but specific to young children with autism has also been published recently.\textsuperscript{56} Both of these studies identify measure development work as a research priority.
Goal attainment scaling
Given the move towards goals-focused approaches to therapy interventions, goal attainment scaling was suggested as an approach that had the potential to capture participation-type outcomes that may be more directly attributable to a specific intervention. It was also regarded as having the potential to be implemented routinely, and, if standardised and used routinely, could lead to the development of very useful data sets for cohort studies. To date, this approach has predominantly been confined to adult rehabilitation, although its use in paediatrics has been critically evaluated. This latter piece of work called for more research into the reliability of goal attainment scaling within the paediatric context. A useful piece of work going forward would be to review evidence on this.

Finally, before this discussion is concluded, it is important to return to the issue of multiple definitions and understandings, which introduced this section. Readers need to be mindful that interviewees’ views on participation as an appropriate and meaningful outcome indicator will be based on their understanding of this concept.

Other child outcomes
Interviewees readily identified other outcomes that they believed to be appropriate and meaningful, and that should be considered when designing evaluations. These included measures of body structure and functioning, engagement in/achievement of activities, emotional well-being, quality of life, acceptance of impairment and engagement with interventions.

Parent outcomes
Outcomes for parents were also strongly emphasised. These were regarded as legitimate indicators of the impact of a therapy intervention. The parent-level outcomes suggested included quality of life, resilience, emotional well-being, perceived emotional and information support needs met, confidence in skills and abilities, and knowledge and acceptance of child’s impairment. Certainly some of these outcomes map well on to other research, referred to earlier in this discussion, which has explored parents’ experiences of delivering therapy interventions.

Objective 8: evidence gaps and issues of study design

Objective 8 was:

8. to map NHS health professionals’, parents’ and children’s views of the evidence gaps related to therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability, and identify views on the issues that need to be accounted for in the design of any future evaluations.

In Chapter 10 we reported study participants’ views on priorities for future research. This was preceded by a consideration of the nature of the ‘research environment’ within the therapy professions (see Chapter 8), in which we reported on the beliefs and cultural and infrastructural factors that relate to engagement with, and capacity to engage in, research. Following this, we reported on the perceived challenges of evaluative research (see Chapter 9), some of which generated research questions/priorities themselves. It is important to stress the significant limitation regarding this aspect of the study that we were unable to secure the involvement of children and young people and, thus, their views on research priorities are absent.

Views about the need for research
Chapter 8 began by reporting widespread acceptance and agreement that the current evidence base on therapy interventions for children with neurodisability is very limited. This very much concurs with the wider accepted view of the current situation and therapists’ views on the barriers to evidence-based practice. These findings are not unique to the therapy professions investigated in this study, and have been reported across a wide range of health-care professions. Furthermore, and as other studies...
report, the applicability of existing, higher-quality evidence (derived from studies not conducted in routine practice or clinical settings) was questioned.

This lack of evidence was generally viewed as causing variability in practice and models of service delivery, and inequity of provision. It was also seen as hindering professions’ abilities to argue their case for sufficient resources from commissioners. Some therapists also reported concerns about whether their practice, or that of others, was always ‘the right thing’ for the child.

Overall, therefore, there was strong support for research into therapies for children with neurodisability. However, this was sometimes tempered by concerns about whether or not it was possible to show that therapies make a difference. The notion of evidence-based practice was typically referred to as a ‘good thing’, and is enshrined within professional standards. However, sometimes there was a concurrent rhetoric about the importance of clinical experience and professional autonomy within the clinical decision-making process. Viewing clinical experience as being ‘at odds’ with a notion of evidence-based practice – an issue also identified by previous research – is perhaps a reflection of a common misunderstanding of this concept. The true meaning, or application, of evidence-based practice is one in which existing research evidence is applied in the context of clinical experience and the patient’s values and preferences. A range of views on the relative value of high-quality research evidence compared with clinical experience is something some other studies have also reported, with recency, level of training and characteristics of the workplace (e.g. university hospital vs. services unconnected with academic/research endeavours) being found to influence an individual’s viewpoint.

Research infrastructure within the therapy professions
There was a strong consensus that, currently, the majority of therapy services could not be described as research engaged or research active. Furthermore, time for research is not routinely incorporated into roles; indeed, engaging in research may not be supported by service leads or managers. Opportunities to review and discuss research evidence (e.g. holding journal clubs) were not widely reported. They appeared to be most likely to be located in services based in, or linked to, university hospitals. Instances of services actively seeking evidence to inform their practice and service development were, however, described to us. We also learned about a service (non-NHS) that had invested in research posts, which focused on both developing evidence-informed guidance and initiating primary research.

Interviewees noted that, in the past, research had not been part of the training curriculum but that this has changed over the past decade. However, although more recently qualified therapists might have had some exposure to research and research methods during their training, there had been little opportunity to pursue this. That said, it was reported that within continuing professional development provision, there had been a growing focus on research. Finally, there was a sense from participants’ accounts that there is a potential disconnect between current research activity and frontline therapy services, with much existing research being led from academic institutions.

This description of the research infrastructure within the therapy professions aligns closely with findings from other studies, carried out in England and other countries.

Perceived challenges of designing and conducting evaluative research
Study participants readily identified challenges with evaluating therapy interventions and a minority believed that these were insurmountable. Most regarded them as issues that may themselves need to be researched. The challenges included identified the heterogeneous nature of the population, the nature of therapy interventions, research design issues, the challenges associated with implementing evaluation studies and the requirements of funders. The main message arising from these debates was that evaluations of therapy interventions will require a range of study designs and methods, and a willingness on the part of funders to both invest in non-experimental designs and be cognisant, but accommodating, of the challenges of implementing experimental study designs when evaluating highly complex, non-pharmacological interventions.
Parents’ research priorities
The majority of research priorities identified by parents aligned with issues relating to the design and delivery of therapy provision and ways of working. Thus, parents called for research that supported and informed integrated care, goals-focused approaches and empowering parents. They also wanted research to be carried out that compared ongoing with episodic models of care, and studies that identified when children and young people should be receiving therapy interventions and/or have the intensity of these increased.

Some parents also identified specific intervention (e.g. should a technique or piece of equipment be used at all?) or had questions about dose or intervention intensity. However, no specific techniques were consistently mentioned by parents.

Professionals’ views on research priorities
Among our interviews with professionals, a wide range of research priorities were identified, not all of which were concerned with the evaluation of therapy interventions for children with neurodisability. We categorised their research priorities as follows: methodological research (reported in Chapter 9), and foundational, or underpinning, research and evaluation (both reported in Chapter 10).

Participants’ suggestions about methodological research included recommendations for feasibility studies, methodological work on trial design, investigating other study designs – particularly cohort studies and case studies – and the possibilities for establishing endeavours using these approaches, and, finally, outcome measures and outcome measurement.

In terms of foundational research, first, the case was made for the need to secure a better understanding of neurodisability per se and the trajectories of different conditions. This reflects the great range of children and conditions represented under this umbrella term, the fact that the impairment has a neurological origin, the relative infancy of the academic discipline of neurodisability, and, arguably, the lack of investment in research on this particular population. Second, some interviewees prioritised the need for research that would develop understanding of therapy interventions. The topic areas for this ranged from the mechanisms of change and active ingredients of interventions to families’ and practitioners’ beliefs and understandings. (This was also an area that was raised by participants of the JLA’s research prioritisation exercise for children with neurodisability but was not taken forward to the actual prioritisation because it was outside the scope of that particular piece of work.) The third area of ‘foundational research’ was work on further defining the concept of participation.

In terms of evaluation research, the research priorities identified can be split into two broad categories: the evaluation of overall approaches to therapy interventions and the evaluation of specific treatments, procedures or items of equipment.

In terms of overall approaches to therapy interventions, the following types of question were posed:

• When should a child be accessing therapy interventions?
• How should therapy services be organised in order to achieve the best outcomes for children (and parents) in both the short and the longer term?
• Do goals- and participation-focused approaches improve children’s outcomes, and how can they best be implemented?
• What practices, or ways of working, best support a consultative model of delivering therapy interventions?
• What supports families’ engagement in therapy interventions and notions of self-management?
• What practices, or ways of working, best support children, young people and families to effectively engage in goal-setting, and why?
Often questions of cost and cost-effectiveness were included in study participants’ discussions about these issues.

Regarding specific practices, techniques, procedures and equipment, a wide range was nominated as priorities for future research. None was mentioned consistently, reflecting the fact that these suggestions often appeared to be grounded in personal interest or experience. In addition to interventions specific to neurodisability, some interviewees stressed the need for research that evaluated the application of practices or approaches used with typically developing children and young people, particularly for cardiovascular fitness and language and communication development with children with neurodisabilities.

A number of different evaluation questions were posed. Some concerned evaluations of effectiveness per se, whereas others related to testing dose, mode of delivery and therapy setting. Another area of investigation was identification of diagnostic (or other) features that should be used to inform clinical decision-making. Some viewed research into specific practices and techniques as secondary to, or irrelevant compared with, research into models of care and ways of working.

The research priorities identified by professionals and parents generally aligned with those reported by Morris et al., which were generated from a wider research prioritisation exercise for children with neurodisabilities, although the emphasis is different. The research priorities pertaining to physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy identified by Morris et al. were generally presented in terms of intervention approaches or strategies to improve function rather than research on approaches to practice (e.g. goals-focused working, family-centred practice) or the way in which services are organised and delivered. However, it is important to note that the two pieces of work had different parameters. First, Morris et al.’s study was restricted to ‘interventions and process’: this was not specifically defined and might not have included the notion that service-/organisational-level issues and characteristics can be understood as interventions in themselves. Second, this study would not have included the identification of methodological or more ‘foundational’ research within its scope. Third, the research prioritisation approach by Morris et al. required the identification of research questions; however, they did report that many of the issues raised during the research prioritisation exercise could not be framed as such.
Chapter 12 Conclusions

Study overview

The overarching purpose of this scoping study was twofold. First, we aimed to provide contextual information to NIHR regarding current approaches, practices, service models and ways of working in the provision of physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy to children and young people with non-progressive neurodisability. Second, we wanted to consult with key stakeholders about research priorities, and to identify the challenges of carrying out research on therapy interventions, both in terms of methodological and study design issues and with respect to the current ‘research environment’ within therapies services.

Interviews and focus groups with a wider range of professionals – front line and managerial; research naive, research aware and research active; within the professions and based in services that interface with therapy provision; and across the country – were carried out. We also held focus groups with parents, and these parents represented children and young people across a wide range of ages, diagnoses, and types and severity of impairment.

Thus, we sought to capture a breadth of current knowledge, experiences and opinions. We would note that we experienced a high level of interest and willingness to participate in the project among both participant groups: therapies for children with neurodisability was an issue they wanted to discuss and debate.

Sadly, we found the identification and engagement of groups of children and young people to be a harder task and did not, within the fixed time frames of this project, manage to secure their involvement. In terms of further work to inform the direction and scope of research on therapies with children with neurodisability, we would stress the importance of working with children and young people, and indeed parents, a position fully endorsed by those who participated in this scoping study.

Key findings and conclusions

The key findings and conclusions are as follows.

1. Parents are clear in their belief about the necessity and importance of therapy interventions. In terms of provision, the predominant issue they report is insufficient therapy. It seems that it is not uncommon for parents to seek private providers, or to identify and self-deliver (untested) ‘therapy’ interventions.

2. The three professions are in a state of dynamic change and development. This appears to be taking place in response to three separate issues:
   i. debates and conceptual understandings of disability and impairment
   ii. shifts taking place in other professions and disciplines, and related evidence, regarding goals-focused working, family-centred approaches and supporting self-management
   iii. significant resource constraints.

3. In terms of the practice of therapy, the key distinctive features are professional autonomy and highly individualised approaches to delivering therapy that are informed, or underpinned, by clinical experience, ‘philosophical positions’ regarding the purpose of therapy, and the specific procedures, techniques and/or equipment that the therapist has the skills, or resources, to deliver.
4. Manualised, or protocol-driven, interventions are unusual. There are early signs of a move to care pathways, and the application of protocols within this structure.

5. Much of the direct work of delivering therapy to a child is carried out by parents and school staff. Increasingly, therapists assume a consultative role. Their skills in this regard are therefore critical.

6. Therapy interventions are complex. Existing frameworks for understanding complex, non-pharmacological interventions offer a useful structure by which this complexity can be understood.

7. Children with non-progressive neurodisability are a highly heterogeneous population. Many have complex needs and require the support and care of a number of professionals and services. The neurological origins of their impairments mean that children with predominantly physical/motor impairments – specified as the population in question for this scoping study – may well have cognitive impairment. Additional or alternative approaches to defining populations – for example in terms of gross motor function or desired goals – may be more meaningful and appropriate.

8. Many potential ‘active ingredients’ were identified, some of which would appear to offer challenges in terms of their ‘measurement’. Related to this, understandings of mechanisms of change are limited.

9. Parents and professionals strongly identify participation as one of the overarching objectives of therapy interventions. However, study participants’ understanding of this term was extremely variable, and, furthermore, it may not be explicitly operationalised in practice.

10. The notion of participation as an appropriate and meaningful outcome indicator for therapy interventions was questioned, particularly evaluations of a specific procedure or technique. There was agreement that, when properly implemented into a study design, participation may be an appropriate indicator in studies evaluating the impact of wider models of care.

11. There was broad agreement that any evaluations should capture outcomes across the entire spectrum of the WHO’s ICF framework, including functioning/body structure, engagement in activities, and participation (as well as other, higher-level outcomes). Some of these outcomes may be better conceived as intermediate outcomes.

12. Quality of life, physical and emotional well-being, resilience and self-management were identified as potentially relevant higher-level outcomes.

13. Typically, there is not a strong culture of research within therapy services. However, within the professions there is growing engagement with and interest in research. There is recognition and acceptance of the need for research, although for some this is tempered by concerns about research’s ability to demonstrate the impact they believe therapies have on children’s lives.

14. A broad-ranging agenda of research priorities was identified. Some were regarded as ‘foundational’ or prerequisites of other types of studies.

15. A number of methodological and study design issues were identified as barriers to evaluation research.

16. Evaluations of ways of working (e.g. goals-focused approaches) and service models (e.g. integrated care, multi- or transtherapy teams) were frequently identified as research priorities. Overall, parents’ research priorities were located in these types of studies.

17. Research priorities concerning particular techniques, procedures or items of equipment generated a long list of potential studies. These appeared to be located in personal preferences and clinical experience, and none emerged as receiving strong and consistent support.

18. There was universal consensus that evaluative research needs to use mixed methods, and patient experience as well as outcomes should be captured.

19. Health economics and implementation science were consistently identified as needing to be core components of evaluation studies.
Study limitations

The main, and major, limitation of this study was its failure to recruit a sample of children and young people. This was despite extensive and creative efforts being made within the constraints of time and resources arising from the fact this was a commissioned study being delivered within a fixed 9-month timeline. Additional work is required to consult with children and young people, and we would suggest that the findings from this study would provide a useful and effective starting point for discussion and consultation. In addition, the study did not incorporate a patient and public involvement element, and nor did its design include sufficient representation from school/education staff.

Final comments

This study was commissioned by NIHR to inform strategic decision-making in terms of its response to the findings of a JLA research prioritisation exercise for children with neurodisability. Four of the top 10 priorities emerging from this exercise concerned therapy interventions. Within NIHR, it was the HTA programme that initiated this scoping study. The findings from this piece of work suggest that a much broader approach to tackling the significant evidence gaps related to therapy interventions for children with neurodisability would be appropriate, embracing, for example, the HSDR, Efficacy and Mechanism Evaluation and Programme Grants for Applied Research programmes, as well as the Medical Research Council-NIHR Methodology Research Programme.
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Appendix 1 Recruitment materials: professionals

Invitation to take part in an interview for the THINC project

Dear [Name]

The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) has recently commissioned a small scoping study of current practice in delivering therapy interventions to children with non-progressive neurodisabilities and perceived research needs on this topic from the perspectives of therapists, other practitioners and families. The purpose of the THINC project is to support and inform NIHR decision-making on the commissioning of future research. An information sheet about the project is attached. We would like to invite you to take part in this project.

We are contacting you because you have been identified as someone who is actively involved in research into therapy interventions for children with neurodisabilities. We would like to invite you to take part in a telephone interview from late July with a member of the research team. This will take place at a time convenient to you and will last around an hour. If you agree, we would like to audio-record the interview. The sort of topics we would like to cover in the interview include:

- Areas of research interest and reasons for focus on these topics
- The current state of evidence re intervention effectiveness
- What makes up a therapeutic intervention and what are the ‘active ingredients’ of the intervention.
- Outcomes and outcome measurement
- Research priorities, in terms of: intervention, population and service delivery issues
- The challenges and barriers to evaluating interventions, and potential solutions.

If you are interested in taking part in this project, please let me know by responding to this email or by telephone. Once we’re in touch, I can explain a bit more about the project and make arrangements for an interview. If we have not heard from you in a week or so, a member of the research team will get in touch with you to check if you are interested in taking part. Your participation will provide us with valuable information that will help us to understand the key issues facing researchers in this field and to identify the high-priority research areas, so we hope you decide to take part.

Yours sincerely

(on behalf of the Research Team)
STUDY OVERVIEW

The THINC Project

THerapy INterventions for Children with neurodisability:
A scoping study of current practice and perceived research needs

Background
A recent James Lind Alliance Childhood Disability Research Priority Setting Partnership conducted with respect to children with neurodisabilities (2015) identified ‘therapy interventions’ as the top research priority. Such interventions include physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. A number of gaps in evidence were identified: the appropriate age to begin therapy, the choice of intervention approach, and the intensity and duration of the intervention. These accord with the findings of several recent reviews which have also called for research to determine optimal dosing and intensity of therapies in order to maximise outcomes, accurately cost services and offer family-friendly, achievable interventions.

To inform decisions regarding the future commissioning of research, NIHR are undertaking some preliminary work in this area. The THINC study has been commissioned by NIHR for two reasons. First, they want to understand more about current practice with respect to delivering therapy interventions to children with neurodisabilities. Second, they want to learn more about perceived research needs from the perspectives of therapists, other practitioners and families. NIHR have asked that the study focuses particularly on non-progressive neurodisabilities where physical/motor function is a predominant impairment.
Aims

- To identify current techniques, practices and approaches to delivering therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability where physical/motor function is a predominant impairment.
- To describe the factors which influence decisions regarding the approach taken and the delivery of the intervention.
- To investigate how professionals and families conceive therapy outcomes, and meaningfulness of ‘participation’ as a therapy outcome.
- To seek views of therapy practitioners, parents and children regarding the ‘active ingredients’ of a therapy session, and the other features of the session which may impact on effectiveness.
- To map NHS health professionals’ parents’ and children’s views of the evidence gaps and research priorities.

Method

Group and individual interviews and an electronic survey will be used as appropriate to ascertain the views and experiences of different stakeholder groups:

- representatives of national professional bodies;
- therapy practitioners and assistant practitioners (based in a range of settings and organisations);
- clinical academics/researchers;
- community paediatricians and paediatric neurologists;
- parents;
- children and young people.

Study duration: The project started in May 2016 and will run for 10 months.

Project outputs

A report will be submitted to NIHR and individuals who have participated in the study will receive a summary of project findings.

The project team

The project is located within NIHR’s Evidence Synthesis Centres at the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination at the University of York. It is being carried out by the University’s Social Policy Research Unit (SPRU): a unit with a longstanding track record for health and care services research and user involvement in research. The research team is being led by Professor Bryony Beresford.
The THINC study

Therapy Interventions for Children with neurodisability: A scoping study of current practice and perceived research needs

Study Information Sheet for Professionals

What is the background to the study?
A recent James Lind Alliance Childhood Disability Research Priority Setting Partnership conducted with respect to children with neurodisabilities (2015) found that ‘therapy interventions’ was a top research priority. Such interventions include physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. The Priority Setting Partnership identified a number of gaps in evidence including: the appropriate age to begin therapy, the choice of intervention approach, and the intensity and duration of the intervention. These accord with the findings of several recent reviews which have also called for research to determine optimal dosing and intensity of therapies in order to maximise outcomes, accurately cost services and offer family-friendly, achievable interventions.

What is the purpose of the study?
The THINC study has been commissioned by NIHR for two reasons. First, they want to understand more about current practice with respect to delivering therapy interventions to children with neurodisability. Second, they want to learn more about perceived research needs from the perspectives of therapists and other practitioners, clinical practitioners and families. NIHR have asked that the study focuses particularly on non-progressive neurodisabilities where physical/motor function is a predominant impairment.

How is the research being carried out?
The study is consulting with a wide range of stakeholders. Broad topic areas being covered in our work with different stakeholder groups will include:

• Current techniques, practices and approaches to therapy interventions with children with non-progressive neurodisability of which physical/motor function is the predominant impairment.
• Factors which influence decisions regarding the approach taken and the delivery of the intervention.
• Therapy outcomes and the meaningfulness of ‘participation’ as a therapy outcome.
• The ‘active ingredients’ in therapy and other features of the session that are responsible for effecting change (e.g. staff skills/qualification; physical environment; parent involvement).
• The evidence gaps for therapy services and research priorities.
• Challenges and barriers to conducting research in this area.
We are using focus group interviews to gain the views and experiences of children and young people, parents and from therapy practitioners/assistants based in various settings and organisations. Individual telephone interviews are being used to involve clinical academics and researchers as well as representatives from national/professional bodies. Finally, community paediatricians and paediatric neurologists will be invited to participate in the study via an online survey.

**Are there any benefits or disadvantages to taking part in the THINC study?**

There are no direct benefits to you if you take part in this research study. However, taking part will contribute to helping to inform and shape commissioning decisions about future research in the area of therapy interventions for children and young people with neurodisability. We hope you will decide to participate in the study but there is no obligation for you to do so.

**A note about confidentiality**

All information will be kept strictly confidential in line with the Data Protection Act. All the information we collect during the study will be stored securely and will only be seen and used by the research team. We will not use your name, or include information which identifies you, in any of our study reports. Your involvement in the study and the information you provide will be kept confidential unless you tell us something that indicates someone is at risk of significant harm. We would discuss this with you before telling anyone else.

**What will happen to the results of the study?**

When the THINC study is complete we will write a report for NIHR. All those who participated in the research will be informed of the key findings. The report and analysis will also be used to deliver presentations at professional/research conferences and to write up journal articles for publication.

**The research team**

The THINC study is located within NIHR’s Evidence Synthesis Centres at the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination at the University of York. It is being carried out by the university’s Social Policy Research Unit (SPRU): a unit with a longstanding track record for health and care services research and user involvement in research. The research team comprises the Chief Investigator, Professor Bryony Beresford; Researchers Jane Maddison and Susan Clarke; and Study Administrator Teresa Frank. For further information about any aspect of the research, please contact:

Social Policy Research Unit, University of York, Heslington, York, YO10 5DD

This study has been approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Social Policy and Social Work at the University of York.
Therapy Interventions for Children with neurodisability: a scoping study of current practice and perceived research needs

Consent Form for Professionals: The THINC study

Please consider and respond to the following points before signing this consent form. Your signature confirms that you are happy to participate in an interview for the study. After the interview the research team will send you a copy of this form for you to keep.

For each statement, please put your initials in the box to indicate you agree with it:

☐ I have read and understood the Study Information Sheet (Professionals - Version 1: 21.06.16.) and understand what taking part in an interview for the THINC Study involves.

☐ I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary, and that I am free to withdraw from the research at any time without giving a reason. If I withdraw from the study, I understand that any data collected before I withdraw will still be used.

☐ I understand that, with my permission, the interview will be recorded using a digital voice recorder.

☐ I understand that the results from the THINC Study will be used to write a report to NIHR to inform the commissioning of research in the area of therapeutic interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisability.

☐ I understand that all the information collected will be treated as confidential. This means that my name, or any other information that could identify me, will not be included in anything written or presented about this research.

☐ I understand that the information I provide is subject to the Data Protection Act.

I confirm I would like to take part in an interview with a member of the THINC study research team.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ______________________

Name: ________________________________
Appendix 2  Recruitment materials: parents

The THINC Study:
TTherapy INterventions for Children with neurodisability

STUDY INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARENTS

You are being invited to take part in the THINC study. Please read the information below to help you decide whether or not you want to take part.

What is the background to the study?
For children with neurodisabilities, the topic of ‘therapy interventions’ has been identified as a top research priority. Interventions include physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech and language therapy. To help decide on the most appropriate research to carry out, the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) has asked researchers at the University of York to undertake a preliminary study.

What is the purpose of the study?
NIHR want to understand more about current practice with regard to therapy interventions for children with neurodisabilities, and to learn more about what needs to be researched. They have asked that the study focuses particularly on non-progressive neurodisabilities where physical/motor function is a predominant impairment.

How is the research being carried out?
Researchers from the study team will be talking with a wide range of people involved with children with neurodisabilities, including therapy practitioners/assistants based in various settings and organisations, community paediatricians and paediatric neurologists, parents, children and young people. We are using focus group interviews to find out about the views and experiences of parents.

What will taking part in a focus group discussion involve?
Taking part will involve joining an informal discussion group of up to eight parents who also have a child with a neurodisability. Key topics we would like to explore are:

- The sorts of therapy your children receive and the purpose of this therapy.
- The ways in which therapy improves the lives of your children and by what means this is achieved.
- Your experiences as ‘co-therapists’ and views with respect to assuming that role.
- Your views on the top priorities for future research.

We expect the meeting will last about an hour. With all parents’ permission, we would like to audio record the discussion. You will receive a £20 ‘thank you’ gift voucher for taking part and will be reimbursed for any travelling expenses you may incur.
Do I have to take part?
Please be assured, you do not have to take part in the THINC study. Taking part, or not taking part, will not affect any support from any services your child receives. If you do decide to take part, you are free to withdraw from the study at any time, without giving a reason. The information you have provided up to that point will be retained.

How do I let you know whether I want to take part in the THINC study?
Please indicate on the enclosed Study Response Form whether or not you would like to take part in a focus group with other parents to talk about your experiences and share your views. Please return the form to the research team using the pre-paid envelope provided.

Are there any benefits or disadvantages to take part in the THINC study?
There are no direct benefits to you if you take part in the THINC study. However, taking part will contribute to helping understand current practice and research needs with regard to children with neurodisability.

A note about confidentiality
All information will be kept strictly confidential in line with the Data Protection Act. All the information we collect during the study will be stored securely and will only be seen and used by the research team. We will not use your name, or include information which identifies you, in any of our study reports. Your involvement in the study and the information you provide will be kept confidential unless you tell us something that indicates someone is at risk of significant harm. We would discuss this with you before telling anyone else.

What will happen to the results of the study?
When the THINC study is complete we will write a report for NIHR. All those who participated in the research will be informed of the key findings. The report and analysis will also be used to deliver presentations at professional/research conferences and to write up journal articles for publication.

The research team
The THINC study is being carried out by researchers from the Social Policy Research Unit at the University of York. The research study is being led by Professor Bryony Beresford. The researchers carrying out the focus groups will be [names redacted] and [names redacted]. If you would like to speak to someone about this research, please contact one of the researchers below:

[Contact information]

Social Policy Research Unit, University of York, Heslington, York YO10 5DD

This study has been approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department for Social Policy and Social Work at the University of York.
CONSENT FORM - PARENTS: The THINC study
Therapy Interventions for Children with neurodisability: a scoping study of current practice and perceived research need

Please consider and respond to the following points before signing this consent form. Your signature confirms that you are happy to participate in a focus group discussion for the study. After the discussion the research team will send you a copy of this form for you to keep. For each statement, please put your initials in the box to indicate you agree with it:

☐ I have read and understood the Study Information Sheet (Version 2 – 25.07.16), and understand what taking part in a focus group discussion for the THINC Study involves.

☐ I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary, and that I am free to withdraw from the research at any time without giving a reason.

☐ I give my permission for the focus group discussion to be recorded using a digital voice recorder.

☐ I understand that the results from the THINC Study will be used to write a report to NIHR who have commissioned this research.

☐ I understand that all the information collected will be treated as confidential and that I will not be identifiable in anything written or presented about this research.

I confirm I would like to take part in an interview with a member of the THINC study research team.

Signature: ________________________ Date: ______________

Name: _____________________________
Appendix 3  Children and young people: recruitment flier

The THINC Project
Therapy Interventions for Children with neurodisability: current practice and research priorities

About the THINC project

- Children, young people, parents and professionals all agree we need to know more about how therapies (e.g. physio-, occupational, and speech & language therapy) can best help children and young people.

- The National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) is thinking about funding research into therapies for disabled children. To start, they want to look at therapies for children and young people whose main need for therapy is for physical disabilities or impairments.

- To help them decide what research to fund, NIHR want to find out more about people’s views and experiences. This is what the THINC project is all about. We are talking to children, young people, parents and professionals.

- This is a national project being carried out by researchers at the University of York.

What are children’s and young people’s views?

- What are their experiences of therapies?
- What are the impacts of therapies on them and their lives?
- What do children and young people want achieve - now and in the future - and how might therapies help them in this?
- What sorts of research should be done into therapies for disabled children and young people?

Taking part in the THINC project

- The THINC project is working with existing groups of disabled children or young people; for example youth clubs, school groups, social groups or sports teams.
- If you’re involved in a group like this, and think your group might be interested in taking part in the THINC project, please do get in touch. We’ll then send you more information and talk to you about how your group might get involved.
Appendix 4 Individual interview topic guides

Topic guide for individual interviews with Clinical Academics and Researchers

“What therapy interventions are, could and should be offered to children with neurodisability to help improve participation outcomes?”

Preliminaries (3 mins)

- Thanks for agreeing to take part
- Outline overall research
- Explain your own research background
- Explain confidentiality/ how going to use information
- Explain would like to record with consent
- Ask if any questions
- Check time they have available
- Ask for formal consent (briefly record consent)

Introduction (5 mins)

Your paid post(s):

- what positions do you hold currently & what is your role within these posts? (check whether involved in any teaching)
- any relevant previous (but recent) paid posts?

Your involvement in research: (excluding your own undergraduate/ Masters research, ie we’re interested in your work as PI &/or member of research team and/or delivering intervention under research)

- Can you tell me a bit about your particular research interest and the topic of your current project(s)?
- What research qualifications do you have?

Your involvement with national professional therapy body [The College of Occupational Therapists / The Chartered Society of Physiotherapy / The Royal College of Speech & Language Therapists]:

- Are you a member of any specialist interest groups?
- Do you have any voluntary roles within this body?

[Text for researcher to introduce the scoping study]

Now to remind you about the focus of this research. NIHR have commissioned this research for two reasons. Firstly to find out about current approaches and practices in delivering therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisabilities, and secondly to explore perceived research needs from the perspectives of different stakeholder groups. They have asked that the study concentrates particularly on non-progressive neurological conditions that predominantly impact on motor function and motor skills, with varying levels of impairment from mild to severe. (For example, cerebral palsy, spina bifida, acquired brain injury, developmental coordination disorder, as well as those not with a formal diagnosis). The findings from this piece of work will be used by NIHR to inform decisions about what research they commission on this topic.
Current state of evidence re intervention effectiveness *(10 mins)*

The James Lind Research Priority Setting Exercise for Children with ND identified evidence on the effectiveness of therapy interventions as the top research priority. Does this surprise you?

We’re interested to know your overall view on how good current research evidence is on the effectiveness of therapy interventions for children with ND. *(Note to researcher: wait for response before using prompts below)*

- Choice of intervention approach to manage presenting clinical need or functional impairment (including evidence which compares different approaches)
- Diagnostic groups *(include those without a diagnosis)*
- Those with simple vs complex needs
- The age of the child
- The setting
- Who delivers the intervention (therapists, their assistants, teaching assistants at school, parents)

Views on why this is the state of the evidence: eg imbalance / patchy evidence, why certain groups / types of impairment/ types of intervention approach have received more or less attention.

If there are areas of strength/good evidence, to what extent do you think this informs current practice by therapy teams?

What (other) factors currently inform or guide the approach taken by a therapist to the management of a case? *(Note to researcher: we might possibly expect them to raise issues here around the quality/resources available to NHS services; ‘inherited practice’).*

- Are any therapeutic approaches now discouraged or no longer funded? If so, why?

Outcomes and outcome measurement *(10 min)*

In working with a child with ND, what key outcomes would you say therapists are working towards?

NIHR has identified ‘participation’ as a core outcome for research evaluating therapy interventions? What do you understand by this term? *(Note for researcher: the domains captured by this concept include participation in: learning and applying knowledge; general tasks and demands; communication; mobility; self-care; domestic life; interpersonal interactions and relationships; major life areas; community, social and civic life).*

Do you think participation is meaningful or relevant as a therapy outcome? If not, why not? If yes, why?

Do you think this concept of participation is routinely operationalised in practice? *(If involved in teaching:) and in student training? If used in practice, is it shared with families?

To what extent is it possible to monitor this sort of outcome?
How therapy interventions make a difference (10 mins)
Can you describe to me your view of how a therapy impacts on outcomes for a child with ND?

Where the therapist is working directly with the child, what is it within a therapy session that is making a difference to the child’s outcomes (eg…is it just the ‘intervention’ (eg massage, working on a particular task with the child, teaching the child a skill), or is it something else (eg the interaction/quality of the therapist-child relationship)?

- Do you think it’s possible to capture and measure these different components of a therapy intervention? What are the challenges / barriers?
- Are you aware of any studies that demonstrate how this can be done?

Similarly, in terms of the provision of equipment (for example, a standing frame, postural sleep system, communication boards, hoists etc.), is it possible to break this down into different components (or the so-called ‘active’ ingredients) which, together, contribute to impact on the child’s outcomes?

- Do you think it’s possible to capture and measure these different components of a therapy intervention? What are the challenges / barriers?
- Are you aware of any studies that demonstrate how this can be done?

The challenges to evaluating interventions (10 mins).
The findings from this study, will contribute to and inform decision-making by NIHR regarding the commissioning of new research in this area. What messages would you want to convey to them about the challenges associated with evaluating research on this topic?
[Note to researcher: we are looking for spontaneous responses but this list may be useful if people are reticent or if you need to give some examples to illustrate the meaning of the question]:

- Are there issues around research capacity?
- Are there issues around practitioners/therapists accepting the need for research and engaging with it?
- To what extent does a standard ‘protocol’ exist in the delivery of a particular therapeutic intervention? And to what extent are therapists consistent in the way they deliver such interventions? Any ethical issues?
- Are there issues related to research designs: are randomised control trials possible? What would be the comparison?
- Are there issues regarding implementing research into routine/everyday practice?
- Are their issues regarding parents/families’ willingness to participate in research?

Research priorities (5 mins)
You have already talked about the areas which you believe are key gaps in research evidence. Before we conclude the interview, can I ask you to specify your top research priorities in terms of developing the evidence base on therapy interventions for children with ND (and specifically, non-progressive ND which predominantly impacts on motor
function and functional skills)? This might be with respect to the management of a particular functional impairment, or diagnostic group, or age group or be concerned with the evaluation of a particular intervention.

- For each research priority identified, ask:
  - What (more) do we need to understand about this topic or issue?
  - [If not covered above] What are the key research questions?
  - [If relevant/appropriate] Are there any promising approaches in this area?

**Anything else? (5 mins)**
Is there anything else you would like to add before we close?

**CLOSE (2 mins)**

- Thank respondent
- Confirm confidentiality
- Explain that once the project has finished (in Spring 2017), we will send all those who participated in the research a summary of the key findings.

- In the study we’d like to include some small group discussions with practising therapists. Is this something you might be able to help us with, for example, by mentioning this request to any local service team leads who you know? We could then follow that up. If you might be able to help us in this way, perhaps I could ring you in a few days to see how we might take that forward?
Topic guide for individual interviews with Representatives of National Professional Bodies

Preamble

- Thanks for agreeing to take part & check time available
- Brief recap of study
- Explain SPRU’s expertise re scoping study (we are not therapists)
- Explain confidentiality/ how going to use information
- Any questions?
- Check OK to record consent & interview? TURN ON RECORDER
- Record Consent Form responses

About you and your professional body

Your paid post(s):

- what positions do you hold currently & what is your role within these posts?
  (if relevant, check whether involved in any teaching)
- any relevant previous (but recent) paid posts?

Any involvement in research?

- Research topics? When (current? recent?)? Extent of involvement?
- Any research qualifications?

[for reps in a voluntary role] Your work with your professional body

[The College of Occupational Therapists / The Chartered Society of Physiotherapy / The Royal College of Speech & Language Therapists]:

- including any specialist interest groups?

Your professional body

- Membership: do all practising therapists have to be a member? Any sub-group for therapists working with children with ND?
- What are its key functions?
- What are the current key challenges for [prof body]?

[Text for researcher to introduce the scoping study]

A reminder about the study. NIHR have commissioned the study for two reasons. Firstly to find out about current approaches and practice in delivering therapy interventions for children up to school leaving age who have non-progressive neurodisabilities, and secondly to explore perceived research needs from the perspectives of different stakeholder groups. NIHR has asked that the study focuses on children with non-progressive neurological conditions that predominantly impact on motor function and motor skills, with varying levels of impairment from mild to severe. Examples include cerebral palsy, spina bifida, acquired brain injury, developmental coordination disorder, as well as children without a formal diagnosis. The findings will be used by NIHR to inform decisions about research to commission on this topic.

Reminder: in this interview we include questions about the views of your professional body, as you have been nominated to speak on its behalf.
Current therapy practice
Are there distinct approaches/schools of thought re therapy for children with ND? If so:
  what are these?
  • does the [prof body] endorse or discourage any specific approaches? Why (not)?
  • have there been any significant shifts in preferred approach over the past ten or so years? If so, what has driven these?
  • are there any promising new/emerging approaches in this country or elsewhere?

Do any standard ‘protocols’/guidance exist in the delivery of interventions for children with ND? If so, role of professional body in:
  • developing protocols?
  • assessing/designating competence of therapists?
  • addressing any adherence issues?

Can you give me an overview of the different settings in which therapy for children with ND is delivered? (eg specialist assessment centres, clinic, school, home) and by whom other than therapists themselves? (eg therapy assistants, special school TAs, parents)
  • Are there any particular groups of children with ND who would use therapists in private practice? In what ways might this therapy be different?

The current state of evidence on the effectiveness of interventions
Does it surprise [the prof body] that evidence on the effectiveness of therapy interventions has emerged as a top research priority? Explain.

Does [prof body] agree with this focus of attention?

What is the [prof body] view on how good current research evidence is on the effectiveness of therapy interventions for children with ND? In what areas is the evidence strongest? Weakest? Possible prompts:
  • Choice of approach to manage presenting clinical need or functional impairment (including evidence which compares different approaches)
  • Diagnostic groups [include those without a diagnosis]
  • Those with simple vs complex needs
  • The age of the child
  • The setting
  • Who delivers the intervention (therapists, their assistants, teaching assistants at school, parents)

Views on why this is the state of the evidence: eg imbalance / patchy evidence, why certain groups / types of impairment/ types of intervention approach have received more or less attention.

What does [prof body] see as the challenges to implementing EBP? What can be done to overcome these? Possible prompts re challenges:
  • lack of research understanding/acceptance by therapists?
  • lack of influence of prof body’s work on therapy teams?
Building and promoting evidence-based practice

What is the role of [professional body] with regard to building the evidence base on the effectiveness of therapy interventions? What is the organisation currently doing in this respect? Is there work going on to build research capacity?

Does [prof body] actively promote evidence-based practice? If so, how? Possible prompts:
- encouraging therapists to be more research-aware (e.g., influencing content of accredited student programmes; training events for qualified therapists)?
- access to relevant information: collating/disseminating research findings

To what extent does evidence inform current practice by therapy teams? What other factors do therapists use to inform or guide their management of a case [e.g., resources available to NHS services; ‘inherited practice’]?

Key therapy outcomes

What does [prof body] see as the key outcomes therapists are working towards with children with ND? Any priorities?

NIHR has identified ‘participation’ as a core outcome for research evaluating therapy interventions. [Note for researcher: Participation domains include - learning and applying knowledge; general tasks and demands; communication; mobility; self-care; domestic life; interpersonal interactions and relationships; major life areas; community, social and civic life].

- What does the [prof body] understand by this term?
- Does [prof body] regard participation as a meaningful/relevant therapy outcome for this group of children? Why (not)?
- Is the concept of participation as an outcome routinely operationalised by therapists in practice? Shared with families?
- Does the [prof body] issue any advice on monitoring participation outcomes?

Current work being led by [prof body] on outcomes and/or their measurement?

Challenges/barriers to research

The findings from this study will contribute to and inform decision-making by NIHR regarding the commissioning of new research in this area for children with ND. What messages would [professional body] want to convey to NIHR about the likely challenges in researching this area? Possible prompts:
- Any issues around therapists accepting the need for research and engaging with it?
- Any inconsistency in interpretation/delivery of any ‘standard’ interventions?
- Any ethical issues?
- Any research design issues: eg are randomised control trials possible? What would be the control?
- Are there issues regarding parents’/families’ willingness to participate in research?

Does [prof body] see any potential risks/negative aspects for the profession from new research in this area?
Advice on key research priorities to develop the evidence base

What are [prof body’s] top research priorities in terms of developing the evidence base on therapy interventions for children with ND (and specifically, non-progressive ND which predominantly impacts on motor function and functional skills)?

This might be with respect to the management of a particular functional impairment, or diagnostic group, or age group or be concerned with the evaluation of a particular intervention.

For each research priority identified, ask:

- What (more) do we need to understand about this topic or issue?
- [If not covered above] What are the key research questions?

Anything else?

Is there anything else you would like to add?

CLOSE

- Thank respondent and confirm confidentiality
- We’ll send all participants a summary of the key findings after the project ends (Spring 2017)

- **ASK:** [say who else we are interviewing, if anyone] in your view is there anyone else in the prof body we should ask for interview to as to be sure we cover both the research and practice perspective?

- **ASK:** to help our general understanding, is it possible for the research team to have a copy of the Professional Handbook?
Topic guide for individual interviews with paediatricians

“What therapy interventions are, could and should be offered to children with neurodisability to help improve participation outcomes?”

Preliminaries (3 mins)
- Thanks for agreeing to take part
- Outline overall research
- Explain your own research background
- Explain confidentiality/ how going to use information
- Explain would like to record with consent
- Ask if any questions
- Check time they have available
- Ask for formal consent (briefly record consent)

Introduction (5 mins)
Your NHS post(s):
- what positions do you hold currently & what is your role within these posts?
- are there particular groups of children (in terms of diagnosis, age) you care for?

Check re info we have re national / advisory roles (see info in invitation email)

Your involvement in research
- Have you had any involvement in research – that may be as an investigator or as a clinician delivering the intervention under investigation?
- [If appropriate] Do you have any research qualifications?

[Text for researcher to introduce the scoping study]
Now to remind you about the focus of this research. NIHR have commissioned this research for two reasons. Firstly to find out about current approaches and practices in delivering therapy interventions for children with non-progressive neurodisabilities, and secondly to explore perceived research needs from the perspectives of different stakeholder groups. They have asked that the study concentrates particularly on non-progressive neurological conditions that predominantly impact on motor function and motor skills, with varying levels of impairment from mild to severe. (For example, cerebral palsy, spina bifida, acquired brain injury, developmental coordination disorder, as well as those not with a formal diagnosis). The findings from this piece of work will be used by NIHR to inform decisions about what research they commission on this topic.

The role/place of therapies within the care and management of children with neurodisabilities on interviewee’s caseload (5-8 mins)
In terms of the children under your care, how do you/your team/clinic work with the different therapists?
What is your view on the role they play in supporting/achieving positive outcomes for children with ND,

What outcomes do you particularly identify as being the role/priority of the therapists? 
*Check: outcomes for the child and whether any outcomes for the parent.*

**Participation as a therapy outcome (5-8 mins)**
NIHR has identified ‘participation’ as a core outcome for research evaluating therapy interventions? What do you understand by this term?

*Note for researcher: the domains captured by this concept include participation in: learning and applying knowledge; general tasks and demands; communication; mobility; self-care; domestic life; interpersonal interactions and relationships; major life areas; community, social and civic life.***

Do you think participation is meaningful or relevant as a therapy outcome? If not, why not? If yes, why?

Is it a concept which is used/relevant to your involvement with the care of a child? If not, why not? If yes, why?

**Current state of evidence re therapy interventions for children with ND (10 mins)**
The James Lind Research Priority Setting Exercise for Children with ND identified evidence on the effectiveness of therapy interventions as the top research priority. Does this surprise you?

Views on why this is the state of the evidence: eg imbalance / patchy evidence, why certain groups / types of impairment/ types of intervention approach have received more or less attention.

If there are areas of strength/good evidence, to what extent do you think this informs current practice by therapy teams and/or the way services are organised or delivered?

In your view, what are/might be the barriers/challenges to implementing research evidence regarding therapy interventions for children with ND?

.....and have you observed/experienced anything which has supported evidence-informed practice or service organisation?

**The challenges to evaluating therapy interventions (5-10 mins).**
The findings from this study, will contribute to and inform decision-making by NIHR regarding the commissioning of new research in this area. What messages would you want to convey to them about the challenges associated with evaluating research on this topic? 
*Note to researcher: we are looking for spontaneous responses but this list may be useful if people are reticent or if you need to give some examples to illustrate the meaning of the question):*
• Are there issues around research capacity?
• Are there issues around practitioners/therapists accepting the need for research and engaging with it?
• To what extent does a standard ‘protocol’ exist in the delivery of a particular therapeutic intervention? And to what extent are therapists consistent in the way they deliver such interventions? Any ethical issues?
• Are there issues related to research designs: are randomised control trials possible? What would be the comparison?
• Are there issues regarding implementing research into routine/everyday practice?
• Are their issues regarding parents/families’ willingness to participate in research?

Research priorities (5 mins)
You have already talked about the areas which you believe are key gaps in research evidence. Before we conclude the interview, can I ask you to specify your top research priorities in terms of developing the evidence base on therapy interventions for children with ND (and specifically, non-progressive ND which predominantly impacts on motor function and functional skills)? This might be with respect to:
• the management of a particular functional impairment
• diagnostic group, or age group
• the evaluation of a particular intervention.
• the way therapy is organised and delivered.

• For each research priority identified, ask:
  − What (more) do we need to understand about this topic or issue?
  − [If not covered above] What are the key research questions?
  − [If relevant/appropriate] Are there any promising approaches in this area?

Anything else? (2 mins)
Is there anything else you would like to add before we close?

CLOSE (2 mins)
• Thank respondent
• Confirm confidentiality
• Explain that once the project has finished (in Spring 2017), we will send all those who participated in the research a summary of the key findings.
APPENDIX 4

Topic guide for individual interviews with practitioners

“What therapy interventions are, could and should be offered to children with neurodisability to help improve participation outcomes?”

Preliminaries
- Thanks for agreeing to take part & check time available
- Brief recap of study
- Explain SPRU’s expertise re scoping study (we are not therapists)
- Explain confidentiality/ how going to use information
- Any questions?
- Check OK to record consent & interview? TURN ON RECORDER
- Record Consent Form responses

Introduction
May we start by your telling me what post(s) you hold and your job role(s)?

Could you briefly explain your areas of skills and expertise as a practitioner (Note: this could be particular approaches, diagnostic groups, types of children, etc)

Can I just check some details with you:
- How long have you been qualified as a PT?
- Are you a member of any specialist interest groups within [The College of Occupational Therapists / The Chartered Society of Physiotherapy / The Royal College of Speech & Language Therapists]?
- Do you have any voluntary roles within this body?
- Have you had any involvement in research – that may be as an investigator or as a therapist delivering the intervention under investigation?
- [If appropriate] Do you have any research qualifications?
- Does your hospital/insitution offer placements to therapy trainees?

[Text for researcher to introduce the scoping study]
Now to remind you about the focus of this scoping study. NIHR have commissioned the study for two reasons. Firstly to find out about current approaches and practice in delivering therapy interventions for children up to school leaving age who have non-progressive neurodisabilities, and secondly to explore perceived research needs from the perspectives of different stakeholder groups. They have asked that the study concentrates particularly on children with non-progressive neurological conditions that predominantly impact on motor function and motor skills, with varying levels of impairment from mild to severe. Examples include cerebral palsy, spina bifida, acquired brain injury, developmental coordination disorder, as well as children without a formal diagnosis. The findings will be used by NIHR to inform decisions about research to commission on this topic.
Overview of current practice

[In terms of the children you work with...] What are the key presenting symptoms/areas of need for therapy interventions for this group of children?
- Are any types of need/symptoms prioritised over others? (e.g. diagnostic group; simple v complex needs)

What factors influence your/a therapist’s decisions about what particular therapeutic approach to take with an individual child with a neurodisability presenting with motor impairments?
- Factors about the child / presenting need (e.g. diagnostic group; simple v complex needs; age)
- ‘Menu’ of existing approaches:
  - Do core therapy interventions exist (if so, for which areas of need)?
  - Are there distinct approaches/schools of thought? Are any of these approaches overlapping or competing with one another? If so, can you summarise any current debate about this?
  - Have there been any significant shifts in approach over the past ten or so years? If so, what has driven these?
  - Are any therapeutic approaches now discouraged or no longer funded? If so, why?
  - Are there currently any new/emerging approaches in this country or elsewhere?
  - To what extent do standard ‘protocols’ (or guidance or consensus statements) exist in the delivery of particular therapeutic interventions? If/where these exist, to what extent do therapists adhere to them? Is there any assessment/designation of competence? Who develops these protocols/guidances?
  - What are the barriers to adhering to such protocols/guidances?
- Research factors [if appropriate]:
  - To what extent would you say current practice is evidence-based / informed by research evidence?
  - What sort of profile do research findings have in your department? In what ways can you/your team be updated on research findings? What are the challenges regarding implementing evidence-based practice?
  - To what extent do you get professional guidance on the latest research/research findings?
  - Do you use your professional body for this?
  - Do you view your professional body as a potential source of support in terms of information, advice and training?
- Any other factors: what other factors influence a therapist’s intervention decision? (e.g. resources)
Can you give me an overview of the different settings in which therapy for children with ND is delivered, and by whom?  *(eg therapy assistants, special school TAs, parents)*

- Are there any particular groups of children with ND who would use therapists in private practice? In what ways might this therapy be different?

**Therapy Outcomes**

In working with a child with ND, what key outcomes would you say you/your staff team are working towards?

- Do you/your staff team prioritise clinical needs/presenting symptoms in any way?
- Are you getting pressure from service management/commissioners about which outcomes your department should prioritise?
- Who would you involve in deciding what should be prioritised – both with respect to an individual child and/or the approach/ethos of a service?
- To what extent are these outcomes made explicit to children and families?

NIHR has identified ‘participation’ as a core outcome for research evaluating therapy interventions. What do you understand by this term?

*Note for researcher: Participation domains include - learning and applying knowledge; general tasks and demands; communication; mobility; self-care; domestic life; interpersonal interactions and relationships; major life areas; community, social and civic life."

Do you think participation is meaningful/ relevant as a therapy outcome? Why (not)?

Do you think this concept of participation is routinely operationalised by therapists in practice? To what extent is it possible to monitor this sort of outcome?

- Has your staff team been trained in participation outcomes and their measurement?
- How is this training delivered?

**The active ingredients of therapy interventions & their measurement**

You identified earlier some of the key outcomes which therapists are working towards,..., *how* in your view, or by what mechanisms, does a therapy intervention impact on outcomes for a child with ND?

In your view, what is it within a therapy session that is making a difference to the child’s outcomes? *(This might include both ‘technical’ components of the intervention itself (eg massage, working on a particular task with the child, teaching the child a skill) and additional components eg the interaction/quality of the therapist-child relationship)*

- Do you think it’s possible to capture and measure the different components of a therapy intervention? What are the challenges / barriers?

Similarly, in terms of the provision of equipment, is it possible to break this down into different components (the so-called ‘active’ ingredients) which, together, contribute to impact on the child’s outcomes?

- Do you think it’s possible to capture and measure these different components of a therapy intervention? What are the challenges / barriers?
Current state of evidence re intervention effectiveness
Does it surprise you that the effectiveness of therapy interventions for children with ND emerged as the top priority from The James Lind Research Priority-Setting Exercise?

[If appropriate] Views on why this is the state of the evidence: eg imbalance / patchy evidence, why certain groups / types of impairment/ types of intervention approach have received more or less attention.

The challenges to researching and evaluating therapy interventions
The findings from this study will contribute to and inform decision-making by NIHR regarding the commissioning of new research in this area. What messages would you want to convey to them about the likely challenges in researching this topic? [Note to researcher: we are looking for spontaneous responses but this list may be useful if people are reticent or if you need to give some examples to illustrate the meaning of the question]:

- Are there issues around research capacity?
- Any issues around therapists accepting the need for research and engaging with it?
- Any inconsistency in interpretation/delivery of any ‘standard’ interventions?
- Any ethical issues?
- Any research design issues: eg. are randomised control trials possible? What would be the comparison?
- Are there issues regarding parents’/families’ willingness to participate in research?

Research priorities
Finally, in terms of having a better evidence base for your own/your service’s practices and approach to caring for children with ND (and specifically, non-progressive ND which predominantly impacts on motor function and functional skills), what would be your priorities for future research? [Note for researcher: if reticent, think back to any research/practice problems raised earlier and refer to these]

- This might be with respect to the management of a particular functional impairment, or diagnostic group, or age group or be concerned with the evaluation of a particular intervention.
- For each research priority identified, ask:
  - What (more) do we need to understand about this topic or issue?
  - [If not covered above] What are the key research questions?
  - [If relevant] Are there any promising approaches in this area?

Anything else?
Is there anything else you would like to add?

CLOSE
- Thank respondent
- Confirm confidentiality
- Explain that once the project has finished (in Spring 2017), we will send all those who participated in the research a summary of the key findings.
- For first two interviews only, ask participants how they felt the interview went and whether they would tweak it in any way.
Appendix 5  Focus group topic guides and materials

Topic guide for focus groups with practitioners

Introduction to study (7 mins)
- Brief introduction: with slide or visual aid
- Purpose of session
- Consent to audio
- Consent forms

Plan for the session and group rules (3 mins)

What informs decision-making re the management of a case (20 mins)
- Break into small groups (3-4 people) around where they are sitting.
- TASK: What influences or informs your decision-making about the management of a case?
  - Rank the following in order of how much influence your decision-making.
  - 5 minutes to agree.
    - child’s presenting clinical/functional needs
    - your clinical experiences of managing similar children
    - the child and family’s characteristics and resources
    - the time / resources you have available to you
    - research evidence on the effectiveness or ‘dose’ of therapy interventions
    - professional body or clinical guidance
    - your professional training
  [Factors presented on strips of card: different colours blue-tack onto mounting board]

- Whole group together
  - Each small group presents – top two and bottom two, and if not in either: where research came
  - Brief reflection / observation from facilitator

- Whole group discussion: exploring issues related to research informing practice
  - What sorts of research evidence do they use, or might they use if it was available?
  - What are the barriers to research evidence playing a greater role in decision-making?
  - Is it a problem / concern that research evidence doesn’t appear higher / isn’t top?
Research priorities (15 minutes)
- Individual exercise:
- Task: complete the following (3-4 minutes)
  - In order to improve outcomes for children with ND, what research needs to be done?
    - Research about interventions
    - Research about the way therapy is organised and delivered
- Whole group feedback:
  - Ask people to share topics and write up on flip chart.
  - Ask for comments / reflections

Outcomes: is ‘participation’ a meaningful construct? (10 minutes)
- Introduce: a question for NIHR – therapy – participation: meaningful and appropriate outcome? They define ‘participation’ as being able to take part in the activities, opportunities and experiences that children of their age have access to: across all domains of life: learning and applying knowledge; general tasks and demands; communication; mobility; self-care; domestic life; interpersonal interactions and relationships; major life areas; community, social and civic life
- Whole group discussion:
  - Is this the right sort of outcome to measure if we are wanting to assess or evaluate the impact of therapy interventions?
    - If not, why not?
    - What would be other / better outcomes to measure?

Close
- Review discussion
- Thanks
- Next steps
- Vouchers
THINC PROJECT – PRACTITIONER FOCUS GROUPS

PARTICIPANT DETAILS

1. How long have you been qualified as a therapist? ______________________

2. What grade is your post? ______________________

3. What NHS Trust you currently based in? ______________________

4. Is your post hospital or community based? ______________________

5. What diagnostic groups of children with ND do you typically work with?
   ______________________
   ______________________

5. Have you had any involvement in research? *(please tick all that apply)*

☐ No

☐ Yes, an investigator

☐ Yes, as a therapist delivering the intervention under investigation

☐ Yes, other: ______________________
Professionals’ focus group:
Ranking exercise: materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>professional body or clinical guidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>your clinical experiences of managing similar children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your professional training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the child’s presenting clinical/functional needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the child’s and family’s characteristics and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research evidence on the effectiveness or ‘dose’ of therapy interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the time/resources you have available to you</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Professionals’ focus group:
Research prioritisation: materials

RESEARCH PRIORITIES: IN ORDER TO IMPROVE OUTCOMES FOR CHILDREN WITH ND, WHAT RESEARCH NEEDS TO BE DONE?

Research about specific interventions

Research about particular groups of children (eg. diagnosis, need, age....)

Research about the way therapy is organised and delivered
THINC project topic guide: focus groups with parents

Introducing me and the project (5 mins) (visual aid)

- Thank you and my name
- Purpose of meeting with group:
  - Main health research funder - research priorities for children with ND; the result – therapy interventions.
  - We don’t know much – what therapies work best and for which child.
  - Before making any decisions about what research, NIHR: further consultation with key stakeholders: therapists, other professionals involved in care of children with ND, parents and children.
  - This is one of four groups we’re working with on this project
- Basically have about an hour – a number of issues to discuss with you...
  - Check re recording & recorder on
  - Will secure consent over lunch ....for now... “Does the group...”
- Notify re thank you voucher and expenses: deal with over lunch

Round group introductions (5 mins) (visual aid)

- Name and these details about child: name, age, condition, type of school, therapies currently receiving NHS, your involvement in delivering therapies or arranged yourselves

Views on child’s therapy provision (10 mins) (visual aid)

- Adequacy in terms of amount: use 1 – 10 scale
- What are the gaps
- Are they addressing these themselves in any way?

20 minutes

Objectives of therapy, participation priorities (20 mins) (visual aid)

- Talk through a ‘child & ball’ visual aid:
  - Therapies – work on body structure or function (or provide equipment to support) .......that work means the child can do (or do more easily) an activity ....and that in turn, potentially, means
- Does this picture reflect their understanding of what therapies are doing?
  - Is this made explicit to them and to their child?
- In terms of the participation end: what are their/their child’s broad priorities etc..?

40 minutes
Measuring outcomes (15 mins)

- Where on the continuum should we be measuring the impact or outcomes of therapy?
  - How far along the continuum should we go?
  - What other things might be impacting on this process
    - Probe: parental input, school, access to equipment, child’s impairments....
- Can the impact of therapy be measured?
  - How? Why / why not?

55 minutes

Research priorities (5 mins) (visual aid)

- What would priorities be for research into therapies in terms of improving your child’s functioning / quality of life / well-being
  - Why?

ROUND UP, THANKS AND CLOSE (visual aid)
Appendix 6  Procedures, techniques and activities described by study participants

Procedures, techniques and activities described by study participants and used in NHS settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiotherapy</th>
<th>Occupational therapy</th>
<th>Speech and language therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of intervention</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross motor skills: gait/walking/mobility; hand/arm function</td>
<td>Interventions to enable/support taking part in activities and occupations</td>
<td>Communication, speech, language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain/comfort</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eating, drinking, swallowing (including nutritional sufficiency, safety and enjoyment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spasticity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body structure, core strength, bone density, muscle strength, posture and contractures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Procedures, techniques, activities and equipment described

| **Strength training** | Teaching skills to enable child to engage in activities |
| **Resistance training** | Work on fine motor skills (e.g. constraint-induced movement therapy) |
| **Stretching (including positional stretching, splints)** | Sensory/sensory integration |
| **Endurance training** | Adaptive/problem-solving skills (specific approaches mentioned: Occusalional performance coaching; Cognitive Orientation to daily Occupational Performance) |
| **Cardiovascular fitness training** | Self-care/life skills |
| **Specific techniques:** | |
| Constraint-induced movement therapy | Adjusting/changing a task to support a child to manage it independently |
| Bimanual training | Providing equipment to enable child to engage in activities |
| Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation | Seating |
| Hip and spine surveillance | Postural management |
| Acupuncture | Mobility (including powered) |
| Standing frames | Small items (e.g. cutlery) |
| Walking frames | Adapted sports equipment (e.g. bicycles) |
| Postural management (sleep; 24-hour; different systems (e.g. micro-garments)) | Switches, other systems, to enable control of environment |
| Stretches | Equipment provision to support |
| Splinting (traditional; Lycra®) | |

- Mobility (manual or powered wheelchairs)
- Fine motor skills
- Self-care (e.g. bathing aids; toilet seat)
- Moving and handling (e.g. hoists)
- Safety

- Communication
- Oromotor skills
- Eye-gaze skills
- Language development
- Narrative/storytelling skills
- Reciprocal communication (e.g. baby-signing; intensive interaction)
- Aided Language Simulation
- Articulation therapy
- Breath support skills
- Facial oral tract therapy
- Dysphagia (swallowing, saliva control) and eating and drinking
- Modifying food, drinks
- Positioning
- Supporting non-oral feeding
- VitalStim Therapy
- Oral desensitisation
- Equipment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physiotherapy</th>
<th>Occupational therapy</th>
<th>Speech and language therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydrotherapy</td>
<td>Changing the environment to support engagement in activities or address care needs</td>
<td>Augmentive and alternative communication systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional electrical stimulation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feeding/drinking equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botulinum (botox)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports (e.g. football or cycling)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wii-Fit™ (Nintendo, Redmond, WA, USA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move it to improve it</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebound therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(<a href="http://www.reboundtherapy.org">www.reboundtherapy.org</a>)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Across many of these**

- Repetition
- Practice
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